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ABSTRACT

Eskom is experiencing problems in the field of protection maintenance and in-service
breakdowns which negatively influence the quality of electrical supply to the consumer,
an integral component of the utility business.

These facts initiated the research into the further development of a generic relay to be implemented as a
strategic spare for the replacement of several schemes operating within Eskom’s southern region.  These
include the electromechanical, solid state and numerical distance protection relay and scheme failures on
the 132 / 66 kV feeder network.  Hence, the primary objective of the research is to develop, test and
configure the strategic spare in terms of software and peripheral hardware for the input and output
terminal connections, generic equations and settings for the purpose of the scheme replacements.  The
various schemes are assessed for stepped distance and permissive intertripping for three or single pole
operation.  This is done in conjunction with the internal and external circuit diagrams in order to
understand the detailed operation of the scheme and to ensure the effective implementation of the
strategic spare.

The generic relay is configured for the emergency replacement of the various schemes during in-service
breakdowns.  This constitutes a temporary installation and therefore the downtime in essence, of all the
distance protection schemes that require replacement, is limited to a minimum.

This dissertation therefore explores the implementation of the strategic spare.
uittreksel

Eskom ondervind tans probleme met die instandhouding en faling van beveiligings-toerusting.  Dit het ‘n
negatiewe uitwerking op die kwaliteit van elektrisiteitstoevoer; ‘n integrale deel van die
elektrisiteitsvoorsieningsbedryf.

Na aanleiding van die bogenoemde is verdere navorsing in die ontwikkeling van ‘n generiese
beveiligingstoestel, as ‘n strategiese vervangingsonderdeel vir die sewe skemas in Eskom se suidelike
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gebied, onderneem.  Hierdie sluit elektromeganiese, halfgeleier en numeriese afstandseenheid en
skemafalings op die 132 / 66 kV toevoernetwerk in.

Die hoof-doel van hierdie navorsing is dus om die strategiese onderdeel te ontwikkel, te toets en op te stel
in terme van sagteware en aangrensende hardeware vir die inset-en-uitset terminaalverbindings, generiese
funksies en verstellings benodig vir die skemavervangings.

Die verskillende skemas is vir trapafstande en permissiewe tussenklink van drie- en enkelpool werking
ge-evalueer.  Deur tegelyker tyd met die interne en eksterne kringdiagramme te werk, word daar verseker
dat die in-diepte werking van die skema verstaan word en dat die strategiese onderdeel effektief
geimplimenteer word.

Die generiese beveiligingstoestel is opgestel vir nooduitruiling van die verskillende skemas gedurende in-
diens onklaarraking.  Hierdie tydelike installasie beperk die faling

 (iv)

van dienstyd, vir die vervanging van foutiewe afstandsbeskermingsskemas tot ‘n minimum.

Hierdie verhandeling ondersoek dus die implimentering van die strategiese vervangingsonderdeel.


Plate 1:  The SEL 321-12 Distance Protection Strategic Spare
Plaat 1:  Die SEL 321-12 Afstandsbeskerming Strategiese Onderdeel
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PRIMARY ELEMENT SUMMARY
Element Description
M1P to M4P Zone one to zone four phase distance, instantaneous
M2PT to M4PT Zone two to zone four phase distance, time delayed
Z1G to Z4G Zone one to zone four ground distance, instantaneous
Z2GT to Z4GT Zone two to zone four ground distance, time delayed
3 PT Three pole trip
TPA;  TPB;  TPC Trip A, B and C respectively
FSA;  FSB;  FSC Fault Identification Selection (FIDS) logic selects phase A, B and C respectively
MAB1 to MAB4 Mho AB phase distance zone one to zone four, instantaneous
MBC1 to MBC4 Mho BC phase distance zone one to zone four, instantaneous
MCA1 to MCA4 Mho CA phase distance zone one to zone four, instantaneous
67N2T Level two directional residual overcurrent, time delayed
67N4T Level four directional residual overcurrent, time delayed
27 L Single phase undervoltage condition
50H High set phase overcurrent
SOTFE Switch-onto-fault logic enabled
51PT Phase time-overcurrent timed out
51NT Residual time-overcurrent, timed out
3PO Three poles open
KEY Key permissive trip signal start (Active if POTT is enabled)
Z3RBD Zone three reverse block (Active if POTT is enabled)
PD1 Breaker one phase discordance declaration

DISTANCE SCHEME SUMMARY
Scheme Description
POTT  Permissive overreach transfer trip
PUTT Permissive underreach transfer trip
SD Stepped distance
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INTERMEDIATE ELEMENT SUMMARY
Element  Description
V Selogic control equation V, equation output, instantaneous
W Selogic control equation W, equation output, instantaneous
X Selogic control equation X, equation output, instantaneous
XT Selogic control equation XT, equation output, time delayed
Y Selogic control equation Y, equation output, instantaneous
YT Selogic control equation YT, equation output, time delayed
Z Selogic control equation Z, equation output, instantaneous
ZT Selogic control equation ZT, equation output, time delayed

INTERNAL ELEMENT SUMMARY
Element  Description
MER Mask to trigger event report variable
MTO Mask to trip breaker open variable
MTU Mask to trip unconditional variable
MTCS Mask to trip communications scheme variable

INPUT STATUS SUMMARY
Element  Description
CLOSE Manual close and supervisory normally open (N/O) contact for SOTFE
NA Input not assigned
52A1 Three phase breaker status normally open (N/O) contact
PTXFR Load or potential transfer
PT Permissive trip driven with receive output for POTT or PUTT scheme
52AAI ‘A’ phase breaker status normally open (N/O) contact
52ABI ‘B’ phase breaker status normally open (N/O) contact
52ACI ‘C’ phase breaker status normally open (N/O) contact
LP1 to LP5 Logic point one to five
SPTE Single pole trip enable
INPUTS 1 to 12 110 V inputs
INPUTS 13 to 16 48 V inputs
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• LIST OF EMPIRICAL EQUATIONS
Equation
No.
XL = r(sinθ + 1) [2.6]
R = 2XL [2.7]
X1T5  = 2
a
 [Sinφ + 1] × 1,2 [2.14]
X1B5 = −[X1T5 + 0,3] [2.15]
R1R5 = 2
a
 [Cosφ + 1] × 1,2 [2.16]
R1L5 = −[R1R5 + 0,3] [2.17]
X1T6  = [X1T5 + 30 % of Z1P] [2.18]
X1B6 = −[X1B5 + 30 % of Z1P] [2.19]
R1R6 = [R1R5  + 30 % of Z1P] [2.20]
R1L6 = −[R1L5  + 30 % of Z1P] [2.21]

• LIST OF OTHER EQUATIONS
Equation
No.
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CONCEPT DEFINITIONS

ANTI-PUMPING
A feature usually incorporated in the circuit breaker whereby, in the event of a permanent fault, repeated
operations of the circuit breaker are prevented when the closing impulse lasts longer than the sum of the
protective relay, circuit breaker operating times and a predetermined safety margin.

AUTO-RECLOSING
A feature used to reclose a circuit breaker automatically once it has tripped for a fault.

CIRCUIT BREAKER FAILURE PROTECTION
A specific form of local backup protection which operates in the event of a circuit breaker failing to clear
a fault and trips all other circuits feeding into the same section of busbar as that circuit breaker.

CLOSING IMPULSE TIME
The time during which the closing contacts of the auto-reclose relay are made.

COMMISSIONING
The final in-service performance monitoring and operation of the strategic spare.
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COMPATIBILITY STUDY
A study to ensure that the strategic spare is compatible with phase one electromechanical, static based
phase two and other numerical phase three distance protection relays and schemes.

COST ANALYSIS
A comparison between the capital cost of the relay and the net present value of the potential cost saving
and reduced hours of future outages, using a distance protection strategic spare rather than configuring the
scheme for an overcurrent protection scheme.

DEADTIME
The time between the auto-reclose relay being initiated and the operation of the ARC relay output
contacts which energise the circuit breaker closing circuit.

GENERATION
Phase one, phase two and phase three distance protection relays or schemes installed during a particular
era.

HIGH SPEED RECLOSING SCHEME
A scheme whereby a circuit breaker is automatically reclosed within one second after a fault trip
operation.
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IDENTIFICATION EVALUATION
Established evaluation criteria for the purpose of identifying a cost effective unitary distance protection
strategic spare for the all-inclusive replacement of the present phase one, two and three relays and
schemes operating within Eskom’s 132 / 66 kV southern regional network.

INTER-TRIPPING TRANSFER TRIP (DIRECT TRANSFER TRIP)
The tripping of a circuit breaker by carrier signals initiated from the protection at a remote location
independently of the state of the protection at the local location.

LOCK-OUT
A feature of an auto-reclose scheme which, after tripping of the circuit breaker, prevents further automatic
reclosing.

MARKET ANALYSIS
Analysis of market related 132 / 66 kV numerical distance protection relays, according to established
technical and general criteria, for implementation as a strategic spare.

MODIFIED INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN (MIRR)
The MIRR is the discount ratio that forces the present value and terminal value inflows to equal the
present value of the costs.  The MIRR is used in preference to the internal rate of return (IRR) because it
is a more reliable reflection of profitability or loss.
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NET PRESENT VALUE (NPV)
The net present value of an investment is the total sum of future investments and savings discounted to
today’s value.

NON-SWITCHED
Distance protection relays that contain separate measuring circuits used for faults, each permanently
connected to measure the correct input quantities.

PERMISSIVE OVERREACH TRANSFER TRIP SCHEME (POTT)
A permissive inter-tripping scheme whereby the directional zone two over-reaching elements are used to
send a signal to the remote end of the transmission line and also permit tripping on receipt of a carrier
signal.

PERMISSIVE UNDERREACH TRANSFER TRIP SCHEME (PUTT)
A permissive inter-tripping scheme whereby the directional zone one under-reaching elements are used to
initiate tripping and also send a signal to the remote end of the transmission line.

PHASE ONE RELAY
Electromechanical protection relays.

PHASE TWO RELAY
Solid state protection relays.
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PHASE THREE RELAY
Numerical protection relays.

POWER SWING BLOCKING
The relay is arranged to block or prevent the operation of the distance scheme measuring units during
power swing conditions thereby allowing the power system to return to a stable condition.

RECLAIM TIME
The time following the last permitted close pulse before the auto-reclose relay returns to the reset state.

RELAY ANALYSIS
Analysis of all the 132 / 66 kV distance protection relays and schemes operating within Eskom’s southern
regional feeder network.

SINGLE SHOT RECLOSING
An operating sequence providing only one reclosing operation;  lockout of the circuit breaker occurring
on subsequent tripping.

STEPPED DISTANCE
A basic mode of operation, without, or failed, carrier intertripping, where the distance and time zones of
protection are stepped from the relay point to effect the tripping of the local circuit breaker.
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STRATEGIC SPARE
A distance protection relay that can be utilized for replacing in-service distance protection relays or
schemes on 132 / 66 kV feeders.

SWITCHED
Distance protection relays that contain a single common measuring circuit used for all faults.  The correct
pair of input quantities supplied depends on the type of fault.

TEMPORARY INSTALLATION
In-service replacement of a distance protection relay or scheme failure for more than eight hours but less
than a period of four months.

TERMINAL VALUE (TV)
The terminal value is the future value of the cash inflows.
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chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND
Eskom requires an effective, unitary replacement for the seven 132 / 66 kV distance protection schemes
operating within their southern regional network.  The primary objective of the research is to identify and then
develop, test, and configure a strategic spare in terms of software and peripheral hardware for the input and
output terminal connections, generic equations and settings.

The strategic spare identification process that was adopted consisted of a relay analysis, market analysis, cost
analysis, compatibility study and an identification evaluation which is based on relay and scheme replacements
throughout the southern region ([15] Harris, 1998).  This approach was adopted to ensure that the most
effective distance protection strategic spare was identified for the replacement of the more complex schemes
operating within this region.

The SEL 321-12 dual board non-switched, phase three numerical distance protection relay has been selected
via the identification process, outlined above, as the most cost effective unitary replacement for the phase one
electromechanical and phase two static based relays and schemes, operating within Eskom’s 132 / 66 kV feeder
network.  The process of identification and
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selection of the strategic spare is documented in reference ([15] Harris, 1998), ([2] Brown, 1997, p.11).

The strategic spare selected is a programmable phase three distance protection relay containing one hundred
and forty three primary protection elements, nine of which are reserved for future designation, logic schemes,
sixteen and thirty two programmable input and output contacts respectively, event recording, fault locating and
metering functions.  The outputs from all the protection elements, and logic schemes, are available to the
SELogic programmable control equations for annunciation, tripping, initiating communications for PUTT and
POTT schemes, auto-reclosing and any other function that suits the application ([41] SEL 321/321-12 Manual,
1998, pp. 2-1 to 2-45).  The control equations have an overall limitation of one hundred and sixty terms.  A
term is considered to be any logic variable, relay element or control equation AND (*) or OR (+) operators.
Single terms that are individually assigned to logic variables, trip conditions or output contacts and the
INVERT (!) operator are not counted as terms ([23] Mooney, 1997, p. 7).

The relay includes three serial communication ports, a front panel interface for manual setting and reviewing
the operations.  It also includes metering and access control for the downloading of settings via SEL software
for the various applications.  The SELogic control equation overview is illustrated in Figure 1.1
([41] SEL 321/321-12 Manual, 1998, p. 2-21) which, is used in the
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configuration of the strategic spare to emulate the functions of the seven schemes documented in Appendix A.


Fig 1.1:  Strategic Spare SELogic Control Equation Overview
Adapted from ([41] SEL 321/321-12 Manual, 1998, p. 2-21)

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
The seven 132 / 66 kV distance protection schemes operating within Eskom’s southern regional feeder network
are a cause for concern due to their high failure rate and limited or non-existent availability of spares.

Eskom has requested that the SEL 321-12 distance protection strategic spare be further developed, tested and
configured in terms of software and peripheral hardware, for the replacement of the seven electromechanical,
static and numerical distance protection relays and schemes operating within their 132 / 66 kV southern
regional network.  These schemes are documented in Appendix A.

1.3 OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this research is to:
• replace the seven 132 / 66 kV distance protection schemes by means of a generic relay implemented as a
strategic spare
• address the issue of the distance protection relay and scheme failures where the inventory levels are
limited or non-existent
• improve the quality of supply to the consumer and effect a cost saving to Eskom’s southern region
during in-service breakdowns
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1.4 METHODOLOGY
A literary review is undertaken in order to establish the necessary background, new trends and techniques in
industry as well as the relevancy, and application of the research.  The categorisation of the literature is
documented in Appendix B.

The assessment of each of the seven distance protection schemes was made via feeder selection for stepped
distance and permissive scheme implementation for three and single pole operation.

The strategic spare was then configured and generic equations developed to accommodate the functions, and
features, of the various schemes.  The Omicron
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simulator was used in the testing of the strategic spare to ensure that all the functions, settings, features, analog
connections and programming were correct and complete in terms of their parameters and final
implementation.  All these parameters were verified by means of an independent evaluation done by Eskom.

1.5 FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
The strategic spare should be finally commissioned and the in-service performance thereof monitored for each
of the various schemes operating within Eskom’s southern regional feeder network.

The precise financial benefits, the improvement of the flexibility of the strategic spare, and the implementation
of the generic relay within other regions, needs to be investigated.  These could possibly form part of the future
developments within this field of study.

1.6 SCOPE OF THE DISSERTATION
This research dissertation only considers the following:
• distance protection schemes for 132 / 66 kV overhead lines operating within Eskom’s southern regional
network
• technical implementation of the strategic spare, and not the financial benefits provided to Eskom’s
southern region
• replacement of the seven distance protection schemes (Table 1.1) by means of a generic relay
implemented as a strategic spare
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Table 1.1:  Distance Protection Scheme Replacements
Supplier Scheme PUTT Stepped
Distance
POTT 3 Pole /
1 Pole
Auto-reclosing
Brown Boveri LZ32 3P
LZ32 1P
•
•
•
•
 3
1
Internal & External
External
Reyrolle Type-H  • • 3 Internal & External
GEC YTG31  •  3 Internal & External
Reyrolle THR  •  3 Internal & External
GE SLS  •  3 Internal & External
Siemens 7SL27  • • 3 Internal & External
GEC OPTIMHO 112  • • 1 External

1.7 STRUCTURE OF THE DISSERTATION
This dissertation is structured according to each of the seven schemes that are replaced by means of the
strategic spare.  These schemes and relevant details are documented in Appendix A.

Chapter Two considers the typical replacement details common to most of the schemes.

Chapters Three to Nine incorporate the particular scheme overview, feeder selection, scheme replacement
details, configuration of the generic relay and a summary with concluding remarks.

Chapter Ten considers the independent testing and the implementation of the strategic spare.

Chapter Eleven presents Eskom with recommendations in terms of the implementation and commissioning of
the strategic spare and establishes overall conclusions from the analysis of the various schemes.

Finally, the appendices pertinent to Chapters Two to Nine, containing all the relevant scheme parameters,
conclude the dissertation.
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chapter 2
TYPICAL COMMON SCHEME REPLACEMENT DETAILS

There are similarities between the various schemes requiring replacement.  The salient features of
these schemes are established within this chapter.

The strategic spare settings are derived from the parameters included in the various 132 / 66 kV distance protection
schemes operating within Eskom’s southern region.  These setting conversions are documented in Appendix L.

The generic relay is utilised and configured for the emergency replacement of the old 132 / 66 kV schemes during in-
service breakdowns.  This constitutes a temporary installation and therefore the setting conversions must be viewed from
that perspective.  The downtime, in essence, of all the 132 / 66 kV distance protection schemes that require replacement,
must be limited to a minimum to improve the quality of supply and ensure a cost saving to Eskom’s southern region.

To ensure that the implementation time of the strategic spare is reduced to a minimum, eight Microsoft Excel
spreadsheets, containing the relevant equations and explanations, have been created in a software format and documented
in Appendix L.  This file contains all the setting parameters of the old schemes, the conversions and setting sheets of the
strategic spare.  The following are examples of these conversions:
• Mho phase and ground distance settings
• Quadrilateral reactive (X) and resistive (R) ground settings
• Zero sequence compensation factor (Ko) settings
• Negative sequence directional element settings
• Relevant mho and quadrilateral diagrams with look up tables
• Power swing blocking settings
• Switch-onto-fault settings

The pertinent data, that must be entered, relevant to each scheme, is clearly indicated in Appendix L.
This accelerates the time in which the scheme parameters and conversions are calculated and
therefore limits the downtime of that particular scheme.
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The application principles utilised in this chapter are contained in greater detail in reference ([41] SEL 321/321-12
Manual, 1998).

The setting details, which are common to most of the schemes, are documented in the following paragraphs.

2.1 FUNDAMENTAL OVERHEAD LINE PARAMETERS
2.1.1 Line terminal identification
The strategic spare SEL 321-12 relay has a relay identifier (RELID) and a terminal identifier
(TRMID).  The RELID is used to identify the type of protection scheme and the TRMID includes
the abbreviation of the substation name and line characteristics.

The relay links each event report with the TRMID.  This permits the identification of the event report
for a specific circuit breaker and substation.  The following equations are utilised to determine the
secondary positive and zero sequence impedances of the overhead line:
Z1 =  [ ]
PTR
CTRjXR 11 ×+  [2.1]
Z0 =  [ ]
PTR
CTRjXR 00 ×+  [2.2]
Where:
 = Length of overhead line in km
Z1 = Positive sequence impedance in secondary ohms
R1 = Positive sequence resistance of the line in secondary ohms / km
X1 = Positive sequence reactance of the line in secondary ohms / km
Z0 = Zero sequence impedance in secondary ohms
R0 = Zero sequence resistance of the line in secondary ohms / km
X0 = Zero sequence reactance of the line in secondary ohms / km
CTR = Current transformer ratio
PTR = Voltage / potential transformer ratio
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The current and potential transformer ratios selected for presenting metering and event report
information are set in primary values.

The line length (LL) is measured in kilometres (km) and recorded as such.

The fault location function is enabled for two terminal (Y) or radial (R) methods of application.

2.1.2 Enable zones of distance settings
All the phase mho, ground mho and quadrilateral zones of protection are independently selectable
from zero to four.

The recommendation, under emergency conditions, is that all the zones of protection be selected to
ensure complete coverage for phase and ground faults.  This is applied to all the schemes that are
replaced by means of the strategic spare.

2.1.3 Distance zones and overcurrent level direction settings
These settings determine the direction of that particular distance zone, residual or negative sequence
overcurrrent level.  Zone one, two and four elements are set in the forward direction and zone three
in the reverse direction.

Zone three elements are designed to be used in the current reversal block logic and are therefore set
in the reverse direction if this application is required.  Zone three elements are also utilised for
backup protection of the incoming feeders, transformers and busbars behind the relay point provided
that the current reversal block logic and carrier intertripping are not required.

2.1.4 Mho phase and ground distance settings
Zone one mho phase and ground distance elements, providing instantaneous protection are typically
set to 80 % of the positive sequence impedance of the overhead line.  Zone two mho and ground
overreaching time stepped elements are typically set to 120 % of the positive sequence impedance of
the overhead line.  This ensures that the relay will detect all phase-phase, phase-ground and three
phase faults not covered by zone one.  Zone three mho phase and ground elements are typically set
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in the reverse direction to effect back up protection or create a current reversal block function for
carrier intertripping schemes.

Zone four mho phase and ground elements are typically set in the forward direction to 150 % of the
positive sequence impedance of the overhead line.
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On very short lines the fault area does not fit easily within the confines of the circle especially where
the resistance component of the ground faults is very high.  Hence one method that would produce
the ideal characteristic would be a quadrilateral on the impedance plane where the reach of the
reactive (X) and resistive (R) axes can be separately adjusted.  This is illustrated in Figure 2.1.  If a
three phase star connected transformer with the neutral grounded is connected within the protected
zone the zero sequence fault current will cause the relay to underreach resulting in a reach shrinkage
occurring on the impedance plane.  The overhead line may then not be fully protected.

Therefore if this is the situation the zone four mho, ground and the quadrilateral reach must be set
further forward to compensate for the shrinkage.
Fig  2.1:  Strategic Spare (SEL 321-12) Mho and Quadrilateral Diagram

These fundamental principles are applied to most of the schemes that are replaced by means of the
strategic spare.

2.2 LOAD / POTENTIAL TRANSFER (PTXFR)
The global setting group of the strategic spare (SEL 321-12) produces a message warning that the ‘potential’ or
load transfer element PTXFR must be assigned to an input contact to ensure that the trip suspicion logic
operates.  If the transfer of the load is not required during normal operation then this warning can be ignored.
In important substations it is imperative that in-service breakdowns and maintenance should have a minimum
effect on the continuity of supply.  This function, under these conditions, could therefore be considered for
implementation.  Input contact two of the strategic spare is assigned to monitor the device that initiates the
transfer if or when required.
Mho and Quadrilateral Diagram
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Figure 2.2 illustrates the principle of load transfer from one bus to another by means of a single line diagram.
Fig 2.2:  Load / Potential Transfer Single Line Diagram
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2.3 INTERNAL AUTO-RECLOSE FEATURE
Figure 2.3 illustrates the d.c. circuit configuration for the auto-reclose feature of the schemes that are replaced
by means of the strategic spare.

Fig 2.3:  Auto-reclose d.c. Circuit Configuration
Adapted from ([23] Mooney, 1997, p. 10).

Table 2.1:  Internal ARC Functional Settings
Logic Variable Function
V  Reclose initiate condition
W Reclose cancel condition
X Reclose open-interval timer [Dead timer]
Y Reclose reset timer [Reclaim timer]

Table 2.2:  Typical Internal ARC Time Settings
Logic Variable  Element Setting Description
XT TXPU 150 cycles Reclose open timer pickup
 TXDO 4 cycles Close output dropout timer
YT TYPU 1 cycle Reset start timer
 TYDO 750 cycles Reclose function reset timer

Table 2.3:  Internal ARC Output Contact Assignment
Output Description
11 Reclose initiate seal-in to input 8 [LP1]
12 Lock-out seal in to input 7 [LP3]
13 Initiate close of circuit breaker
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Table 2.4:  Internal ARC Input Contact Assignment
Input Logic Point Description
5 LP4 External ARC block (reclose cancel)
6 LP2 External test button (reclose initiate)
• 7 LP3 Lock out seal-in
• 8 LP1 Reclose initiate seal-in

• Inputs seven and eight (Table 2.4) are critical for the effective operation of the auto-reclose feature, which
is located within the internal logic of the strategic spare.

The parameters, and generic equations, of Tables 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 are applied to the strategic spare for the
purpose of creating an internal auto-reclose feature by using the SELogic (Appendix L).

2.4 MHO DISTANCE AND GROUND DISTANCE OVERCURRENT SUPERVISION SETTINGS
Under normal scheme operating circumstances within the industry a fault analysis would be done before setting
the mho and ground distance overcurrent supervisory element settings.

The mho phase distance overcurrent supervisory settings 50PP1 to 50PP4 for the phase-phase overcurrent
elements of zone one to zone four are determined by using the following equation:
50PP = ( ) ( )CTRRatiorTransformeCurrent
I p/pF
 ×  60 %. [2.3]
Where:
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IF(p/p) = Lowest phase-phase fault current

The ground distance overcurrent supervisory elements, 50L1 to 50L4 are determined by using the following
equation:
50L =
RatiorTransformeCurrent
IA ×  60 %. [2.4]
Where:
IA = Phase current for the most remote fault

The residual overcurrent supervisory elements, 50G1 to 50G4, are determined by using the following equation:
50G =
RatiorTransformeCurrent
IO × 60 %. [2.5]
Where:
IO = Residual current for the most remote fault

The phase current IA and the residual current IO for the most remote ground fault, or the highest anticipated
ground fault resistance at which the distance zones must operate, must be calculated.  The resistance forms part
of the residual zero sequence circuit path from the point of the fault.  The above equations are documented in
reference ([41] SEL 321/321-12 Manual, 1998, pp. 5-6, 5-7).

The application of the above equations is utilised when the fault levels are known.

If the supervisory or fault detector overcurrent elements 50PP, 50L and 50G do not activate a pick-up the relay
will not operate under any condition.  Therefore, under emergency conditions, if the fault levels are not known,
the 50PP1 element is set to 1 A nominal current (In) since most zone one faults for phase-phase will produce
fault currents higher than In of the current transformer.

All the other phase and earth fault detector overcurrent elements, 50L and 50G, are set to the minimum value
for maximum sensitivity to ensure the operation of the relay for any fault condition.

2.5 QUADRILATERAL GROUND DISTANCE SETTINGS
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The quadrilateral ground distance settings XG1 to XG4 for the reactance reach of zone one to zone four is
determined by using the following equation (Figure 2.4 refers):
XL = r (Sin θ + 1) [2.6]
Where:
XL = Quadrilateral XG1 to XG4 reactance reach
r = Radius of the mho circle intersecting at [0;0] on the impedance plane
θ = Relay angle in degrees
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Fig 2.4:  Quadrilateral Reactive Reach Conversion

The quadrilateral ground distance setting RG1 to RG4 for the increased resistive reach of zone one to zone four
is determined by using the following equation to ensure effective arc resistive coverage:

R = 2XL [2.7]
Where:
R = Quadrilateral RG1 to RG4 resistive reach settings
XL = Quadrilateral XG1 to XG4 reactive reach settings

2.6 ZERO SEQUENCE COMPENSATION FACTOR SETTINGS
The zero sequence compensation factor (K0) setting is determined by using the following equation ([41]
SEL 321/321-12 Manual, 1998, p. 5-9):
KO =
1
10
Z3
ZZ −
 [2.8]
Where:
Z0 = Zero sequence impedance of the overhead line in ohms
Z1 = Positive sequence impedance of the overhead line in ohms

Two zero sequence compensating factors are utilised by the SEL 321-12 where K01  is dedicated to zone one
and K0 is utilised for the other zones of ground distance protection.  The non-homogenous angle setting (T)
improves the element accuracy of the quadrilateral ground characteristic.  For mutually coupled overhead lines
it is recommended that the following equations be utilised to determine the residual compensation factors ([35]
Roberts & Turner, 1998, p. 8):
K0  =
)1L(1
)M(0)1L(1)1L(0
Z3
ZZZ +−
 [2.9]
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K0  =
)1L(1
)1L(1)1L(0
Z3
ZZ −
 [2.10]
Where:
Z0(M)  = Zero sequence mutual impedance of the overhead line in ohms
Z1(L1) = Positive sequence impedance of the overhead line in ohms

The following equations can be used for parallel lines earthed at both ends for the reduction of the zone one
mho (Z1MG′) and quadrilateral ground (XG1′) distance element settings ([35] Roberts & Turner, 1998, p. 8):
Z1MG′  = Z1MG × β [2.11]

XG1′  = XG1 × β  [2.12]
Where:
β  = 2
)1L(0
2
)M(0
2
)1L(0
Z
ZZ −
 [2.13]
Z0(L1) = Zero sequence impedance of the overhead line (L1) in ohms
Z1MG′  = Mho ground impedance reach distance element setting for zone one
XG1′  = Quadrilateral ground reactive reach distance element setting for zone one

Under emergency conditions both zero sequence compensation factors are set to the same value.  The
calculated values are based on the protected line impedance and therefore the non-homogenous angle setting T
= 0 if the quadrilateral characteristic is not used and approximately 5 degrees if it is used.  The quadrilateral
setting is utilised for all the schemes that are replaced by means of the strategic spare.

2.7 OUT-OF-STEP BLOCKING SETTINGS (OSB)
During a stable power swing, when the measured impedance of such a swing enters the operating characteristic
of the OSB feature, the phase distance protection is blocked.  This blocking is due to the initiation of the power
swing block logic ([16] Hou, et al., 1997, p. 2).

Zones one and two are supervised by the power swing blocking logic as the operation of zone one is shorter
than the period of the power system oscillation and zone two is utilised for carrier intertripping.  If the
maximum stable oscillation period is two seconds then the instantaneous zone one and the carrier intertripping
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zone two should be supervised by OSB ([16] Hou, et al., 1997, pp. 1 to 3).  The time delays for zones three and
four are typically more than two seconds and are not used for carrier intertripping within Eskom’s southern
regional network.  Therefore, in practice, it is not necessary to block all the zones of protection.

The following equations are utilised for the out-of-step conversions from circular parameters of the in-service
relay to the rectangular parameters of the strategic spare.  They are derived from Figure 2.5.
X1T5 = 2
a
 [Sinφ + 1] × 1,2 [2.14]
X1B5  = −[X1T5 + 0,3] [2.15]
R1R5 = 2
a
 [Cosφ + 1] × 1,2 [2.16]
R1L5 = −[R1R5 + 0,3] [2.17]
X1T6 = [X1T5 + 30 % of Z1P] [2.18]
X1B6  = −[X1B5 + 30 % of Z1P] [2.19]
R1R6 = [R1R5 + 30 % of Z1P] [2.20]
R1L6 = −[R1L5 + 30 % of Z1P] [2.21]
Where:
X1T
6
5  = Top reactive reach of zone five or six in secondary ohms
X1B
6
5  = Bottom reactive reach of zone five or six in secondary ohms
R1R
6
5  = Right resistive reach of zone five or six in secondary ohms
R1L
6
5  = Left resistive reach of zone five or six in secondary ohms
Z1P = Zone one phase impedance reach in secondary ohms
a = Forward reach of the furthest zone in secondary ohms
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φ = Relay angle or, if compounded, the compounded angle in degrees
Fig 2.5:  Out-of-Step Blocking (OSB) Conversions

Zone five and six are supervised by the 50ABC element, which is a non-directional positive sequence
overcurrent element.  This element is typically set to between 0,2 to 0,5 A secondary to ensure maximum
sensitivity of the power swing characteristics ([16] Hou, et al., 1997, p. 7).

The application of the out-of-step blocking feature for the various schemes containing power swing blocking
can be viewed diagrammatically within Appendix L.

2.8 LOAD ENCROACHMENT SETTINGS
Distance relays may trip erroneously under heavy loading and poor power factor conditions, if the load
impedance remains within the distance element
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mho characteristic for longer than the element time delay.  The purpose of the load encroachment feature is to
prevent this occurrence.

This is achieved by the relay blocking when the measured positive sequence impedance operates within the
present load region parameters and tripping when it exceeds them.  This feature is specifically applicable for
long transmission lines, where load encroachment is most likely to occur, with far-reaching distance protection
characteristic settings.

Fortunately, within the southern region, the line impedance is low compared to the load impedance, so load
encroachment will not dramatically affect the zones except for cold load pickup.

The load impedance ZLOAD, for the purpose of comparison between the load and line impedance, is determined
by means of the following equations:

ILOAD =
[ ]
CTR
errorinstrument%10factoroverloadtimeshort%20IMAXIMUM + [2.22]
Where:
IMAXIMUM = Maximum conductor rating
ILOAD = Secondary load current
CTR = Current transformer ratio
VBUS = PTR
3
VL
 [2.23]
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Where:
VBUS = Secondary busbar voltage
VL = Primary busbar line voltage
PTR = Potential transformer ratio

ZLOAD =
LOAD
BUS
I
V
 [2.24]
A minimum power factor of 0,8 is assumed as the worst case scenario for the setting of both forward and reverse
elements.  Therefore elements ZLF and ZLR are set to ZLOAD.

The equations for these element settings are listed as follows:
FORWARD
( )[ ]
( )[ ]

 
θ−=
θ=
−
−
FORWARD
1
FORWARD
1
CosNLAF
CosPLAF
 ]26.2[
]25.2[

REVERSE
( )[ ]
( )[ ]



θ−−°=
θ−°=
−
−
REVERSE
1
REVERSE
1
Cos180NLAR
Cos180PLAR
 ]28.2[
]27.2[


While the interpretation of the above elements are documented in Appendix C, the above method is utilised in
the calculation and implementation of the load encroachment settings (Appendix L).

Another method in calculating these settings is by utilising the following equations ([19] Kumm, 1993, p. 4):
ZL(FORWARD)  = 0,9
( )
( )FORWARD
2
FORWARD
MVA
kV
 ×
PTR
CTR
 [2.29]
ZL(REVERSE)  = 0,9
( )
( )REVERSE
2
REVERSE
MVA
kV
 ×
PTR
CTR
 [2.30]

A 0,9 multiplier is used in these equations to provide a 10 % margin between the minimum expected load
impedance and the load-encroachment boundaries.  A value of greater than (>) 0,9 may be used to increase this
margin ([19] Kumm, 1993, p. 4).  Since emergency conditions have been taken into consideration for the
application of this feature, and the obtaining of the MVA (forward and reverse) is not readily available under
these conditions, the former method is preferred.
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2.9 NEGATIVE SEQUENCE DIRECTIONAL ELEMENT SETTINGS
The following three methods can be utilised in the setting of the negative sequence directional element:
• Traditional
• Fault study
• Line data

Any one of the three methods can be utilised, depending on the type and availability of data, for the setting of
the negative sequence directional element of the strategic spare (SEL 321-12).  All these methods will provide
secure relay operation.  However, if the system fault analysis data is not available but the line parameters are
known, which is most likely, the line data method should be utilised in the application of the directional
element settings.
The following scenarios are included for the fundamental understanding of the line data method of application
which is utilised in the implementation of the strategic spare:
• Scenario 1:
Fig 2.6:  Single Line Diagram Illustrating a Fault at Terminal PB
If a fault occurs at terminal PB in front of the current transformer, as shown in Figure 2.6 then:
ZZS = − 



	
	



2
2
I
V
 [2.31]
ZZS is the negative sequence impedance that would be measured since this is the only impedance between the
source and the fault.  The impedance measured is a negative value plotted on the impedance plane.

• Scenario 2:



Fig 2.7:  Single Line Diagram
Illustrating a Fault at Terminal PA
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(+)
If a fault occurs at terminal PA behind the current transformer, as shown in Figure 2.7 then:
ZL2  ZR2 = −
 
 




− 2
2
I
V
 [2.32]
The current is now flowing in the negative direction through the current transformer.  Therefore the negative
sequence impedance that is measured would be equal to ZL2  of the line and the ZR2 of the remote source which
results in a positive value plotted on the impedance plane.  This concept is illustrated in Figure 2.8.
Fig 2.8:  Negative Sequence Impedance Plane Plots

Since the local and remote source impedance and system configuration can change, but the line impedance is
constant, the following settings are recommended and applied under emergency conditions:
Z2F = 3
1
 ×  ZLINE [2.33]
Z2R = 3
2
 ×  ZLINE [2.34]

The negative sequence elements 50QF and 50QR, are set at the minimum setting to provide for the maximum
sensitivity.  It is recommended that under emergency conditions the 50QF and 50QR be set to 20 % ×  In and
10 % ×  In nominal current respectively ([41] SEL 321/321-12 Manual, 1998, p. 5-12).
Therefore:
• 50QF = 0,2
• 50QR = 0,1
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For the negative sequence directional element to operate I2 > a2 × I1
Therefore:
a2 =
1
2
I
I
 [2.35]
Where:
I2  = Negative sequence current
I1  = Positive sequence current
a2 = Factor

The a2 factor must be set so that any load-derived positive sequence current does not prevent the operation of
the directional element at the minimum sequence current value ([41] SEL 321/321-12 Manual, 1998, p. 5-12).
To ensure this the a2 factor is recommended to be set at 0,15 under emergency conditions.

2.10 PHASE TIME AND RESIDUAL TIME OVERCURRENT ELEMENT SETTINGS
The phase time and residual time overcurrent settings are required for the overcurrent and earth-fault relay
functions respectively.
If these features are applied the 51PT and / or the 51NT elements must be assigned to the unconditional trip
variable (MTU) as it then forms part of the tripping logic within the strategic spare.

The operating curves used within Eskom are according to the BSS IEC standard and therefore the standard
inverse curve ‘C1’ is selected and applied.  The selection of the relay delay setting ‘N’ or ‘Y’ permits fast one-
cycle resetting or slow resetting respectively.

The slow resetting selection simulates the operation of the inductor disk used in electromechanical relays.

2.11 PERMISSIVE OVERREACH TRANSFER TRIP (POTT)
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Figure 2.9 illustrates the d.c. circuit connections for the POTT scheme feature for three pole tripping.
Fig 2.9:  POTT d.c. Circuit Configuration
Adapted from ([12] Guzman, et al., 1995, p. 5).
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Table 2.5:  POTT Output Contact Assignment
Output Element Description
1 3PT Three pole tripping element
2 M2PT + Z2GT + M4PT + Z4GT Back up trip (B/U)
4 KEY + EKEY Carrier send and echo element

Table 2.6:  POTT Input Contact Assignment
Input Element Description
9 52A1 Three phase breaker status normally open (N/O)
contact
2 PT Permissive trip (RX) if 110 V

Table 2.5 and 2.6 are the output and input contacts that are assigned for the three pole permissive overreach
transfer tripping (POTT) scheme.

The trip-communication scheme logic variable (MTCS) is assigned with the directional zone two over-reaching
elements used to send a signal to the remote end of the transmission line and thereby permits tripping on receipt
of the carrier signal.

When the POTT scheme is enabled the following typical element settings are applied ([41] SEL321/321-12
Manual, 1998, pp. 5-16 to 5-18):
• EPOTT = Y
• Z3RBD = 5
cycles(Remote terminal breaker time, communication channel reset time
and remote zone two relay reset time).
• EBLKD = 10
cycles(Remote faulted terminal breaker time, communication round trip
time and a safety margin of five cycles).
• ETDPU = 1
cycle (Depends on the communication equipment).
• EDURD = 4
cycles(Summation of remote breaker operation and channel delay).
• EWFC = N
 (The echo conversion to trip (ECTT) logic is disabled).
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If the echo logic is not required for the particular application then the elements EBLKD and ETDPU are set to
the ‘OFF’ position.

The interpretation of the above elements is documented within Appendix C.

2.12 PERMISSIVE UNDERREACH TRANSFER TRIP (PUTT)
Figure 2.10 illustrates the d.c. circuit connections between the strategic spare and the communication
equipment of the PUTT scheme feature for three pole tripping.

Fig 2.10:  PUTT d.c. Circuit Configuration
Adapted from ([41] SEL 321/321-12 Manual, 1998, p. 2-13).

Table 2.7 indicates the output and input contacts assigned for the three pole permissive underreach transfer
tripping (PUTT) scheme.

Table 2.7:   PUTT Input and Output Contact Assignment
Input Output Element Description
- 5 MIP + MIG Carrier send (TX)
2 - PT Permissive trip (RX) if 110 V

The trip-communication scheme logic variable (MTCS) is assigned with the directional zone one underreaching
elements used to initiate tripping and also to send carrier to the remote end of the transmission line via the
communication equipment.  The MTCS is also assigned with a starter and carrier receive logic to initiate
tripping (Appendix L).

2.13 STEPPED DISTANCE SCHEME
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Stepped distance is a basic mode of operation where the distance and time zones of protection are stepped from
the relay point to effect the tripping of the local circuit breaker.  If the carrier intertripping of the POTT or
PUTT schemes fail they will revert to the stepped distance mode of operation.  The trip-communication logic
variable (MTCS) is assigned with NA for the stepped distance schemes where no carrier protection is resident. 

2.14 SWITCH-ONTO-FAULT SETTING
The switch-onto-fault or ‘line check’ feature operates if the line circuit breaker is closed onto a close-in three
phase bolted fault, thereby protecting plant and equipment against high magnitude fault currents.
Eskom’s philosophy regarding the activation of the switch-onto-fault feature is via a manual close and
supervisory, normally open (N/O), contact with no auto-reclosing function.  Therefore the strategic spare is
configured with a manual close and supervisory input for line check.  The input status of close is assigned to
input one for this purpose.

To ensure that no auto-reclosing occurs during a switch-onto-fault condition the SOTFE element of the
strategic spare is assigned to the logic variable representing the reclose cancel condition for the internal auto-
reclose function of the spare.  The SOTFE element is assigned to output 28 of the strategic spare for the
external auto-reclose initiate function whereby the spare is interfaced with the external auto-reclose relay
(Appendix L).

Elements assigned to the trip-breaker open variable (MTO) are enabled via the contact ‘CLOSE’ of input one.

Typical time setting for the SOTFD element is 20 cycles ([40] SEL 321/321-12 Manual, 1998, p. 5-20).

Typical 50H element settings are between 50 % and 70 % of the three phase fault duty at the local bus ([41]
SEL 321/321-12 Manual, 1998, p. 5-19).  Due to the relatively low fault levels within the southern region it is
recommended that the 50H element be set to 2 In (1 A nominal current) secondary under emergency conditions
if the three phase fault duty is unknown.
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2.15 LOSS OF POTENTIAL SETTING (LOP)
The distance protection relay will trip incorrectly if there is a fuse failure on the 110 V potential transformer
secondary supply, due to poor discrimination.  The occasional loss of potential to the relay is unavoidable and
should be expected ([41] SEL 321/321-12 Manual, 1998, p. 5-20).

The relay must therefore be able to detect an interruption in the supply voltage and block the relay operation, as
well as disable the blocking under high fault current conditions.  This will allow the relay to operate for fault
conditions even if the supply voltage is interrupted.

The required time delay from the detection of the loss of potential until blocking commences is 0,06 seconds or
three cycles which is done to prevent blocking during unstable conditions.  The medium-set phase overcurrent
element (50M) is recommended to be set at 1,2 In (1 A nominal current) secondary.  The negative sequence
(59QL) and positive sequence (50PL) loss of potential supervisory voltage elements are set to 14 V and 5 V
respectively to ensure that when activated a LOP condition has definitely occurred.

2.16 GLOBAL INPUTS
The following global inputs (Table 2.8) are assigned to the majority of the schemes that are replaced within
Eskom’s southern regional feeder network:
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Table 2.8:  Typical Common Global Input Contact Assignment
Input No Contact Logic
Element
Description
1 CLOSE Manual close and supervisory (N/O) contact for switch-
onto-fault
2 PT Carrier receive (RX) permissive trip (110 V)
3 PTXFR Load / potential transfer
4 LP5 Change over from single pole to three pole ARC
5 LP4 External arc block [Reclose cancel]
6 LP2 External test button [Reclose initiate]
7 LP3 ARC lockout seal-in input
8 LP1 ARC initiate seal-in input
9 52A1 Three pole breaker status (N/O) contact

Inputs one, two and nine are vital for the operation of the strategic spare within the external auto-reclose PUTT
and POTT three pole scheme.  Input two is not assigned for the stepped distance schemes.

In addition to the above, inputs seven and eight are crucial for the operation of the strategic spare within the
internal auto-reclose PUTT, POTT and stepped distance three pole scheme.

2.17 SCHEME IDENTIFICATION
The scheme identification and the interpretation of the abbreviations refer to the various applications with
respect to each scheme (Table 2.9).
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Table 2.9:  Scheme Identification Interpretation
Abbreviation Interpretation
S/S Strategic spare
3P Three pole operation
1P Single pole operation
EXT ARC PUTT External auto-reclose for a PUTT scheme
INT ARC PUTT Internal auto-reclose for a PUTT scheme
EXT ARC POTT External auto-reclose for a POTT scheme
INT ARC POTT Internal auto-reclose for a POTT scheme
EXT ARC STEP External auto-reclose for a stepped distance scheme
INT ARC STEP Internal auto-reclose for a stepped distance scheme

The schemes and their abbreviations are listed as follows:
• BROWN
BOVERI LZ32 3P SCHEME
S/S 3P EXT ARC PUTT
S/S 3P INT ARC PUTT
S/S 3P EXT ARC STEP
S/S 3P INT ARC STEP

• BROWN
BOVERI LZ32 1P SCHEME
S/S 1P EXT ARC PUTT
S/S 1P EXT ARC STEP

• REYROLLE TYPE-H 3P SCHEME
S/S 3P EXT ARC POTT
S/S 3P INT ARC POTT
S/S 3P EXT ARC STEP
S/S 3P INT ARC STEP
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• GEC YTG31
3P SCHEME
S/S 3P EXT ARC STEP
S/S 3P INT ARC STEP

• REYROLLE
THR 3P SCHEME
S/S 3P EXT ARC STEP
S/S 3P INT ARC STEP

• GE SLS 3P
SCHEME
S/S 3P EXT ARC STEP
S/S 3P INT ARC STEP

• SIEMENS
7SL27 3P SCHEME
S/S 3P EXT ARC POTT
S/S 3P INT ARC POTT
S/S 3P EXT ARC STEP
S/S 3P INT ARC STEP

• GEC
OPTIMHO 1P SCHEME
S/S 1P EXT ARC POTT
S/S 1P EXT ARC STEP
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chapter 3
BROWN BOVERI LZ32 SCHEME


Plate 3.1:  Brown Boveri LZ32 Scheme

3.1 SCHEME OVERVIEW
The Brown Boveri LZ32 scheme comprises of mainly electromechanical phase one relays installed prior to the
mid 1980s.  Fifty-one percent of these schemes are found within the East London subregion, thirty-two percent
within the Uitenhage subregion and seventeen percent within the Aliwal North subregion (Appendix A).
Fundamentally the Brown Boveri three and single pole scheme consists of the following:

Table 3.1:  Brown Boveri LZ32 Scheme Components
Three Pole Scheme Single Pole Scheme
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• Current transformer, potential
transformer and d.c. input analog
terminal connections via test blocks
• CDG 16 backup earth-fault relay
• LZ32 distance protection relay
• Sinesonic three pole auto-reclose relay
• Annunciation relays
• Line check relay
• Power swing blocking relay
• Carrier receive, send and boost relay
• TAJ timer relay
• Bus-strip relay (BSR)
• Loss of potential (fuse fail) relay
• Current transformer, potential
transformer and d.c. input analog
terminal connection via test blocks
• CDG 16 backup earth-fault relay
• CDG 36 backup overcurrent relay
• LZ32 distance protection relay
• VTR 41 three pole and single pole auto-
reclose relays
• Annunciation relays
• Line check relay
• Carrier receive, send and boost relay
• TAJ timer relay
• Bus-strip relay (BSR)
• Loss of potential (fuse fail) relay
• Pole disagreement relay

The LZ32 switched distance protection relay’s primary function is the protection of overhead lines within
medium and high-voltage feeder networks in which the reactance is greater than the resistance.  This relay
performs the main protection function within the 132 / 66 kV distance protection scheme.

The LZ32 can detect phase-phase and three phase faults and, in feeder systems with solidly earthed neutral,
single and multi-phase earth faults.  The relay can also detect double-earth faults in feeder systems with
insulated neutral or impedance earthing.  The main advantage offered by the impedance starting system, as
opposed to the simple current starting system, is that the impedance relay can also detect faults with short-
circuit current smaller than the maximum service current.  The unnecessary activation of the relay during
overload conditions, when the voltage does not collapse, is avoided.  The Brown Boveri LZ32 relays are
equipped with compounding chokes for the starting relays, and this is useful for the protection of long lines.
Heavy load and short-circuit conditions differ with regard to the phase angle between current and voltage.  This
fact is exploited by compounding which gives the impedance relay a greater range during short-circuit
conditions ([3] Brown Boveri Manual, 1967).

The LZ32 relay has three mho phase and ground zones of protection that can be set to either forward or reverse
via ‘J’ links, and a non-directional starter.

Each phase of the distance protection relay contains a minimum impedance relay.  When a fault occurs within
the predetermined distance, the minimum impedance relays detect a drop in impedance and the fault type is
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identified in the affected phase.  Once they are activated, the associated auxiliary contactors are energised,
which then transmits the current and voltages relative to the type of fault to the distance and direction
measuring system within the LZ32 and prepares the relay for tripping.  The earth-fault relay (Ie), situated
within the LZ32, is used to change over the impedance relay and the measuring system from phase-to-phase
voltages to the phase-to-earth voltages whenever a summation current occurs.  The zero sequence current must
be greater than the pre-set limit for this changeover to occur.  The actual changeover or switching is carried out
by the auxiliary contactor Ce.

The backup earth-fault relay (Ib) is also incorporated within the LZ32 relay and detects the true earth faults
with a small summation current to which the relay (Ie) does not respond ([3] Brown Boveri Manual, 1967).

The CDG 16 relay is utilised for backup earth-fault protection and is external to the LZ32, distance protection
relay.

The annunciation relay is external to the distance protection relay and indicates the following by means of a
flag:
• Red, white and blue phase trip
• Zone two and zone three
• Earth-fault
• Distance protection trip
• Carrier receive
• Backup earth-fault
• Auto-reclose lockout
• Perturbograph (not in use)
• Line check

The scheme can be prepared for permissive underreach transfer tripping (PUTT), permissive overreach transfer
tripping (POTT) and stepped distance, thereby implying relay operation with or without carrier intertripping
respectively.
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The Brown Boveri schemes operating within Eskom’s southern region are prepared for permissive underreach
transfer tripping (PUTT).  Therefore if the carrier intertripping fails the relay reverts to a stepped distance mode
of operation.

3.2 FEEDER SELECTION
The Aloe Glen / Buffalo 66 kV and Butterworth / Pembroke 132 kV overhead lines are selected for the
implementation of the phase one Brown Boveri LZ32 electromechanical distance protection scheme
replacement by means of the strategic spare.

The overhead line parameters and setting sheet for the Aloe Glen / Buffalo 66 kV feeder and the
Butterworth / Pembroke 132 kV feeder are documented in Appendix D and Appendix E respectively.

Table 3.2 must be read in conjunction with Appendix D and Table 3.3 in conjunction with Appendix E for the
three and single pole schemes respectively.

Table 3.2:  Aloe Glen / Buffalo 66 kV Feeder Parameters
Substation Overhead Line
Length (km)
Conductor
Type
Positive Sequence
Impedance (Z1)
Zero Sequence
Impedance (Z0)
Aloe Glen / Highgate T 6,74 2 × Rabbit Z1  = 2,1096 + j2,898 Ω  Z0  = 3,4441 + j10,9188 Ω
Highgate T / Buffalo 6 2 × Bear Z1  = 0,33 + j1,746 Ω  Z0  = 1,896 + j8,052 Ω
Aloe Glen / Buffalo 12,74 2 × Rabbit +
2 × Bear
Z1  = 2,4396 + j4,644 Ω  Z0  = 5,3401 + j18,9708 Ω
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Table 3.3:  Butterworth / Pembroke 132 kV Feeder Parameters
Substation Overhead
Line Length
(km)
Conductor Type  Positive Sequence
Impedance (Z1)
Zero Sequence
Impedance (Z0)
Butterworth / Pembroke 94 1 × Wolf Z1  = 17,672 + j39,292 Ω  Z0  = 44,18 + j138,462 Ω

3.3 REPLACEMENT OF THE BROWN BOVERI LZ32 SCHEME
The Brown Boveri LZ32 scheme is assessed for stepped distance and permissive underreach transfer tripping
(PUTT) for three and single pole operation.  This is done in conjunction with the internal and external circuit
diagrams in order to understand the detailed operation of the scheme.  Another reason for the assessment is to
ensure the effective implementation of the strategic spare.

The strategic spare is configured and generic equations developed internally to emulate the following functions
and features of the scheme:
• LZ32 electromechanical phase one distance protection which includes the internal earth-fault (Ie) and
backup earth-fault (Ib) relays
• Mho characteristic for phase and ground protection
• Starter backup protection by means of mho and quadrilateral characteristics
• Auto-reclose and lockout for three pole operation
• Power swing blocking
• Switch-onto-fault (line check) with manual close
• Backup overcurrent and earth-fault protection
• Annunciation and event recording
• Loss of potential
• Permissive underreach transfer tripping (PUTT)
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• Stepped distance
• Pole discordance
• Load encroachment

Setting Group One is utilised for both the three pole and single pole PUTT scheme containing generic
equations for the external auto-reclosing functions.  Group Two is utilised for the three pole PUTT and the
single pole stepped distance scheme containing equations for the internal and external auto-reclose functions
respectively.

Groups Three and Four are utilised for the three pole stepped distance scheme operation of the external and
internal auto-reclosing functions respectively.  These functions must be read in conjunction with Chapter Two
and Appendix L.  The internal auto-reclose function is documented in Chapter Two, Paragraph 2.3, and the
sampling of the three and single pole scheme settings is detailed in Appendix D and Appendix E respectively.

The analog connections of the current transformers (CTs), potential transformers (PTs), d.c. connections, logic
variables, input and output contacts are assigned to ensure the effective operation of the scheme.
The additional functions of the bus-stripping relay could not be incorporated within the internal logic of the
strategic spare due to the insufficient number of timers available.  These timers are used for the three-pole auto-
reclosing function incorporated within the internal logic of the strategic spare.  The
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Brown Boveri single pole permissive scheme is emulated within the internal logic of the generic relay.  The
strategic spare is also configured to interface externally with the single pole and three pole auto-reclose relays.

The strategic spare is also configured to interface with the external carrier send, receive and boost relays for the
permissive underreach transfer tripping scheme (PUTT).  The emulation of the three mho phase and ground
zones of protection and the non-directional starter by the strategic spare is illustrated in Chapter Two (Refer
Figure 2.1).

The starter of the LZ32 distance relay is emulated by means of the quadrilateral, zone three and zone four mho
and ground forward and reverse options available within the strategic spare.

3.4 STRATEGIC SPARE CONFIGURATION FOR THE ALOE GLEN / BUFFALO 66 kV FEEDER
This Section must be read in conjunction with the following support documentation:
• Chapter 2:  Typical Common Scheme Replacement Details
• Appendix C:  Strategic Spare Setting Sheet Sample
• Appendix D:  Aloe Glen / Buffalo 66 kV LZ32 Scheme Parameters
• Appendix L:  Accelerated Time Scheme Replacement Parameters

3.4.1 Current transformer (CT), potential transformer (PT) and main d.c. analog connections

Legend
VA VB VC N + - Earth
TB2:  9 TB2:  5 TB2:  3 110 V
d.c. supply
TB2:  7 Earth
XZ / L32:  18
XZ / L32:  19
118 119 120 121 122 123 124
XZ / 32:  6
XZ / L32:  12 TB1:  3 TB1:  5
101 102 103 104 105 106
IA  IB  IC
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TB1 Test block one for current transformer (CT) terminal
connections
TB2 Test block two for potential transformer (PT) terminal
connections
XZ / L32 Power swing blocking relay
12;  6;  18;  19 Terminal connection on the XZ / L32 relay
3;  5 Terminal connections on test block one
9; 7;  5;  3 Terminal connections on test block two
Note: The current transformers (CTs) are starred and earthed on the busbar side [J links = +I].

Fig 3.1:  SEL 321-12 Analog Connection Diagrams for the LZ32 3P Scheme
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3.4.2 Relay / scheme and terminal identifier
The relay / scheme identifier for this scheme is divided into four components:
• S/S 3P EXT ARC PUTT
• S/S 3P INT ARC PUTT
• S/S 3P EXT ARC STEP
• S/S 3P INT ARC STEP

The interpretation of the identifier abbreviations is documented in Chapter Two (Table 2.9).

The terminal identifier for this scheme is Aloe Glen / Buffalo 66 kV FDR.
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4
3 Pole Trip
3.4.3 External ARC, three pole PUTT scheme output contact configuration
Table 3.4:  Strategic Spare Configuration for the LZ32 External ARC 3P Scheme
Output No Contact Logic d.c. Configuration

1

2

3

4

3PT

3PT

3PT

M2PT+Z2GT+M4PT+Z
4GT






5

M1P+Z1G
















7

M4P+Z4G
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Output No Contact Logic d.c. Configuration

17

18



19



20



21

22

23

24


3PT

FSA+MAB1+MAB2+MAB3+
MAB4+MCA1+MCA2+MCA3+
MCA4

FSB+MBC1+MBC2+MBC3+
MBC4+MAB1+MAB2+MAB3+
MAB4

FCB+MCA1+MCA2+MCA3+
MCA4+MBC1+MBC2+MBC3+
MBC4

Z1G + Z2GT + Z3GT + Z4GT

M2PT + Z2GT

M3PT+Z3GT+M4PT+Z4GT

67N4T








28

M1P*!SOTFE+M4P*PT*!SOTF
E+Z1G*!SOTFE+Z4G*PT*!SOT
FE
OR
M1P*!SOTFE+M2PT*!SOTFE+
Z1G*!SOTFE+Z2GT*!SOTFE










Chapter Two, Paragraph 2.12, contains the relevant PUTT scheme parameters.

The event recording for this scheme is internal to the strategic spare.
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3.4.4 Internal ARC three pole PUTT scheme output contact configuration
The internal auto-reclose feature parameters utilised are documented in Chapter Two, Paragraph 2.3.
Table 3.5:  Strategic Spare Configuration for the LZ32 Internal ARC 3P Scheme
Output No Contact Logic d.c. Configuration

1

2

3

4

3PT

3PT

3PT

M2PT+Z2GT+M4PT+Z4GT







5

M1P+Z1G














7

M4P+Z4G













11 V*!W*!YT*!LP3+!W*!YT*
!LP3*LP1
12 W+!LP1*3PO+3PT*YT+LP
2*YT+LP3*YT
13 XT
Refer Figure 2.3.  Auto-reclose d.c.
Circuit Configuration

Chapter Two, Paragraph 2.12, contains the relevant PUTT scheme parameters.
The annunciation and event recording for this scheme is internal to the strategic spare.

3.4.5 External / internal ARC stepped distance scheme output / input contact configuration
The external auto-reclose stepped distance scheme output / input contact configuration is similar to
that of the external auto-reclose PUTT scheme output / input contact configuration documented in
Paragraph 3.4.3.
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The internal auto-reclose stepped distance scheme output / input contact configuration is similar to
that of the internal ARC PUTT scheme documented in Paragraph 3.4.4.

The carrier send and boost output contacts five and seven respectively, input two for permissive
tripping (RX), and the communication tripping logic (MTCS) are not assigned due to the mode of
operation of this scheme.  This is applied to both stepped distance schemes.

3.4.6 Time delay settings
The time-step backup time delay settings for the TAJ timer relay of the switched LZ32 scheme is
emulated by means of the following direct comparison (Table 3.6) of the settings within the strategic
spare:
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Table 3.6:  LZ32 Time Setting Conversions
TAJ Timer Relay
Element
Setting
(Seconds)
Strategic Spare
Element
Setting
(Cycles)
CAM II 0,5 Z2PD
Z2GD
25
25
CAM III 3 Z4PD
Z4GD
150
150
CAM V 5 Z3PD
Z3GD
250
250
CAM V + PTaE (5 + 2) = 7 67NL2D 350
PTaE Annunciation 2 67NL4D 100

All the above time settings refer to the three pole and single pole PUTT and stepped distance
schemes.

3.4.7 Global inputs
Chapter Two, Paragraph 2.16, contains all the relevant global inputs utilised for these particular
schemes.

3.5 STRATEGIC SPARE CONFIGURATION FOR THE BUTTERWORTH / PEMBROKE 132 kV
FEEDER
This Section must be read in conjunction with the following support documentation:
• Chapter 2:  Typical Common Scheme Replacement Details
• Appendix C:  Strategic Spare Setting Sheet Sample
• Appendix E:  Butterworth / Pembroke 132 kV Scheme Parameters
• Appendix L:  Accelerated Time Scheme Replacement Parameters
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3.5.1 Current transformer (CT), potential transformer (PT) and main d.c. analog connections

Legend
TB1 Test block one for the current transformer (CT) terminal
connections
TB2 Test block two for the potential transformer (PT) terminal
connections
9; 7;  3;  5 Terminal connections on test block one
9; 7;  5;  3 Terminal connections on test block two
Note: The current transformers (CTs) are starred and earthed on the line side [J links = −I].

Fig 3.2:  SEL 321-12 Analog Connection Diagrams for the LZ32 1P Scheme

3.5.2 Relay / scheme and terminal identifier
The relay / scheme identifier for this scheme is divided into two components:
• S/S 1P EXT ARC PUTT
• S/S 1P EXT ARC STEP

The interpretation of the identifier abbreviations is documented in Chapter Two, Paragraph 2.17.

The terminal identifier for this scheme is Butterworth / Pembroke 132 kV FDR.

3.5.3 External ARC, single pole PUTT scheme output contact configuration
Table 3.7:  Strategic Spare Configuration for the LZ32 External ARC 1P Scheme
Output No Contact Logic d.c. Configuration

1

2


TPA

TPB


Earth
VA VB VC N + - Earth
TB2:  9 TB2:  5 TB2:  3 110 V
d.c. supply
TB2:  7
118 119 120 121 122 123 124
TB1:  3TB1:  9 TB1:  7 TB1:  5
101 102 103 104 105 106
IA  IB  IC
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3

4


TPC

3PT+PD1





5

M1P+Z1G













7

M4P+Z4G
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Output No Contact Logic d.c. Configuration

10

W*TPA*!SOTFE+W*TPB*
!SOTFE+W*TPC*!SOTFE











26

!YT*LP5

















28

V*3PT*!SOTFE















The annunciation and event recording for this scheme is internal to the strategic spare.

3.5.4 External ARC, single pole PUTT scheme logic variables utilised
Table 3.8:  LZ32 1P Scheme Logic Variables
Logic Variables Description
V Three pole ARC initiate
W Single pole ARC initiate
X NA
Y Change over from single pole to three pole ARC

The generic equations for the logic variables within Table 3.8 are documented in Appendix L.

3.5.5 External ARC stepped distance scheme output / input contact configuration
The external auto-reclose stepped distance scheme output / input contact configuration is similar to
that of the single pole external ARC PUTT scheme documented in Paragraph 3.5.3.  The carrier send
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and boost output contacts five and seven respectively, input two for permissive tripping and the
communication tripping logic (MTCS), are not assigned due to the stepped distance mode of
operation of this scheme.

3.5.6 Time delay settings
Refer to Table 3.6 for the time-step backup time delay settings of the TAJ timer relay, which are
emulated by the elements within the strategic spare.
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3.5.7 Global inputs
Table 3.9:  Strategic Spare Global Input Contact Configuration for the LZ32 1P Scheme
Input no Contact Logic
Element
Description
1 CLOSE Manual close and supervisory contact
(N/O) for switch-onto-fault
2 PT Carrier receive (RX) permissive trip
3 PTXFR Load or potential transfer
4 LP5 Change over from single pole to three
pole ARC
9 52AAI ‘A’ phase breaker status normally open
(N/O) contact
10 52ABI ‘B’ phase breaker status normally open
(N/O) contact
11 52ACI ‘C’ phase breaker status normally open
(N/O) contact
12 SPTE Single pole trip enable

3.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This chapter considered the fundamental functions and features of the Brown Boveri LZ32 three and single
pole scheme.  These schemes represent fifty-one percent of the 132 / 66 kV distance protection schemes
operating within Eskom’s southern region.  They were assessed for permissive underreach transfer tripping
(PUTT) and stepped distance mode of operation.  This was done to ensure the effective implementation of the
strategic spare.  The Aloe Glen / Buffalo 66 kV overhead line was selected for the three pole and the
Butterworth / Pembroke 132 kV for the single pole, with their parameters and settings utilised in the
implementation of the strategic spare.

The functions and features of these schemes were accommodated by means of generic equations established
within the SEL software.
Four of the six setting groups, were utilised for the three pole application and two of the six for the single pole.
If additional scheme variations are required for possible future development, setting Groups Five and Six could
be adopted for the three pole and setting Groups Three, Four, Five and Six for the single pole.

The twenty-two minor software discrepancies that were discovered during the testing of the strategic spare
were rectified.

The strategic spare was successfully configured and generic equations developed for the replacement of these
schemes.
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The testing details and implementation of the generic relay is documented in Chapter Ten.

Verification of the configuration which included all the generic equations, programming and analog
connections of the strategic spare, was concluded during the tests.

The SEL 321-12 was therefore successfully implemented as the strategic spare, which is competent to be
utilised as a temporary installation for these schemes, should failure occur.
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chapter 4
reyrolle type-h scheme


Plate 4.1:  Reyrolle Type-H Scheme

4.1 SCHEME OVERVIEW
The Reyrolle Type-H scheme comprises of mainly electromechanical phase one relays installed prior to the mid
1980s.  All these schemes are found within the Uitenhage subregion (Appendix A).

Fundamentally the scheme consists of the following:
• Current transformers (CTs), potential transformers (PTs) and d.c. input analog terminal connections via
test blocks
• CDG 16 backup earth-fault relay
• Type-H distance protection relay
• Pole disagreement relay
• Trip repeat relay
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• Sensitive earth-fault relay
• Three pole auto-reclose relay
• Annunciation relay
• Switch-onto-fault (line check) relay
• Power swing blocking relay
• Carrier receive and send relay
• Bus-strip relay
• Backup overcurrent relay
• VTT current reversal guard timer
• Memory relay
• Timer relay
• Loss of potential
• Load encroachment
• External carrier guard

The Type-H non-switched distance protection contains moving-coil relays for accurate measurement of fault
impedance and high operating speed over a wide range of fault currents and under changing fault conditions.

The use of mho type measuring elements minimises the possible erroneous operation due to power swings.
Separate annunciation of phase and earth faults, as well as zones, is one of the salient features of this scheme
([30] Reyrolle Type-H Manual, 1975).

Ease of maintenance is achieved, as the relay equipment is relatively compact and the elements withdrawable.
Normally six mho-relay units are mounted in one relay case together with their associated contactors and
timing relays.  These schemes have a wide range of applications as they can be utilised for plain feeders, teed
feeders, feeder transformers, or feeders with teed transformers.  The compensating current transformers, which
are included in each scheme, ensure that the distance reach is independent from the type of fault and the
method of system earthing utilised ([30] Reyrolle Type-H Manual, 1975).  The Reyrolle Type-H distance
protection schemes operating within Eskom’s southern region are prepared for permissive overreach transfer
tripping (POTT).  Therefore if the carrier intertripping fails the relay reverts to a stepped distance mode of
operation.
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4.2 FEEDER SELECTION
The Chatty / Grassridge 132 kV overhead line is selected for the implementation of the phase one Reyrolle
Type-H electromechanical distance protection scheme replacement by means of the strategic spare.

The overhead line parameters and setting sheet for the Chatty / Grassridge 132 kV feeder is documented in
Appendix F.  Table 4.1 must be read in conjunction with Appendix F.

Table 4.1:  Chatty / Grassridge 132 kV Feeder Parameters
Substation Overhead
Line Length
(km)
Conductor
Type
Positive Sequence
Impedance (Z1)
Zero Sequence
Impedance (Z0)
Chatty / Grassridge 16,34 2 × Zebra Z1  = 0,588 + j3,276 Ω  Z0  = 3,1046 + j10,376 Ω

4.3 REPLACEMENT OF THE REYROLLE TYPE-H SCHEME
The Reyrolle Type-H scheme is assessed for stepped distance and permissive overreach transfer tripping
(POTT) for three pole operation.  This is done in conjunction with the internal and external circuit diagrams in
order to understand the detailed operation of the scheme.  Another reason for the assessment is to ensure the
effective implementation of the strategic spare.

The strategic spare is configured and generic equations developed internally to emulate the following functions
and features of the scheme:
• Type-H electromechanical phase one distance protection
• Mho characteristic for phase and ground protection
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• Quadrilateral ground characteristic to ensure that the relay detects high resistive earth faults
• Auto-reclose and lockout for three pole operation
• Power swing blocking
• Switch-onto-fault (line check) with manual close
• Backup overcurrent and earth-fault protection
• Annunciation and event recording
• Permissive overreach transfer tripping (POTT) with current reversal guard to accommodate the VTT timer
of the Type-H scheme
• Stepped distance
• Memory relay
• Loss of potential
• Load encroachment
• External carrier guard

Setting Groups One and Two, within the software of the strategic spare, are utilised for the POTT scheme
containing generic equations for the external and internal auto-reclosing functions respectively.  Groups Three
and Four are utilised for the stepped distance mode of operation of the scheme containing external and internal
auto-reclosing functions respectively.  These functions must be read in conjunction with Chapter Two and
Appendix L.

The analog connections of the current transformers (CTs), potential transformers (PTs), d.c. connections, logic
variables, and input and output contacts are assigned to ensure the effective operation of the strategic spare.

The internal auto-reclose function applied is documented in Chapter Two, Paragraph 2.3, and the sampling of
the scheme settings is detailed in Appendix F and Appendix L.

The strategic spare is configured to interface externally with the bus-stripping relay under all conditions and
with the three pole auto-reclose relay where external auto-reclose conditions are required.  The memory relay
(MEM) within the Type-H scheme covers very close-in faults where the voltage collapses to zero making zone
one measuring elements inoperative as the cross-polarising voltage has disappeared.  The memory relay
‘remembers’ that there was a voltage and initiates tripping and auto-reclosing.  This salient feature of the
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scheme is accommodated within the design parameters of the SEL 321-12 strategic spare.  The strategic spare
is also interfaced externally with the carrier send and receive relays to ensure that the intertripping functions of
the POTT scheme are accommodated.

In parallel or double-circuit overhead line applications (Appendix F), faults occurring close to one end of the
line may result in a sequential trip operation.  This operation occurs when the instantaneous elements of the
distance relay trip the breaker nearest to the fault location.  The trip is independent from the
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communication tripping scheme.  The circuit breaker furthest from the fault must wait for a permissive trip
signal.  The problem with this fault clearance is that a current reversal is created in the non-faulted parallel line.
Therefore, one terminal of the non-faulted line may trip erroneously if a current reversal guard is not used in
the protection of the healthy overhead line ([12] Guzman, et al., 1995, pp. 9 to 11).

The Z3RB element and the Z3RBD time setting is utilised for this function.  The strategic spare is configured
for the independent operation via the internal logic of the relay, as well as the integrated scheme operation via
output thirty-two (Tables 4.2 and 4.3).

4.4 STRATEGIC SPARE CONFIGURATION FOR THE CHATTY / GRASSRIDGE 132 kV FEEDER
This Section must be read in conjunction with the following support documentation:
• Chapter 2:  Typical Common Scheme Replacement Details
• Appendix C:  Strategic Spare Setting Sheet Sample
• Appendix F:  Chatty / Grassridge 132 kV Type-H Scheme Parameters
• Appendix L:  Accelerated Time Scheme Replacement Parameters
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4.4.1 Current transformer (CT), potential transformer (PT) and main d.c. analog connections

Legend
TB1 Test block one current transformer (CT) terminal
connections
TB2 Test block two potential transformer (PT) terminal
connections
9;  7;  3;  5 Terminal connections on test block one
9;  7;  5;  3 Terminal connections on test block two
Note: The current transformers (CTs) are starred and earthed on the bus side.

Fig 4.1:  SEL 321-12 Analog Connection Diagrams for the Type-H 3P Scheme

4.4.2 Relay / scheme and terminal identifier
The relay / scheme identifier for this scheme is divided into four components:
• S/S 3P EXT ARC POTT
• S/S 3P INT ARC POTT
• S/S 3P EXT ARC STEP
• S/S 3P INT ARC STEP

The interpretation of the identifier abbreviations are documented in Chapter Two, Paragraph 2.17.
The terminal identifier for this scheme is Chatty / Grassridge 132 kV FDR.

4.4.3 External ARC, three pole POTT scheme output contact configuration

Table 4.2:  Strategic Spare Configuration for the Type-H External ARC 3P Scheme
Earth
VA VB VC N + - Earth
TB2:  9 TB2:  5 TB2:  3 110 V
d.c. supply
TB2:  7
118 119 120 121 122 123 124
TB1:  3TB1:  9 TB1:  7 TB1:  5
101 102 103 104 105 106
IA  IB  IC
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Output No Contact Logic d.c. Configuration

1

2

3PT

M2PT+Z2GT+M4PT+Z4GT

Refer to Chapter Two Paragraph
2.11

4

KEY+EKEY

Refer to Chapter Two Paragraph
2.11


28

M1P*!SOTFE+M2P*PT*!S
OTFE+Z1G*!SOTFE+Z2G*
PT*!SOTFE
OR
M1P*!SOTFE+M2PT*!SOT
FE+Z1G*!SOTFE+Z2GT*!S
OTFE
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Z3RB
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4.4.4 Internal ARC, three pole POTT output contact configuration
The internal auto-reclose feature utilised is documented in Chapter Two, Paragraph 2.3.

Table 4.3:  Strategic Spare Configuration for the Type-H Internal ARC 3P Scheme
Output No Contact Logic d.c. Configuration

1

3 PT

Refer to Paragraph 2.11 in
Chapter Two for the POTT
scheme configuration

2

M2PT+Z2GT+M4PT+Z4GT


4

KEY+EKEY


11

V*!W*!YT*!LP3+!W*!YT*!LP3*
LP1
Refer to Paragraph 2.3 in
Chapter Two for the three pole
auto-reclose configuration

12

W+!LP1*3P0+LP2*YT+3PT*YT+
LP3*YT


13

XT
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The echo logic settings that are applied to this scheme are documented in Chapter Two, Paragraph
2.11.

The annunciation and event recording for this scheme is internal to the strategic spare.
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4.4.5 External / internal ARC stepped distance scheme output / input contact configuration
The external and internal auto-reclose stepped distance scheme output / input contact configuration
is similar to that of the external and internal auto-reclose POTT scheme configuration respectively.

The carrier send output contact four, input two for permissive tripping and the communication
tripping logic (MTCS) are not assigned due to the stepped distance mode of operation of this
scheme.  This is applied to both stepped distance schemes.

4.4.6 Time delay settings
The time-step backup time delay setting for the Type-H scheme is emulated by means of the
following direct comparison (Table 4.4) of the settings within the strategic spare.

Table 4.4:  Type-H Scheme Time Setting Conversions
Type-H Timers Setting (Seconds) Strategic
Spare
Element
Setting
(Cycles)
Zone 2 required time
= Stage 2 time + 0,1 seconds
(0,3 + 0,1) = 0,4 Z2PD
Z2GD
20
20
B/U reverse direction timer <Default> 4 Z3PD
Z3GD
200
200
Zone 3 required time
= Stage 3 time + 0,05 seconds
(2,95 + 0,05) = 3 Z4PD
Z4GD
150
150

All the above time settings are applied to the three pole POTT and stepped distance schemes.

4.4.7 Global inputs
Chapter Two, Paragraph 2.16, contains all the relevant global inputs utilised for this particular
scheme.

4.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This chapter considered the replacement of the Type-H phase one, three pole distance protection scheme. 

The Reyrolle Type-H scheme represents three percent of the 132 / 66 kV distance protection schemes operating
within Eskom’s southern region.

The Chatty / Grassridge 132 kV feeder parameters and settings were utilised in the replacement of this scheme
which was assessed for permissive overreach transfer tripping (POTT) and stepped distance mode of operation.
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The strategic spare was developed, tested, and configured in terms of software and peripheral hardware to
accommodate the input and output terminal connections, settings and overhead line parameters of this scheme.

The functions and features of this scheme were accommodated by means of generic equations established
within the SEL software setting Groups One, Two, Three and Four assigned for this scheme application.
Setting Groups Five and Six are available to be utilised for the future development of the generic relay.
The twelve minor software discrepancies that were discovered during the testing of the strategic spare were
rectified.  An external guard was not initially provided for external scheme operation.  This was reviewed and
established within the software of the strategic spare.

The testing details and implementation of the generic relay is documented in Chapter Ten.

The verification of the configuration, which included all the generic equations, programming and analog
connections of the strategic spare, was concluded during the tests.

The SEL 321-12 was therefore successfully implemented as the strategic spare, which is competent to be
utilised as a temporary installation for this particular scheme, should failure occur.
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chapter 5
gec ytg31 scheme














Plate 5.1 :  GEC YTG31 Scheme

5.1 SCHEME OVERVIEW
The GEC YTG31 scheme comprises of static phase two relays installed during the mid 1980s to the early
1990s.  All these schemes are found within the Aliwal North subregion (Appendix A).
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Fundamentally the scheme consists of the following:
• Current transformers (CTs), potential transformers (PTs) and d.c. input analog terminal connections via
test blocks
• Backup earth-fault relay
• Backup overcurrent relay
• YTG31 distance protection earth and phase fault relay
• Three pole auto-reclose relay
• Annunciation relay
• Switch-onto-fault (line check) relay
• Distance protection auxiliary relay
• Carrier receive and send relay (not utilised)
• Bus-strip relay
• Fuse failure relay
• Perturbograph (Future panel)

The GEC YTG31 relay design is based on modular construction techniques.  The accessibility is provided by
means of a folding construction for the main sub-assemblies.  During routine maintenance the modules can,
therefore, be unfolded, the relay checked and then replaced within its case, with the relay still in service.  There
are three phase modules which contain the components required to produce the required input signals for the
comparators derived from the line voltage and a voltage proportional to the line current.

The GEC YTG31 static non-switched distance protection relay utilises the mho principle of
measurement for protecting high voltage transmission lines.  Complete three phase, three
zone distance protection for phase and earth faults is available within the MM3T scheme
which requires two YTG31 relays and a neutral impedance replica unit ([8] GEC TYPE
YTG31 Manual, 1985).

The single YTG31 relay, known as the M3T scheme, gives similar protection for earth faults
only, or phase faults only, when used with a neutral impedance replica unit.
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The relay provides consistent, high-speed clearance for most of the zone one faults with
source to line impedance ratios of up to 36:1.  The operating time is relatively constant for
the major part of the relay reach.  The directional mho relays will operate effectively down
to zero voltage on phase-phase and phase-earth faults due to a small amount of phase
compensation but with a three phase zero voltage fault this is ineffective.  The starters have
offset mho characteristics and will therefore operate for three phase zero voltage faults.  The
use of static based electronic equipment results in the relay having low burdens and compact
dimensions ([8] GEC TYPE YTG31 Manual, 1985).

This particular scheme is prepared for a stepped distance mode of operation.  The scheme is
initially designed to operate for normally open points but is operated closed, therefore there
is no resident carrier protection.
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5.2 FEEDER SELECTION
The Dreunberg / Lalisa 132 kV overhead line is selected for the implementation of the phase
two GEC YTG31 static distance protection scheme replacement by means of the strategic
spare.  The overhead line parameters and setting sheet for the Dreunberg / Komani 132 kV
feeder is documented in Appendix G and Appendix L.  Table 5.1 must be read in
conjunction with Appendix G.

Table 5.1: Dreunberg / Lalisa 132 kV Feeder Parameters
Substation Overhead
Line Length
(km)
Conductor
Type
Positive Sequence
Impedance (Z1)
Zero Sequence
Impedance (Z0)
Dreunberg / Lalisa 168,8 1 × Wolf Z1  = 31,734 + j70,558 Ω  Z0  = 79,336 + j248,6424 Ω

5.3 REPLACEMENT OF THE GEC YTG31 SCHEME
The GEC YTG31 scheme is assessed for stepped distance three pole operation.  This is done
in conjunction with the internal and external circuit diagrams in order to understand the
detailed operation of the scheme and to ensure the effective implementation of the strategic
spare.

The strategic spare is configured and generic equations developed internally to emulate the
following functions and features of the scheme:
• YTG31 static phase two distance protection
• Mho characteristic for phase and ground protection
• Quadrilateral ground characteristic to ensure that the relay detects high resistive earth
faults
• Auto-reclose and lockout for three pole operation
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• Power swing blocking
• Switch-onto-fault with manual and supervisory close
• Backup overcurrent and earth-fault protection
• Annunciation and event recording
• Stepped distance
• Load encroachment
• Loss of potential

Setting Groups One and Two are utilised for the stepped distance schemes containing
generic equations for the external and internal auto-reclosing functions respectively.  These
functions are documented within Chapter Two and Appendix L.  The analog connections of
the current transformers (CTs), potential transformers (PTs), d.c. connections, logic
variables, input and output contacts are assigned to ensure effective operation of the strategic
spare.  The internal configuration of the auto-reclose functions implemented is documented
in Chapter Two, Paragraph 2.3 and the sampling of the scheme settings is detailed in
Appendix G and Appendix L.

The strategic spare is configured to interface externally with the circuit breaker failure
protection.
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5.4 STRATEGIC SPARE CONFIGURATION FOR THE DREUNBERG / LALISA
132 kV FEEDER
This Section must be read in conjunction with the following support documentation:
• Chapter 2:  Typical Common Scheme Replacement Details
• Appendix C:  Strategic Spare Setting Sheet Sample
• Appendix G:  Dreunberg / Lalisa 132 kV YTG31 Scheme Parameters
• Appendix L:  Accelerated Time Scheme Replacement Parameters

5.4.1 Current transformer (CT), potential transformer (PT) and main d.c. analog
connections
Earth
VA VB VC N + - Earth
TB2:  9 TB2:  5 TB2:  3 110 V
d.c. supply
TB2:  7
118 119 120 121 122 123 124
TB1:  5TB1:  9 TB1:  7 TB1:  3
101 102 103 104 105 106
IA  IB  IC
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Legend
TB1 Test block one current transformer (CT) terminal
connections
TB2 Test block two potential transformer (PT) terminal
connections
9;  7;  5;  3 Terminal connections on test block one
9;  7;  5;  3 Terminal connections on test block two
Note: The current transformers (CTs) are starred and earthed on the line side.

Fig 5.1:  SEL 321-12 Analog Connection Diagrams for the YTG31 3P Scheme

5.4.2 Relay / scheme and terminal identifier
The relay identifier for this scheme is divided into two components:
• S/S 3P EXT ARC STEP
• S/S 3P INT ARC STEP

The interpretations of the relay identifier abbreviations are documented in Chapter Two, Paragraph
2.17.

The terminal identifier for this scheme is Dreunberg / Lalisa 132 kV FDR.
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5.4.3 External ARC, three pole stepped distance scheme output contact configuration
Table 5.2: Strategic Spare Configuration for the YTG31 External ARC 3P Scheme
Output No Contact Logic d.c. Configuration

1

2

3

4

3PT

3PT

3PT

M2PT+Z2GT+M4PT +Z4GT









28

M1P*!SOTFE+M2PT*!SOTF
E+Z1G*!SOTFE+Z2GT*!SOT
FE












The annunciation and event recording for this scheme is internal to the strategic spare.

5.4.4 Internal ARC, three pole stepped distance output contact configuration
The internal auto-reclose feature is documented in Chapter Two, Paragraph 2.3.
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Table 5.3:  Strategic Spare Configuration for the YTG31 Internal ARC 3P Scheme
Output
No
Contact Logic d.c. Configuration
1 3PT Refer to Paragraph
5.4.3 (Table 5.2)
2 3PT

3 3PT

4 M2PT+Z2GT+M4PT+Z4GT

11 V*!W*!YT*!LP3+!W*!YT*!LP3*LP1 Refer to Chapter Two,
Paragraph 2.3 for the
three pole auto-reclose
configuration
12 W+!LP1*3P0+LP2*YT+3PT*YT+LP3*YT

13 XT


The annunciation and event recording for this scheme is internal to the strategic spare.

5.4.5 Time delay settings
The time-step backup time delay setting for the YTG31 scheme is emulated by means of the
following comparison (Table 5.4) of the settings within the strategic spare.

Table 5.4:  YTG31 Scheme Time Setting Conversions:
YTG31 Timers Setting
(Seconds)
Strategic Spare
Element
Setting
(Cycles)
Zone 2 time 0,4 Z2PD
Z2GD
20
20
Backup reverse
direction time
<Default> 4 Z3PD
Z3GD
200
200
Zone 3 time 2,5 Z4PD
Z4GD
125
125

All the above time settings are applied to the three pole stepped distance schemes.

5.4.6 Global inputs
Chapter Two Paragraph 2.16 contains all the relevant global inputs utilised for this particular
scheme.

5.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This chapter considered the replacement of the GEC YTG31 phase two distance protection scheme by means of
the strategic spare.  The YTG31 schemes represent three percent of the 132 / 66 kV schemes operating within
the southern region.
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The Dreunberg / Lalisa 132 kV feeder parameters and settings were utilised in the replacement of this scheme.
All the functions and features of this scheme were accommodated by means of generic equations established
within the SEL software.  Setting Groups One and Two were assigned for this scheme application which
included an external and internal auto-reclosing feature.  Four additional setting groups are available for the
future development of the generic relay for this particular scheme.  The twenty minor software discrepancies
that were discovered during the testing of the strategic spare were rectified.

The testing details and implementation of the strategic spare are documented in Chapter Ten.
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The verification of the configuration, which included all the generic equations, programming and analog
connections of the strategic spare, was concluded during the tests.

The SEL 321-12 relay was therefore successfully implemented as the strategic spare, which is competent to be
utilised as a temporary installation for this particular scheme, should failure occur.
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chapter 6
reyrolle thr scheme


Plate 6.1:  Reyrolle THR Scheme

6.1 SCHEME OVERVIEW
The Reyrolle THR scheme comprises of static phase two relays installed during the mid 1980s to the early
1990s.  All these schemes are found within the East London subregion (Appendix A).
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Fundamentally the Reyrolle THR scheme comprises of the following:
• Current transformers (CTs), potential transformers (PTs) and d.c. input analog terminal connections via
test blocks
• Backup overcurrent and earth-fault relays
• THR distance protection relay
• Three pole auto-reclose relay
• Annunciation relay
• Power swing blocking relay
• Switch-onto-fault (line check) relay
• Loss of potential
• Load encroachment
• DEF relay
• Zone two and three ARC blocking

The THR relay is designed on a modular basis with standard rack wiring capable of accommodating more than
forty separate measuring elements.  The measurement is based on the block average phase comparison
principle which combines the high-speed response with accurate measurement and stability under adverse
transient conditions.  The four zones of protection are available and include a reverse directional zone for
busbar and transformer backup protection.

High resolution and precise control of the settings are provided by means of digital switches.
Circular, circular-shaped and directional-shaped reactance are the three fundamental characteristic shapes
available within the standard THR switched type protection.  Cross-polarisation techniques are used for all the
impedance characteristics which ensures a definite directional response for terminal faults.  Separate phase
measuring elements are used for accurate directional response and measurement of all faults.  Power swing
blocking is available with a shaped characteristic, if required within the scheme ([32] Reyrolle THR Manual,
1980).

Auto-reclose modules provide selective tripping and reclosing for permanent, transient and developing faults
with the facility of separate dead time selection for single and three pole sequences. 
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Overall scheme logic is defined by the use of the centralised interconnection matrix.  Therefore the co-
ordination of the measuring elements and auxiliaries with timers, output reed relays, tripping and signalling
logic, is achieved by the use of the interconnection matrix.  Internal programmable d.c. logic circuits provide
compact and precise control over the tripping and signalling functions.

The static circuits are powered by a modular power supply unit, which can be either a d.c. / d.c. or an a.c. / d.c.
converter.

Overcurrent and over-voltage protection circuits are standard features of this scheme ([32] Reyrolle THR
Manual, 1980).
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This scheme is prepared for a stepped distance mode of operation.

6.2 FEEDER SELECTION
The Zimbane / Mafini 66 kV overhead line is selected for the implementation of the phase two Reyrolle THR
static distance protection scheme replacement by means of the strategic spare.

The overhead line parameters and setting sheet for the Zimbane / Mafini 66 kV feeder is documented in
Appendix H.  Table 6.1 must be read in conjunction with Appendix H.

Table 6.1:  Zimbane / Mafini 66 kV Feeder Parameters
Substation Overhead Line
Length (km)
Conductor Type  Positive Sequence
Impedance (Z1)
Zero Sequence
Impedance (Z0)
Zimbane / Mafini 91,34 1 × Mink Z1  = 45,67 + j44,3 Ω  Z0  = 68,505 + j140,664 Ω

6.3 REPLACEMENT OF THE REYROLLE THR SCHEME
The Reyrolle THR scheme is assessed for stepped distance three-pole operation.  This is done in conjunction
with the internal and external circuit diagrams in order to understand the detailed operation of the scheme and
to ensure the effective implementation of the strategic spare.

The strategic spare is configured and generic equations developed internally to emulate the following functions
and features of the scheme:
• THR static phase two distance protection
• Mho characteristic for phase and ground protection
• Quadrilateral ground characteristic to ensure that the relay detects high resistance earth faults
• Starter backup protection by means of mho and quadrilateral characteristics
• DEF “U” time delay
• DEF lockout
• Auto-reclose and lockout for three pole operation
• Power swing blocking
• Switch-onto-fault with manual and supervisory close
• Backup overcurrent and earth-fault protection
• Annunciation and event recording
• Stepped distance mode of operation
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• Load encroachment
• Loss of potential
• Zone two and three ARC blocking

Setting Groups One and Two are utilised for the stepped distance schemes containing generic equations for the
external and internal auto-reclosing functions respectively.  These functions must be read in conjunction with
Chapter Two and Appendix L.  The analog connections of the CTs, PTs, d.c. connections, logic variables, input
and output contacts are assigned to ensure effective operation of the strategic spare.  The internal auto-reclose
parameters applied are documented in Chapter Two, Paragraph 2.3, and the sampling of the scheme and line
settings is detailed in Appendix H and Appendix L.

6.4 STRATEGIC SPARE CONFIGURATION FOR THE ZIMBANE / MAFINI 66 kV
FEEDER
This Section must be read in conjunction with the following support documentation:
• Chapter 2:  Typical Common Scheme Replacement Details
• Appendix C:  Strategic Spare Setting Sheet Sample
• Appendix H:  Zimbane / Mafini 132 kV THR Scheme Parameters
• Appendix L:  Accelerated Time Scheme Replacement Parameters

6.4.1 Current transformer (CT), potential transformer (PT) and main d.c. analog
connections
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Earth
VA VB VC N + - Earth
TB1:  6 TB1:  10 TB1:  12 110 V
d.c. supply
TB1:  8
118 119 120 121 122 123 124
TB1:  28TB1:  22 TB1:  24 TB1:  26
101 102 103 104 105 106
IA  IB  IC
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Legend
TB1 Test blocks for current transformer (CT) and potential
transformer (PT) terminal connections
22;  24;  28;  26 Terminals on test block for current transformer (CT)
connections
6;  8;  10;  12 Terminals on test block for potential transformer (PT)
connections
Note: The current transformers (CTs) are starred and earthed on the line side.

Fig 6.1:  SEL 321-12 Analog Connection Diagrams for the THR 3P Scheme

6.4.2 Relay / scheme and terminal identifier
The relay scheme identifier for this scheme is divided into two components:
• S/S 3P EXT ARC STEP
• S/S 3P INT ARC STEP

The interpretations of the relay identifier abbreviations are documented within Chapter Two,
Paragraph 2.17.

The terminal identifier for this scheme is Zimbane / Mafini 66 kV FDR.
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6.4.3 External ARC, three pole stepped distance scheme output contact configuration
Table 6.2:  Strategic Spare Configuration for the THR External ARC 3P Scheme
Output No Contact Logic d.c. Configuration

1

2

3

4

3PT

3PT

3PT

M2PT+Z2GT+M4PT+Z4GT







5

M2PT+Z2GT













6

M4PT+Z4GT













7

67N4T












28

M1P*!SOTFE+M2PT*!SOT
FE+67N4T*!SOTFE+Z1G*!
SOTFE+Z2GT*!SOTFE










The annunciation and event recording for this scheme is internal to the strategic spare.

6.4.4 Internal ARC, three pole stepped distance scheme output contact configuration
The internal auto-reclose feature utilised is documented in Chapter Two, Paragraph 2.3.
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Table 6.3:  Strategic Spare Configuration for the THR Internal ARC 3P Scheme
Output No Contact Logic d.c. Configuration
1 The contact logic is in
Paragraph 6.4.3 (Table 6.2)
The d.c. configuration is in
Paragraph 6.4.3 (Table 6.2)
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
11 V*!W*!YT*!LP3+!W*!YT*!L
P3*LP1
Refer to Paragraph 2.3 in Chapter
Two for the three pole auto-
reclose configuration
12 W+!LP1*3P0+LP2*YT+3PT*
YT+LP3*YT

13 XT

The annunciation and the event recording is internal to the strategic spare.

6.4.5 Time delay settings
The time-step backup time delay settings for the THR scheme is simulated by means of the
following direct comparison (Table 6.4) of the settings within the strategic spare.
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Table 6.4: THR Scheme Time Setting Conversions
THR Timer Elements Setting
(Seconds)
Strategic Spare
Element
Setting
(Cycles)
Zone 2 timer “J” 0,5 Z2PD
Z2GD
25
25
Zone 3 timer “L” 3 Z4PD
Z4GD
150
150
Backup reverse direction
timer
<DEFAULT> 4 Z3PD
Z3GD
200
200
DEF time delay timer “U” 0,12 67N4T 6
DEF time delay lockout
timer
5 67N2T 250

All the above time settings are applied to both stepped distance schemes.

6.4.6 Global inputs
Chapter Two, Paragraph 2.16, contains all the relevant global inputs utilised for this particular
scheme.

6.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This chapter considered the replacement of the Reyrolle THR phase two distance protection scheme.  These
schemes represent nine percent of the 132 / 66 kV schemes operating within the southern region.  The scheme
was assessed for stepped distance, three pole and auto-reclosing operation.

The Zimbane / Mafini 66 kV feeder was selected, the parameters and settings utilised for the replacement of
this three pole scheme, by means of the generic relay implemented as a strategic spare.

Generic equations were developed and the strategic spare configured to accommodate the functions and
features of the THR scheme.  These included both internal relay emulation and external interfacing between the
strategic spare and the THR scheme.  Setting Groups One and Two of the six within the SEL software, were
assigned for this scheme application. 

The four minor software discrepancies that were discovered during the testing of the strategic spare were
rectified.

The testing details and implementation of the strategic spare is documented in Chapter Ten.
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The verification of the configuration that included all the generic equations, programming and analog
connections of the strategic spare, was concluded during the tests.  The SEL 321-12 relay was therefore
successfully implemented as the strategic spare, which is competent to be utilised as a temporary installation
for this particular scheme, should failure occur.
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chapter 7
GE SLS SCHEME


Plate 7.1:  GE SLS Scheme

7.1 SCHEME OVERVIEW
The GE SLS phase two switched distance protection scheme comprises mainly of static relays installed during
the mid 1980s to the early 1990s.  Eighty percent of these schemes are found within the East London subregion
and twenty percent within the Uitenhage subregion (Appendix A).
Fundamentally the scheme consists of the following:
• Current transformer (CTs), potential transformer (PTs) and d.c. analog connection via test blocks
• SLS distance protection relay
• Backup earth-fault relay
• Out-of-step blocking relay
• Three pole auto-reclose relay
• Breaker fail and compensated over-voltage relay
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• Disturbance recorder
• Annunciation relays
• Carrier send and receive relays
• Switch-onto-fault (line check) relay
• Fuse failure detection

The scheme is of modular design consisting of pluggable, printed circuit board modules which are housed in
two separate cases. 

The main electromagnetic elements, for example, transformers and carrier relays, are also contained in
pluggable modules, one in each case.  A multi-conductor cable provides the interconnection between the two
cases. 

The GE SLS 1000 includes as standard features five protective schemes.  They are listed as follows:
• Stepped distance [up to four zones]
• Zone one extension
• Zone two acceleration
• Permissive underreaching transfer trip (PUTT)
• Permissive overreaching transfer trip (POTT)
• Directional comparison blocking (DCB) as an optional feature

Voltage transformer fuse failure detection, power swing detection and blocking, reclosing for one or two
attempts and d.c. to d.c. converter power supply are also standard features of the SLS 1000 scheme ([6] General
Electric SLS Manual, 1985). 

The ground time overcurrent unit and synchronism check circuit to supervise reclosing are available as optional
features.  Protective schemes, zone two acceleration, PUTT, POTT and DCB are pilot schemes, which require a
communication channel.

When any of the pilot schemes are used, the SLS relay will concurrently operate in the stepped distance mode
as backup protection.
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Tripping and reclosing can be on an individual phase basis for faults in zone one, or three pole only operation
can be selected, in which case the individual breaker pole tripping and reclosing relays will operate in unison.
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For faults within zone two, three and four, the distance relay will trip the breaker only on a three pole basis.
This is also the case for backup tripping in the reverse zone five and for tripping via the ground time
overcurrent unit, if fitted.

Reclosing is inhibited if the zone timer is set higher than the zone two time setting.  A ground time overcurrent
feature can be included to provide the distance protection scheme with backup protection for high resistance
and remote ground faults.  This particular function can be non-directional or supervised by means of a dual
polarised zero sequence directional module ([6] General Electric SLS Manual, 1985).

7.2 FEEDER SELECTION
The Komani / Birch 132 kV overhead line is selected for the implementation of the phase two GE SLS static
based distance protection scheme replacement by means of the strategic spare.

The overhead line parameters and setting sheet for the Komani / Birch 132 kV feeder is documented in
Appendix I.  Table 7.2 must be read in conjunction with Appendix I.
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Table 7.1:  Komani / Birch 132 kV Feeder Parameters
Substation Overhead
Line Length
(km)
Conductor
Type
Positive Sequence
Impedance (Z1)
Zero Sequence Impedance
(Z0)
Komani / Birch  168,8 1 × Wolf Z1  = 31,734 + j70,558 Ω  Z0  = 79,336 + j248,642 Ω

7.3 REPLACEMENT OF THE GE SLS SCHEME
The GE SLS scheme is assessed for stepped distance three pole operation.  This is done in conjunction with the
relevant internal and external circuit diagrams in order to understand the detailed operation of the scheme and
to ensure the effective implementation of the strategic spare.

The strategic spare is configured and generic equations developed internally within the software to emulate the
following functions and features for the scheme:
• SLS static phase two distance protection
• Mho characteristic for phase and ground protection
• Quadrilateral ground characteristic to ensure that the relay detects high resistive earth faults
• Auto-reclose and lockout for three pole operation
• Out-of-step blocking
• Switch-onto-fault
• Over and under voltage monitoring
• Backup earth-fault protection
• Annunciation and event recording
• Stepped distance
• Load encroachment
Setting Groups One and Two are utilised for the stepped distance schemes containing generic equations for the
external and internal auto-reclosing functions respectively.  These functions are documented in Chapter Two
and Appendix L.  The analog connections of the CTs, PTs, d.c. connections, logic variables input and output
programmable contacts are assigned to ensure the effective operation of the strategic spare.

The internal configuration of the auto-reclose function implemented is documented in Chapter Two, Paragraph
2.3, and the sampling of the scheme and overhead line settings is detailed in Appendix I.  The strategic spare is
configured to interface externally with the circuit breaker failure protection.  The carrier relays are not utilised
for this particular scheme due to its stepped distance mode of operation.
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The critical impedance is calculated to ensure that zone one does not ‘look’ through the traction transformers
situated at Birch traction substation.

The critical setting of the relay is derived mathematically and documented in Appendix I.

The derived critical relay impedance reach is 55,3 Ω primary.  Therefore zone one must not be set higher than
55,3 Ω primary.  In fact, it must be set significantly lower to compensate for measurement errors and the effect
of load from other traction stations coupled to this feeder.
The zones one, two and three relay reaches are determined by means of relay / scheme factors, which are
documented in Appendix L.

7.4 STRATEGIC SPARE CONFIGURATION FOR THE KOMANI / BIRCH 132 kV FEEDER
This Section must be read in conjunction with the following support documentation:
• Chapter 2:  Typical Common Scheme Replacement Details
• Appendix C:  Strategic Spare Setting Sheet Sample
• Appendix I:  Komani / Birch 132 kV SLS Scheme Parameters
• Appendix L:   Accelerated Time Scheme Replacement Parameters

7.4.1 Current transformer (CT), potential transformer (PT) and main d.c. analog
connections

Earth
VA VB VC N + - Earth
VTTM 1:7 VTTM 1:3
VTTM 1:1
110 V
d.c. supply
VTTM 1:5
118 119 120 121 122 123 124
CTTM 1:1COM 0/V 1:5 COM 0/V 1:6 COM 0/V 1:7
101 102 103 104 105 106
IA  IB  IC
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Legend
CTTM1 Test block one for current transformer (CT) terminal
connections
COM.O/V1 Breaker fail and compensated over-voltage one relay
(SBC 9101)
1 Terminal connection on (CT) test block one
5;  6;  7 Terminal connection on compensated over voltage one
relay
VTTM1 Test block one for potential transformer (PT) terminal
connections
7;  5;  3;  1 Terminal connections on (PT) test block one
Note: The current transformers (CTs) are starred and earthed on the line side.

Fig 7.1:  SEL321-12 Analog Connection Diagrams for the SLS 3P Scheme

7.4.2 Relay / scheme and terminal identifier
The relay / scheme identifier for this scheme is divided into two components:
• S/S 3P EXT ARC STEP
• S/S 3P INT ARC STEP

The interpretations of the relay identifier abbreviations are documented in Chapter Two, Paragraph
2.17.

The terminal identifier for this scheme is Komani / Birch 132 kV FDR.
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7.4.3 External / internal ARC, three pole stepped distance scheme output contact configuration
The external and internal ARC output contact configuration utilised for this scheme is documented in
Table 5.2 and 5.3 respectively.

7.4.4 Time delay settings
The time-step backup time delay settings for the SLS scheme is emulated by means of the following
comparison (Table 7.2) of the settings within the strategic spare.

Table 7.2:  SLS Scheme Time Setting Conversions:
SLS D1M101 Timers Setting
(Seconds)
Strategic
Spare Element
Setting
(Cycles)
Zone 2 timer = zone 2
time setting ×  zone 2
time multiplier
(0,4 ×  1) = 0,4 Z2PD
Z2GD
20
20
Zone 3 timer = zone 3
time setting ×  zone 3
time multiplier
(0,3 ×  10) = 3 Z4PD
Z4GD
150
150
Zone 4 timer Set to maximum
(Not used)
- -
Backup reverse
direction timer
<DEFAULT>
4
Z3PD
Z3GD
200
200

All the above time settings are applied to both stepped distance schemes.

7.4.5 Global inputs
The relevant global inputs utilised for this particular scheme are documented in Chapter Two,
Paragraph 2.16.
7.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This chapter considered the replacement of the GE SLS phase two, three pole distance protection scheme.
These schemes represent seven percent of the 132 / 66 kV distance protection schemes operating within
Eskom’s southern regional network.

The Komani / Birch 132 kV feeder was selected and the parameters and settings utilised in the replacement of
this scheme.  This scheme was assessed for a stepped distance mode of operation.  The strategic spare was
developed, tested, configured in terms of software and peripheral hardware to accommodate the input and
output terminal connection settings and overhead line parameters of this scheme.  Therefore, the functions and
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features of this scheme were accommodated by means of the generic equations established within the SEL
software.  Setting Groups One and Two were assigned for this scheme application which included an external
and internal auto-reclosing feature.  The nine minor software discrepancies that were discovered during the
testing of the strategic spare were rectified. 

The testing details and implementation of the strategic spare is documented in Chapter Ten.  The verification of
the configuration, which included all the generic equations, programming, and analog connections of the
strategic spare, was concluded during the tests.
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The SEL 321-12 relay was therefore successfully implemented as the strategic spare, which is competent to be
utilised as a temporary installation for this particular scheme, should failure occur.
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chapter 8
SIEMENS 7SL27 scheme


Plate 8.1:  Siemens 7SL27 Scheme

8.1 SCHEME OVERVIEW
The Siemens 7SL27 phase two switched distance protection scheme comprises of static relays installed during
the mid 1980s to the early 1990s.  Forty-three percent of these schemes are found within the Uitenhage, twenty-
one percent within the Aliwal North and thirty-six percent within the East London subregions (Appendix A).
Fundamentally the scheme consists of the following:
• Current transformer (CTs), potential transformers (PTs) and d.c. analog connections via test blocks
• Power swing blocking relay
• IDMT earth-fault (E/F) relay
• Switch-onto-fault (line check) relay
• Three pole auto-reclose relay
• Carrier send and receive relays
• Fault recorder
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• Anti-pump and pole discrepancy
• Breaker fail module
• Annunciation module
• Fuse failure monitor module

The design is based upon modular construction techniques.  The scheme’s electronic components are largely
contained in modular form and are installed in standard racks mounted on the swing-frame assembly.  These
modules are plugged into the racks from the front and secured in position by means of locking bars.

This scheme is intended for use on overhead lines operating at 132 kV and below.  The combined protection
and control system performs the protection, local and supervisory control, alarm annunciation and metering
functions.  The protection scheme with the control and supervisory equipment is housed in a single racked
cubicle.  The main protection comprises of a switched phase two impedance relay for three pole tripping.  The
modes of operation include permissive underreaching, permissive overreaching transfer trip and zone one
extension controlled by the auto-reclose relay.  The auto-reclose relay provides three pole, single shot reclosing
([43] Siemens Manual, 1987).

A fuse failure monitor module is also provided.  Backup earth-fault protection comprises of an inverse definite
minimum time (IDMT) overcurrent relay, which is connected in the zero sequence current path of the current
transformer (CT).  The main and backup relaying trip both the main and backup trip coils via the appropriate
battery supplies.  Backup overcurrent protection and breaker failure protection are optional features of this
particular scheme ([43] Siemens Manual, 1987).

8.2 FEEDER SELECTION
The Aloe Glen /Neptune 132 kV overhead line is selected for the implementation of the phase two Siemens
7SL27 static distance protection scheme replacement by means of the strategic spare.

The overhead line parameters and setting sheet for the Aloe Glen / Neptune 132 kV feeder is documented in
Appendix J.  Table 8.1 must be read in conjunction with Appendix J.
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Table 8.1:  Aloe Glen / Neptune 132 kV Feeder Parameters
Substation Overhead
Line Length
(km)
Conductor Type  Positive Sequence
Impedance (Z1)
Zero Sequence
Impedance (Z0)
Aloe Glen /
Neptune
7 2 × Bear Z1  = 0,413 + j2,128 Ω  Z0  = 2,24 + j9,24 Ω

8.3 REPLACEMENT OF THE SIEMENS 7SL27 SCHEME
The Siemens 7SL27 scheme is assessed for stepped distance and permissive overreach transfer tripping (POTT)
for three pole operation of the scheme.  This is done in conjunction with the internal and external schematic
diagrams in order to understand the detailed operation of the scheme.  Another reason for the assessment is to
ensure the effective implementation of the strategic spare.

The strategic spare is configured and generic equations developed internally to emulate the following functions
and features of the scheme:
• 7SL27 static phase two distance protection
• Mho characteristic for phase and ground protection
• Quadrilateral ground characteristic to ensure that the relay detects high resistive earth faults
• Auto-reclose and lockout for three pole operation
• Power swing blocking
• Switch-onto-fault
• Backup earth-fault protection
• Annunciation and event recording
• Anti-pumping by settings the TXDO element to a value less than the circuit breaker trip free time
• Fuse failure
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• Permissive overreach transfer tripping (POTT) with current reversal guard
• Stepped distance
• Load encroachment

Setting Groups One and Two are utilised for the POTT scheme containing generic equations for the external
and internal auto-reclosing function respectively.  Groups Three and Four are utilised for the stepped distance
mode of operation of the scheme containing external and internal auto-reclosing functions respectively.

These functions must be read in conjunction with Chapter Two, Appendix C and Appendix L.

The analog connections of the CTs, PTs, d.c. connections, logic variables, input and output contacts are
assigned for the effective operation of the strategic spare.

The internal auto-reclose functions applied to this scheme are documented in Chapter Two, Paragraph 2.3 and
the sampling of the scheme and line settings is detailed in Appendix J and Appendix L.

The strategic spare is interfaced with the external breaker fail protection module and the carrier send and
receive relays to ensure that the intertripping function of the POTT scheme are accommodated.
The circuit breaker does not include an anti-pumping scheme.  Therefore the close output dropout time is set to
a value less than the circuit breaker free time.

8.4 STRATEGIC SPARE CONFIGURATION FOR THE ALOE GLEN / NEPTUNE 132 kV FEEDER
This Section must be read in conjunction with the following support documentation:
• Chapter 2: Typical Common Scheme Replacement Details
• Appendix C: Strategic Spare Setting Sheet Sample
• Appendix J: Aloe Glen / Neptune 132 kV Siemens 7SL27 Scheme Parameters
• Appendix L: Accelerated Time Scheme Replacement Parameters

8.4.1 Current transformer (CT), potential transformer (PT) and main d.c. analog
connections
101 102 103 104 105 106
RP:  36 RP:  37 RP:  39 RP:  38
IA  IB  IC

RP:  9
118 119 120 121 122 123 124
RP:  10
RP:  11
RP:  12
110 V
d.c. Supply Earth
VA VB VC N + - Earth
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Legend
RP Relay panel
36;  37;  39;  38 Terminals for current transformer (CT) connections on
relay panel.
9;  10;  11;  12 Terminals for potential transformer (PT) connections on
relay panel.
Note: The current transformers (CTs) are starred and earthed on the line side.

Fig 8.1:  SEL 321-12 Analog Connection Diagrams for the 7SL27 3P Scheme

8.4.2 Relay / scheme and terminal identifier
The relay / scheme identifier for this scheme is divided into four components:
• S/S 3P EXT ARC POTT
• S/S 3P INT ARC POTT
• S/S 3P EXT ARC STEP
• S/S 3P INT ARC STEP

The interpretation of the relay identifier abbreviations is documented in Chapter Two, Paragraph
2.17.

The terminal identifier for this scheme is Aloe Glen / Neptune 132 kV FDR.
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8.4.3 External / internal ARC, three pole POTT output contact configuration
The external and internal auto-reclose POTT output contact configuration are as per Table 4.2 and
Table 4.3 respectively.

The internal auto-reclose feature utilised is documented in Chapter Two, Paragraph 2.3.  Similarly,
the POTT scheme configuration is documented in Paragraph 2.11 for this particular scheme.  The
echo logic settings are also applied to this scheme.

8.4.4 External / internal ARC, three pole stepped distance scheme output contact configuration
The external and internal stepped distance scheme output contact configuration is similar to that of
the external and internal auto-reclose POTT scheme configuration respectively.

The carrier send output contact four, input two for permissive tripping and the communication
tripping logic (MTCS) are not assigned due to the stepped distance mode of operation of this
scheme.  These parameters are applied to both stepped distance schemes.
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8.4.5 Time delay settings
The time-step backup time delay setting for the Siemens 7SL27 scheme is emulated by means of the
direct comparison (Table 8.2) of the settings within the strategic spare.

Table 8.2:  Siemens 7SL27 Time Setting Conversions
7SL27 Timer Setting
(Seconds)
Strategic Spare
Element
Setting
(Cycles)
Zone 2 timer 0,4 Z2PD
Z2GD
20
20
Zone 3 timer 3 Z4PD
Z4GD
150
150
Reverse starter timer 5 Z3PD
Z3GD
250
250

All the above time delay settings are applied to the POTT and stepped distance schemes.

8.4.6 Global inputs
The relevant global inputs utilised for this particular scheme are documented in Chapter Two,
Paragraph 2.16.

8.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This chapter considered the replacement of the Siemens 7SL27 phase two, three pole distance protection
scheme.

These schemes represent twenty-one percent of the 132 / 66 kV distance protection schemes operating within
Eskom’s southern region. 

The scheme was assessed for POTT and stepped distance mode of operation. 

The Aloe Glen / Neptune 132 kV feeder was selected, the parameters and settings utilised in the replacement of
this scheme by means of the generic relay implemented as a strategic spare.

Generic equations were developed and the strategic spare configured to accommodate the functions and
features of the Siemens 7SL27 scheme.  Setting Groups One, Two, Three and Four of the six within the SEL
software were assigned for this scheme application.  Setting Groups Five and Six were assigned for the future
development of the generic relay. 
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The twelve minor software discrepancies that were discovered during the testing of the strategic spare were
rectified to within the required scheme parameters.

The testing details and implementation of the strategic spare is documented in Chapter Ten.

The verification of the configuration which included all the generic equations, programming and analog
connections of the strategic spare, was concluded during the tests.

The SEL 321-12 relay was therefore successfully implemented as the strategic spare, which is competent to be
utilised as a temporary installation for this particular scheme, should failure occur.
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chapter 9
gec OPTIMHO 112 SCHEME


Plate 9.1:  GEC Optimho 112 Scheme

9.1 SCHEME OVERVIEW
The GEC Optimho phase three non-switched distance protection scheme comprises of mainly numerical relays
installed during the mid 1990s.  All these schemes are found within the East London subregion (Appendix A).

Fundamentally the scheme consists of the following:
• Current transformers, (CTs), potential transformers (PTs) and d.c. input analog terminal connections via
test blocks
• IDMT overcurrent O/C and earth-fault E/F relay
• Optimho distance protection relay
• Three and single pole auto-reclose relay
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• Synchronising check relay
• Annunciation relays
• Carrier send and receive relay
• Power swing blocking relay
• Switch-onto-fault (line check) relay
• Pole discrepancy relay
• Line voltage monitor relay
• Directional earth-fault
• Load encroachment
• Fuse failure
• Breaker open echo
• DEF carrier aided

All models of the Optimho are full scheme non-switched distance relays, which, compared with the switched
type of scheme, improve reliability by avoiding the need to rely on phase selection hardware or software.  They
are superior in terms of coping with inter-circuit faults on double circuit lines and developing faults ([9] GEC
Optimho Manual, 1995).
A microcontroller is utilised to produce a software equivalent of the hardware phase comparator.  The phase
comparators and level detectors use logic processing to ensure immunity from erroneous operation due to
noise, such as harmonic distortion, travelling wave effects, high and low frequency capacitor voltage
transformer transients and current transformer saturation.

The operation of the phase comparators and level detectors can only occur if the input signals are controlled by
power frequency components.  Filters are used to ensure this control and to optimise operating times ([9] GEC
Optimho Manual, 1995).

The scheme is of modular design and the relay hardware bus-structured to allow the printed circuit boards to be
plugged into the case in different combinations.

A main microcontroller uses the digital bus to monitor and read outputs from the secondary microcontrollers,
monitors and reads signals external to the relay via optically coupled isolators, communicates with the user
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interface and performs scheme logic, serial communications, monitoring and output contact functions.
Settings, indications, and fault records are stored in memory which is unaffected by the loss of the d.c. supply.

All the relay settings and records are accessible from the integral user interface.  The liquid crystal display
(LCD) indicates how the relay initiated the latest trip. 
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The faulty phase and zone are indicated for trips initiated by the distance elements and the latest alarm
condition are indicated.  If the indications occur when the supply is lost, they are automatically reinstated when
the supply is restored.  The menu contains an extensive range of options pertinent to the various applications
([9] GEC Optimho Manual, 1995).

The setting options allow the user to select functions to suit each application of the scheme.  The input and
output contacts are not available to the user for establishing generic logic equations.

9.2 FEEDER SELECTION
The Tyalara / Qunu 132 kV overhead line is selected for the implementation of the phase three GEC Optimho
numerical distance protection scheme replacement by means of the strategic spare. 

The overhead line parameters and setting sheet for the Tyalara / Qunu 132 kV feeder is documented in
Appendix K.  Table 9.1 must be read in conjunction with Appendix K.

Table 9.1:  Tyalara / Qunu 132 kV Feeder Parameters
Substation Overhead
Line Length
(km)
Conductor Type  Positive Sequence
Impedance (Z1)
Zero Sequence
Impedance (Z0)
Tyalara / Qunu  43,6 1 × Wolf Z1  = 8,1968 + j18,225 Ω  Z0  = 20,492 + j64,223 Ω
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9.3 REPLACEMENT OF THE GEC OPTIMHO 112 SCHEME
The Optimho 112 scheme is assessed for stepped distance and permissive overreach transfer tripping (POTT)
for single pole operation.  This is done in conjunction with the internal and external circuit diagrams in order to
understand the detailed operation of the scheme and to ensure the effective implementation of the strategic
spare.

The strategic spare is configured and generic equations developed internally to emulate the following functions
and features of the scheme:
• Optimho numerical phase three distance protection
• Mho characteristic for phase and ground protection
• Quadrilateral ground characteristic to ensure that the relay detects high resistance earth faults
• Power swing blocking
• Switch-onto-fault
• Load encroachment
• IDMT overcurrent and earth-fault protection
• DEF protection
• Single pole permissive overreach transfer tripping (POTT) with current reversal guard
• Stepped distance
• Loss of potential
• Annunciation and event recording
• Change over from single pole to three pole auto-reclose
• Three and single pole auto-reclose initiate

Setting Groups One and Two are utilised for the POTT and stepped distance scheme containing all the generic
equations necessary for external single and three pole auto-reclose functions respectively. 

These functions must be read in conjunction with Chapter Two, Appendix C and Appendix L.

The strategic spare is externally interfaced with the single and three pole auto-reclose relays and the
synchronising check relay, which is incorporated therein. 
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The strategic spare is also configured to interface externally with the carrier equipment to ensure that the
intertripping function of the Optimho POTT scheme is accommodated.

The analog connections of the CTs, PTs, d.c. connections, logic variables, input and output contacts are
assigned for the effective operation of the strategic spare.  The sampling of the scheme and line settings are
detailed in Appendix K and Appendix L.
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9.4 STRATEGIC SPARE CONFIGURATION FOR THE TYALARA / QUNU 132 kV FEEDER
This Section must be read in conjunction with the following support documentation:
• Chapter 2: Typical Common Scheme Replacement Details
• Appendix C: Strategic Spare Setting Sheet Sample
• Appendix K: Tyalara / Qunu 132 kV GEC Optimho 112 Scheme
Parameters
• Appendix L: Accelerated Time Scheme Replacement Parameters

9.4.1 Current transformer (CT), potential transformer (PT) and main d.c. analog
connections

Legend
TB1 Test block one for current transformer (CT) terminal
connections
TB3A Test block 3A for potential transformer (PT) terminal
connections
22;  24;  28;  26 Terminal connections on test block one
7;  5;  3;  1 Terminal connections on test block 3A
Note: The current transformers (CTs) are starred and earthed on the busbar
side.

Fig 9.1:  SEL 321-12 Analog Connection Diagrams for the OPTIMHO 112 1P
Scheme

TB 1:28TB 1:22 TB 1:24 TB 1:26
101 102 103 104 105 106
IA   IB  IC

Earth
VA VB VC N + - Earth
TB3A:7 TB3A:3 TB3A:1 110 V
d.c. supply
TB3A:5
118 119 120 121 122 123 124
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9.4.2 Relay / scheme and terminal identifier
The relay / scheme identifier for this scheme is divided into two components:
• S/S 1P EXT ARC POTT
• S/S 1P EXT ARC STEP

The interpretation of the identifier abbreviations are documented in Chapter Two, Paragraph 2.17.

The terminal identification for this scheme is Tyalara / Qunu 132 kV FDR.
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9.4.3 External ARC, single pole POTT output / input contact configuration

Fig 9.2:  Single Pole POTT d.c. Circuit Configuration
Figure 9.2 must be read in conjunction with Table 9.2
Table 9.2:  Strategic Spare Input / Output Configuration for the Optimho 112 1P Scheme
Input
No
Output No Contact Logic Function / d.c. Configuration
1  CLOSE Manual close and supervisory normally open
(N/O) contact for SOTFE
2  PT Permissive trip (RX)
3  PTXFR Load / Potential transfer
4  LP5 Change over from single pole to three pole
ARC
9  52AA1 ‘A’ phase breaker status normally open (N/O)
contact
10  52AB1 ‘B’ phase breaker status normally open (N/O)
contact
11  52AC1 ‘C’ phase breaker status normally open (N/O)
contact
 1 TPA ‘A’ phase trip
 2 TPB ‘B’ phase trip
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TPC
‘C’ phase trip
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3PT+PD1
Three pole trip with pole disagreement.

5

KEY
Closes to key the transmitter for carrier
send
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Eskom chose not to use the echo logic as it was different to that offered by the strategic spare
(SEL 321-12).  The setting parameters for this application are documented within Chapter Two,
Paragraph 2.11 and Appendix L.

The annunciation and event recording for this scheme is internal to the strategic spare.

9.4.4 External ARC, single pole POTT scheme logic variables utilised
Table 9.3:  Strategic Spare logic variables for the Optimho 112 1P Scheme
Logic Variables Description
V Three pole ARC initiate
W Single pole ARC initiate
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X NA
Y Change over from single to three pole ARC
Z NA

The generic equations for the logic variables (Table 9.3) are documented in Appendix L.

9.4.5 External ARC stepped distance scheme output / input contact configuration
The external auto-reclose stepped distance scheme output / input contact configuration is similar to
that of the single pole external ARC POTT scheme documented in Paragraph 9.4.3.

The carrier intertripping output contacts five that closes to key the transmitter, input two for
permissive tripping, and the communication logic (MTCS), were not assigned due to the stepped
distance mode of operation for this scheme.
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9.4.6 Time delay settings
The time-step backup time delay setting for the Optimho scheme was simulated by means of the
following direct comparison (Table 9.4).
Table 9.4:  Optimho 112 1P Time Setting Conversions
Optimho Element
Timer
Setting
(Seconds)
Strategic Spare
Element
Setting
(Cycles)
Zone 2 timer (TZ2) 0,5 Z2PD
Z2GD
25
25
Zone 3 timer
(TZ3)
3 Z4PD
Z4GD
150
150
Backup (B/U)
reverse direction
timer
4 Z3PD
Z3GD
200
200

All the above time delay settings are applied to the single pole POTT and stepped distance schemes.

9.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This chapter considered the replacement of the GEC OPTIMHO 112 phase three distance protection scheme by
means of the generic relay implemented as a strategic spare.

These schemes represent six percent of the 132 / 66 kV schemes operating within the southern region.

The Tyalara / Qunu 132 kV feeder was selected, and the parameters and settings utilised in the replacement of
this scheme.

The single pole scheme was assessed for permissive overreach transfer tripping (POTT) and the backup stepped
distance mode of operation.  Generic equations were developed to accommodate the functions and features of
this scheme.  These included both internal relay emulation and external interfacing between the strategic spare
and the scheme.  The strategic spare was, for example, integrated externally with the single and three pole auto-
reclose relays which contain the synchronising check function within it.

Setting Groups One and Two were assigned for the scheme application.  The four additional setting groups are
made available for the future development of the generic relay for this particular scheme type.  The fourteen
minor software discrepancies that were discovered during the testing of the strategic spare were rectified. 

The testing details and implementation of the strategic spare are documented in Chapter Ten.
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The verification of the configuration, which included all the generic equations, programming, and analog
connections of the strategic spare, was concluded during the tests.  The SEL 321-12 relay was, therefore,
successfully implemented as the strategic spare, which is competent to be utilised as a temporary installation
for this particular scheme, should failure occur.
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chapter 10
TESTING AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE STRATEGIC SPARE


Plate 10.1:  Testing of the Strategic Spare

10.1 INTRODUCTION
The strategic spare was tested independently by Eskom to ensure that the functions and features of the various
schemes were accommodated.
The Omicron simulator, Sinesonic auto-reclose relays, circuit breaker, flagging relay and an internal auto-
reclose lockout indication lamp were configured and used to ensure that all the settings, analog connections and
programming of the strategic spare were correct and complete in terms of their parameters and final operation.
This was done for both three and single pole tripping, internal and external auto-reclosing, PUTT, POTT and
stepped distance schemes.
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10.2 OVERVIEW
The generic equations and setting of the various schemes were entered into the SEL software, which is
documented in Appendix L, and then downloaded into the relay via a communication link established between
the computer terminal and the SEL 321-12 strategic spare.  The complexity of the logic equations and settings
were compared to that of the parameters of the generic relay and the established database, which was initially
created.  The discrepancies that were discovered during testing were rectified.  The circuit diagrams for the
PUTT and POTT scheme were initially configured to switch negative.  This was reviewed as the standard used
by Eskom regarding the switching of contacts is positive within the various schemes.

The switch-onto-fault settings, logic and d.c. connections were reviewed as the line check initiated an auto-
reclose function during the activation of the SOTFE element.  Eskom’s philosophy regarding the SOTFE
element activation is via a manual close and supervisory normally open (N/O) contact with no auto-reclosing
function. 
The single pole operation of the strategic spare and the pole disagreement feature did not initially operate
during the testing of these aspects of the spare.  In addition, the logic and the circuit configuration to ensure that
a three pole trip occurred subsequent to a single pole auto-reclose operation for a sustained fault, were not
initially functional.  The carrier receive caused the relay to trip instantaneously without any starter.  This was
rectified under instruction.

The external carrier guard output for the Type-H scheme consisting of feeders in parallel, was not initially
provided.  No percentage error was taken into consideration when the forward zone two and reverse zone three
reaches were established.  These discrepancies were reviewed and established, under instruction, within the
software of the strategic spare.

The external zone two and three auto-reclose blocking outputs and a DEF output trip, for the THR scheme,
were not initially provided for external scheme operation.  These were reviewed and established within the
software of the strategic spare at Eskom’s request.

All the discrepancies indicated for the various schemes were reviewed and their correct operation verified after
retesting.
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The testing further demonstrated that all the other features and functions of the various schemes that were
established within the software of the generic relay were correct and fully functional.
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10.3 CONCLUSION
The SEL 321-12 generic relay was successfully implemented as the strategic spare for the replacement of the
schemes documented in Appendix A.

Therefore, the strategic spare is available for commissioning. This should include the in-service performance
monitoring and operation of the generic relay for the 132 / 66 kV distance protection schemes operating within
Eskom’s southern regional feeder network.
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chapter 11
conclusions and recommendations

11.1 CONCLUSIONS
In the light of the difficulties faced by Eskom in its southern region in respect of the failure of some of the older
current protection schemes, and the lack of supporting spares inventory, this research sought to replace seven of
these older distance protection schemes by means of a generic relay implemented as a strategic spare.

Based on the issues discussed in this dissertation the following conclusions can be drawn:
• The generic relay (SEL 321-12) was successfully implemented as a strategic spare for the seven
132 / 66 kV electromechanical, solid-state and numerical distance protection schemes operating within
Eskom’s southern regional network.

• The strategic spare will solve the problems of limited and non-existent spares, as well as obviate the need
for high inventory levels.

• The implementation of the strategic spare will limit the downtime during in-service breakdowns.  This
implies a direct cost saving to Eskom’s southern region and an improvement in the quality of supply to the
consumer.
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11.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the issues highlighted during the course of this research the following recommendations are made:
• The strategic spare should be finally commissioned and its performance monitored for each of the schemes
operating within Eskom’s southern regional feeder network.

• The strategic spare should be considered for implementation within Eskom’s other 132 / 66 kV regional
networks.

• The adoption of a cost-effective upgrade philosophy should be based on the development of an effective
database containing detailed protection-related operational information.

• The precise financial benefits, resulting from the implementation of the strategic spare, to Eskom’s
southern region need to be determined by means of a detailed cost analysis.

• The flexibility of the (SEL 321-12) strategic spare will be increased by including at least four additional
timers and primary elements within the internal logic of the relay.  These could be utilised, in addition to
the features emulated by the strategic spare, to simulate a breaker fail feature and a single pole auto-reclose
function internally.
• The inclusion of a synchronising check feature, which is lacking within the SEL 321-12 relay, could
possibly be investigated to further improve the flexibility of the strategic spare.
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THE SEVEN 132 / 66 kV
DISTANCE PROTECTION
SCHEMES
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132 / 66 kV DISTANCE PROTECTION RELAYS
AND SCHEMES OPERATING WITHIN ESKOM’S
SOUTHERN REGIONAL FEEDER NETWORK

NO GENERATION TYPE RELAY /
SCHEME
SUPPLIER SUBREGION 1
UITENHAGE
SUBREGION 2
ALIWAL NORTH
SUBREGION 3
EAST LONDON
     A B C A B C A B C
1 Phase 1 Mainly Electro-
Mechanical
Devices
LZ 32 3P
LZ 32 1P
Brown
Broveri
BBC
11 1 0,25 6 2 0 18 2 0,25
2 Phase 1 Mainly Electro-
Mechanical
Devices
TYPE H 3P Reyrolle 2 1 0           
3 Phase 2 Static Devices YTG 31 3P GEC       2 1 0     
4 Phase 2 Static Devices THR 3P Reyrolle             6 1 1
5 Phase 2 Static Devices SLS 3P GE 1 0 0,1       4 0 0,5
6 Phase 2 Static Devices 7 SL 27 3P Siemens 6 2 2 3 0 0 5 1 2
7 Phase 3 Numerical
Devices
OPTIMHO 1P

GEC             4 1 0


KEY:

A – Number of relays in service
B – Number of spares available
C – Failure rate per annum
  – Not installed within subregion

• Certain of the above schemes are problematic due to their high failure rate, limited or
non-existent availability of spares.
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LITERATURE CATEGORISATION

THE LITERATURE IS CATEGORISED ACCORDING TO:
• Relevant background information
• Strategic spare application guidelines
• New developments within this field of study
• Similar in-process or completed research

1. RELEVANT BACKGROUND INFORMATION
1.1 Protective Relaying Principles and Applications [1]
This book presents the fundamentals and basic technology of the application of
various protective relays and schemes operating within a power system and
documents common protection philosophies and practices.  The design aspects of
the protective relays are not emphasised as the designs vary with different
manufacturers and are constantly changing.  The design aspects of relays are best
covered by the individual manufacturer’s brochures and booklets.  The first part of
the text presents a review of electrical protection, its philosophies and practices,
phasors and polarity, symmetrical components, relay input sources, protection
fundamentals and system grounding principles.  The book continues by dealing
with generator, transformer, reactor, shunt capacitor bus, overhead line and pilot
protection.  The final chapter deals with power system stability, reclosing, and
automatic synchronizing.
1.2 Protective Relays Application Guide [7]
The correct applications of protective relays requires, according to this book, not
only a knowledge of the relay design parameters but also a thorough
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understanding of the behaviour of the power system under normal and fault
conditions in which the relay is to be applied.
The first part of the text deals with the fundamentals of protective gear practices,
basic technology, fault calculations and the circuits and parameters of the power
system, including the transient response and saturation problems that affect the
instrument transformers associated with protective relays.

The book continues by covering the parameters of electromechanical relays, solid
state relays and protection signaling and ends with a detailed analysis of the
relaying schemes associated with the power system.  The final chapter is a guide
to good relaying practices, with reference to the various types of relays
manufactured by GEC Measurements. 

1.3 Power System Analysis [11]
The emphasis of this book is on a thorough understanding of the fundamentals and
underlying principles of the various components of a power system.  The coverage
is reasonably comprehensive and spans a wide range of topics commonly
encountered in electrical power system engineering practice.  The relevant
sections are Chapters 10, 11, 12 and 16 where symmetrical faults, symmetrical
components and sequence networks, unsymmetrical faults and power system
stability respectively are discussed.

1.4 Z = I
V
 Does not make a Distance Relay [33]
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This paper examines the Z  = I
V
 approach, and demonstrates the degradations
due to load flow and fault resistance.  It is shown that calculating Z  = I
V
 and
testing the impedance against a circle passing through the origin is equivalent to a
self-polarized mho element which is generally a poor performer for distance
protection.
The paper presents some much better methods used in numerical relays, and
emphasises that these methods have their roots in better polarisation methods.
These better methods, including the improved quadrilateral characteristics, depend
on a proper selection of polarised quantities.

1.5 A Review of Impedance-based Fault Locating Experience [36]
This paper reviews fundamental fault locating principles and field experience,
discusses and analyses special cases and indicates how fault locating has benefited
protection, as well as the operation of the power system.
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1.6 Statistical Comparison and Evaluation of Pilot Protection Schemes [39]
The paper explores the measures of scheme performance by selecting five key
factors in comparing pilot protection schemes.  The factors are security,
dependability, operating time, fault resistance coverage and complexity.  Markov
models are developed to estimate the lack of security as a likelihood to operate for
out-of-section faults.  The same Markov models helped to estimate the lack of
dependability as a likelihood of a pilot scheme failure to operate for in-section
faults.  A fault is not cleared until the protection at both ends has successfully
operated.  This definition of operating time is used by the author.  A system model
for long and short lines is considered in order to evaluate the protection scheme
fault resistance coverage.  In both cases resistive sensitivity to ground faults is
considered.  The complexity of the communication-aided protection scheme
compares the number of protective zones and additional timers that are required
by a single end of each scheme.  The following protection schemes are used to
make this comparison:  POTT, PUTT, DCB, DCUB and DUTT schemes.

1.7 Electrical Power Systems [48]
This book covers a very wide spectrum of electrical power systems fairly
comprehensively.  Chapters 13 to 16 are the relevant sections, which include
symmetrical components and fault calculations, protective relays, insulation co-
ordination and overvoltage protection and power system stability.

1.8 Electric Power Systems [49]
This book emphasises the consideration of the power system as a whole rather
than focusing on the engineering details of its components.  The presentation is
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aimed at practical conditions and situations rather than theoretical detail.  Chapters
7, 8 and 12 are the relevant sections, which include fault analysis, stability limits
and electrical protection.  The electrical protection also considers the use of digital
computers in the relay application.

1.9 Electrical Power System Protection [50]
This book concentrates on the fundamental principles and technology of the
application of various modern relays and schemes operating within the power
system.  Chapters 9 to 12 are the relevant sections which include the protection of
overhead lines and cables by current-differential schemes, interlocking and phase-
comparison schemes for the protection of overhead lines, distance type protective
schemes for overhead lines and cables, and ultra high speed schemes for the
protection of long transmission lines.  In each case information is provided about
the historical background, construction and behaviour of the plant being protected
and then the appropriate protective schemes are described and examined.

1.10 Three Phase Circuit Analysis and the Mysterious Ko-factor [55]
This paper makes use of Mathcad 5.0 for a three phase circuit analysis of a
transmission line circuit.  The objective of the analysis is to calculate voltage and
current phasors and then use them to determine relay performance.  The three
phase analysis is an affirmation, rather than a rejection of symmetrical
components.  In the process, the ambiguous ground compensation factor K0
appears unmasked as the mutual impedance.  This paper is therefore a map of the
mathematics and fundamentals used in the analysis and includes examples of the
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expected performance from negative sequence directional ground mho and ground
resistance and reactive elements.

1.11 Selecting CT’s to Optimize Relay Performance [56]
This paper examines the effects of saturation on various elements and presents
application guidelines to minimize the risk of saturation.  A current transformer
selection procedure is also presented after analysis.

1.12 An Introduction to Symmetrical Components [57]
This paper, as the title suggests, presents a critical analysis of a three phase system
under normal and fault conditions.  Forward and reverse faults are also
considered.


2 STRATEGIC SPARE APPLICATION GUIDELINES
2.1 Brown Boveri Distance Protection Relay Manual [3]
The instructional manual contains a detailed exposition of the main
characteristics, principles and operation, major technical data, the purpose design
and method of operation of the individual components of the Brown Boveri
distance protection relay.  The manual also contains a detailed functional analysis,
the range of settings for each component and the testing required for the distance
protection relay.  Schematic diagrams for the various functions are also made
available for the protection engineer.  Various schemes are considered as
examples in the manual using different scenarios of implementation.  The internal
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and external circuit diagrams are included in the manual and support
documentation.

2.2 Negative Sequence Impedance Directional Element [5]
This paper explains and provides a method of testing for the new directional
element, which uses traditional negative sequence quantities in a different way to
the traditional negative sequence directional elements.  The SEL 321 relay
contains the innovative negative sequence directional element.  Instead of relying
on the product of negative sequence voltage and negative sequence current, the
SEL 321 relay uses the ratio of these two quantities.  Since a ratio of voltage to
current is used, faults with very little negative sequence voltage can be detected.
The paper continues to explain the settings for the negative sequence impedance
directional element.

2.3 General Electric SLS Distance Protection Relay [6]
This instructional manual discusses the applications, operation, commissioning
and maintenance recommendations for the SLS distance protection relay relevant
to the 2 FZ3 scheme.  The internal and external circuit diagrams are contained
within the manual and support documentation.

2.4 GEC TYPE YTG 31 Distance Protection Relay Manual [8]
This manual, produced by GEC measurements, discusses the various applications,
operation, commissioning and maintenance recommendations for the YTG 31
distance protection relay.  The various circuit diagrams are available for
evaluation within this manual and its supporting documentation.
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2.5 GEC OPTIMHO Distance Protection Relay Application Manual [9]
This manual compares the various OPTIMHO models developed by GEC.  An
application guide is presented for each of these models.  The internal and external
circuit diagrams are contained within the manual and supporting documentation.
               2.6        GEC OPTIMHO Distance Protection Relay Manual [10]
This manual discusses the commissioning and operational aspects of the GEC
OPTIMHO static distance protection relay.

2.7 Applying the SEL 321 Relay to Permissive Overreaching Transfer Trip
(POTT) Schemes [12]
This application guide discusses the application of the SEL 321 relay to
permissive overreaching transfer trip schemes with the assistance of a
communication channel.  This relay provides high-speed protection for faults
anywhere along the protected transmission line.  In the event of a communication
channel failure the SEL 321 relay provides the following backup protective
features:
• Phase and ground time-step distance protection (four zones)
• Phase, negative sequence, and residual time overcurrent protection
• Negative-sequence and residual instantaneous delayed protection
Amongst other aspects this guide illustrates the application of the relay by means
of an example containing logic inputs and outputs, equations and settings.  The
paper also presents general principles of POTT schemes, scheme complications
and solutions, remote terminal open and echo logic and sensitivity co-ordination
with other relay types.
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2.8 A Breaker Simulator in the SEL 321 Relay for Three Pole Tripping
Applications [14]
The SEL 321 relay contains internal Selogic control equations that can be used for
the creation of various relay operations.  A breaker simulator is implemented with
minor external wiring or with mirrored bits and a serial port.  The operation and
relay settings are provided within the application guide.

2.9 A Distance Protection Strategic Spare for 132 / 66 kV Overhead Lines [15]
This paper explores the identification and implementation process of the strategic
spare.  The primary objective of the investigation is to identify and then develop,
test and configure a strategic spare in terms of software and peripheral hardware
for the input and output terminal connections and settings.  The scope is limited to
the replacement of the switched Brown Boveri electromechanical distance
protection relay situated at Aloe Glen substation.

2.10 SEL 321 Relay Out of Step Logic [16]
The SEL 321 relay contains the out-of-step blocking (OSB) and tripping which
discriminates between power swings and faults to prevent the distance elements
from operating incorrectly.  The application guide provides an explanation on how
to apply the out-of-step logic for OSB unblocking and tripping schemes.  The
setting procedures for the OSB logic are also given.
2.11 The SEL 321 Relay Load Encroachment Function Setting Guidelines [19]
The SEL 321 relay includes a load-encroachment function designed to prevent
long-reaching phase distance elements from tripping under heavy load conditions.
The application guide includes an exposition of the load problem and
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encroachment solution with an example of relay setting possibilities for this
function.

2.12 Single Pole / Three Pole Autoreclose Function for Single Breaker
Applications in the SEL 321 Relay using SELogic Control Equations [23]
The SEL 321 relay can provide a single-pole / three pole reclosing function using
the internal control equations and external hardwired connections.  The
application guide, provides an explanation of the recloser function logic in three
parts, namely, the reclose initiate condition, the conditions for timing to reset and
the reclose lock out conditions.  The guide also provides a setting example for the
reclose function and the control equations used to implement the reclose function.
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2.13 Multiple Reclosing Functions in the SEL 321 Relay Using SELogic Control
Equations [24]
The SEL-321 relay can provide multiple reclosing function options using SELogic
Control Equations and external hardwired connections.
This applications guide provides an explanation of three reclose functions, using
the control equations and a setting example thereof.  They are listed as follows:
• Single-shot / single-breaker reclose function
• Two-shot / single-breaker reclose function
• Single-shot / two-breaker reclose function

2.14 Reyrolle Type-H Distance Protection Relay Manual [30]
This instructional manual discusses the application, operation, commissioning and
maintenance recommendations for the Type-H distance protection relay.  The
testing of this relay is contained in the maintenance section of the manual.  The
circuit diagrams are included in the manual and support documentation.

2.15 Reyrolle Type-H Distance Protection Relay Brochure [31]
The brochure contains an overview of the main characteristics, principles of
operation, major technical data and the various applications of the Type-H
Distance Protection Relay.
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2.16 Reyrolle THR Switched Distance Protection Relay Manual [32]
This instructional manual discusses the various application options, operation,
commissioning and maintenance recommendations for the THR distance
protection relay.  The relevant specification utilised for the THR relay is
612/05/4/2, which also includes the circuit diagrams.

2.17 SEL 321 Relay Zone 1 Extension Logic Description [34]
Zone 1 extension is useful in applications where a communication channel is not
available or temporarily out of service, yet instantaneous tripping is needed for
faults along the protected line section.

The disadvantage of using this type of scheme is the exposure of instantaneous
tripping for out of section faults.  To overcome this problem, reliance is placed on
high speed reclosing to quickly restore the system.  This scheme is not
recommended for weak or loosely connected systems, which could experience
instability due to the loss of multiple line sections for a single fault.  This
application guide presents an example using this facility with enable and reset
logic, Zone one extension logic inputs, output and extension settings.
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2.18 Setting the Zero Sequence Compensation Factors in SEL 321 Relays to Avoid
Overreach in Mutual Coupled Lines [35]
The SEL 321 relay has two separate residual compensation factors for the ground
distance elements.  The K01  factor is applied to Zone 1 and the K0  factor to the
Zone 2, 3 and 4 ground distance elements.
The application guide recommendations for mutually coupled lines and parallel
lines earthed at both ends are developed for implementation using an example.

2.19 Select the Best Reclosing Method for your Application [38]
The SEL application guide presents various options, with established criteria for
the selection of the best reclosing method for the application.

2.20 SEL 321 / 32112 Distance Protection Relay Manual [41]
The instructional manual contains a detailed exposition of the main
characteristics, principles of operation, major technical data, various scheme
applications, commissioning, communication options, analog input / output
terminals and software applications of the SEL 321-12 distance protection relay.
Various schemes are considered as examples in the manual using different
implementation scenarios.  The programming of this relay is discussed in detail.

2.21 Applying the SEL 321 Relay to Directional Comparison Blocking (DCB)
Schemes [42]
The application guide consists of two DCB discussions containing general DCB
principles, limitations and solutions offered by the SEL 321 relay.  The guide also
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provides settings, configurations and d.c. connections of the SEL 321 Relay in
DCB applications.

2.22 Siemens Distance Protection Relay Manual [43]
The instructional manual contains a detailed exposition of the modular approach
of Siemens to relaying, main characteristics, principles of operation, major
technical data, various scheme applications, commissioning and recommended
maintenance of the Siemens 7SL27 distance protection relay.  The internal and
external circuit diagrams are included in the manual and support documentation.

2.23 Static Modular Auto-Reclose Relay Manual [47]
The instructional manual discusses the application, operation, commissioning,
testing and maintenance recommendations for the type CCRP 902 Static Auto-
reclose Relay.  The circuit diagrams are incorporated in the instructional manual.
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2.24 Testing Frequency Shift Carrier from a Single End using the SEL 321 Relay
[53]
The application guide explains how to test a frequency shift power line carrier set
from a single end using the SEL 321 relay, a test switch and other relevant
equipment.  The test that is explained is a manual test done from one end of a two-
terminal line.  The description is illustrated by means of an example, which
includes the settings and the d.c. schematic for the SEL 32112 relay.

2.25 SEL 321 Relay Breaker Failure Protection [54]
The internal SELogic control equations in the SEL 321 relay can be used to
provide a breaker failure function.  The application guide provides a breaker
failure timing diagram, relay overcurrent element pickup and dropout examples,
relay settings and connections.

3. NEW DEVELOPMENTS WITHIN THIS FIELD OF STUDY
3.1 Artificial Neural Network Approach to Distance Protection of Transmission
Lines [4]
The paper presents, an artificial neural network approach to distance protection of
transmission lines.  The artificial neural network is used as a pattern classifier for
a distance relay operation.  The testing demonstrated that an improved
performance with the proposed approach was achieved once the relay could
operate correctly, maintaining the reach accuracy when faced with different fault
conditions and network configuration changes.
3.2 New Ground Directional Elements Operate Reliably for Changing System
Conditions [13]
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The paper uses power system examples to illustrate how the new ground
directional relay selects the best directional element for each system condition.
The results obtained are increased sensitivity, better security and setting
simplicity.  Automatic directional elements selection and settings make the
application of the relay simple.

3.3 Relay-to-Relay Digital Logic Communication for Line Protection,
Monitoring, and Control [17]
This paper discusses a new approach to achieve high-speed line protection,
monitoring and control by using microprocessor based relay-to-relay digital logic
communications.  This is achieved by  sharing relay logic status between schemes
at each line terminal thus permitting directional distance or overcurrent relays at
both ends of a transmission line to trip with little or no intentional time delay for
faults anywhere on the protected line section.  The paper introduces and discusses
the digital communications via fiber-optic cable, network communication
multiplexers, point-to-point digital radio, leased digital communication channels,
analog communication channels, and metallic cable.  The new approach
capitalises on the communication capability built into modern microprocessor
based relays, eliminating the need for the separate traditional pilot communication
equipment.  The Mathcad programme is used to calculate the relay-to-relay logic
communication channel security and dependability. 

3.4 Eskom’s Next Generation EHV Transmission Line Protection:  Cost Saving
Initiatives [18]
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Eskom, are reviewing the philosophy for EHV transmission line protection
schemes.  The purpose of the philosophy review is to document Eskom’s
philosophy for EHV transmission line protection including the rationale and
design requirements.
This is seen as providing a foundation on which to base the technical
specifications for the next generation of equipment.  The paper considers the cost
saving initiatives identified during the review process.

3.5 Assessing the Effectiveness of Self Testing and Other Monitoring Means in
Protective Relays [20]
Numerical protective relays perform self-tests to determine that the relay sub-
systems are operating properly.  This paper develops statistical models in order to
quantify the benefits of relay self-tests and illustrates the usefulness of the
additional monitoring capabilities of the digital technology.  The model results
indicate that to achieve the highest reliability, the relay test intervals should be
much shorter than the intervals between the faults.  They also indicate that the
relay should be left in service while the tests are done.  This is exactly what
automatic self-tests and meter checks do for the digital relays.  The features of
digital relays reduce the routine tests to meter checks and input/output tests.
According to this paper, event report analysis should supplement or replace
routine maintenance checks of relays with the self-test facility.

3.6 A New Principle for High Resistance Earth Fault Detection During Fast
Power Swings for Distance Protection [21]
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Previous research, has shown that the detection and location of high impedance
faults during power swings is difficult.  This paper presents a new principle for
high resistance fault detection during fast power swings thereby providing fault
clearance once power swing blocking has been initiated.  The principle is based on
the comparison of the voltage phasors’ phase angles.  The three phasors used are
the voltages at the relay, the estimated fault voltage and the estimated zone
termination voltage.  With this scheme it is possible, according to the support
documentation and tests, to clear the blocking the instant an internal or external
high resistance fault occurs in EHV transmission lines.

3.7 Microprocessor Based Transmission Line Relay Applications [22]
The paper compares the electromechanical and microprocessor-based protection
schemes in terms of hardware and spare requirements, design requirements,
installation and routine testing, amongst others.  The paper concludes with the
advantages and benefits of the numerical relay compared to the electromechanical
relays.  These include reduced installation and maintenance cost, application
flexibility, improved monitoring and control functions.

3.8 New Method of Power Swing Blocking for Digital Distance Protection [25]
This paper presents a new method of preventing the numerical distance protection
relay from operation during power swings based on the detection of transients in
the measured reactance.  Simulation results demonstrated that the fault transient
detection method does not increase the relay’s operating time.  It allows the relay
to differentiate between faults and power swings.
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3.9 New Approach to Distance Protection for Resistive Double-Phase to Earth
Faults using Adaptive Techniques [26]
Distance protection is subject to maloperation for resistive double-phase to earth
fault conditions.  This is caused by the relay measuring the incorrect impedance to
the fault, which inturn is caused by the influence of the remote end of the line
infeed.  This paper discusses two adaptive techniques which enable the correct
impedance to be measured for the earth and phase elements.
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3.10 Evaluation and Testing of a Single Terminal Step Distance Scheme for Use
on a Six Phase Transmission System [27]
The paper describes a single terminal step distance scheme using commercially
available relays for use on a six-phase transmission line.  This description includes
the results of its performance for simulated faults on the six-phase transmission
systems with all phases in service as well as one, two or three phases out of
service.  Included in the paper is an overview and evaluation of the testing of the
scheme.  In the final analysis, it is recommended that this scheme be considered
for backup protection for the line and could prove valuable during instances of a
communication channel failure of a primary pilot wire protection system. It is not
recommended as primary protection for a six-phase transmission line.

3.11 A Probabilistic Approach to Setting Distance Relays in Transmission
Networks [28]
This paper presents the development of a probabilistic model for the relay errors
resulting from the variation of the infeeds.  Other measurement inaccuracies, such
as current transformer and potential transformer inaccuracies are also taken into
consideration in the building of a probabilistic approach to the setting of all the
zones of distance relays.


3.12 Meeting the Challenges of the New Millennium:  The Universal Relay [29]
The advancement in digital technology and the development of numerical relays
have made it possible to develop a new concept which is a universal tool for
protection metering, monitoring and control across the entire power spectrum.
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The architecture of the universal relay consists of modular hardware and software,
which allows for scalability, flexibility and upgradability.  An example of this
approach is the Rochester Project, which is a developmental pilot project within
Eskom’s Durban Region using an integrated approach to electrical protection.

3.13 A Fresh Look at Distribution Protection [37]
This paper discusses the additional features of more advanced digital distribution
relays and other distribution protection advances such as faster and more sensitive
phase-to-phase fault protection and event reporting.  The paper concludes with the
following comments:  “Capital costs are reduced because a digital distribution
relay costs less than the host of electromechanical relays which the digital relay
replaces”.
The self-testing capabilities of digital relays make routine relay testing less
important or necessary therefore maintenance budgets can be reduced. 

3.14 Reliability Analysis of Transmission Protection using Fault Tree Methods
[40]
Transmission line protective schemes are sometimes very complex incorporating
different equipment groups often situated at different places, and then requiring
high-speed communications for efficient operation.  This paper presents the use of
fault tree analysis as one method of analyzing the reliability of these complex
schemes.  If a scheme consists of several component relays, then a fault tree will
help combine component failure rates to calculate the total scheme failure rate. 
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3.15 An Investigation into the Use of Adaptive Setting Techniques for Improved
Distance Back-up Protection [44]
This paper discusses the adaptation of the settings of distance protection relays
within an integrated digital hierarchical protection system for optimal relay
performance.  Specific reference is made to the adaptation of the Zone three
setting to ensure that the relays performs optimally over a wide range of operating
conditions.  The paper compares the performance of adaptive methods to the
conventional fixed settings.

3.16 Fast Operate Command Processing [46]
The application guide describes special messages that are not included in the
communication section of the SEL relay manual.  The messages are used by
devices with embedded processing capability to communicate with the SEL relay.
The fast operate message is a binary data stream that an external device uses to
perform a trip, or close or clear a remote bit operation.  The application guide
discusses the message, processing, communication security and speed detail with
special reference to the SEL 321-12.

3.17 Adaptive Relay setting for stand-alone Digital Distance Protection [51]
Reach accuracy of a distance protection relay on transmission lines is adversely
affected by fault resistance and remote-end infeeds which are not measurable at
the relaying point.  This paper presents an adaptive setting concept, which can
overcome these problems.  A numerical distance protection relay with this new
technique can respond to the changing network conditions.  The validity of this
new concept is confirmed by computer simulation.
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3.18 Studies of Distance Protection with a Microprocessor for Short Transmission
Lines [52]
This paper presents a new type of zero sequence reactance relay suited to short
transmission lines with a microprocessor.  A new derivative fourier filter which
can eliminate the influence of higher harmonics and restrain the damped d.c.
component in the power system has been developed and is discussed.  This filter
enhances the measuring accuracy of the relay.  This new type of reactance relay
performs well in the protection of short transmission lines.  The proposed
countermeasures of oscillation in the system increase its safety and reliability.
The results of the off-line calculations and laboratory tests prove that the full
scheme using the above principles are correct.


4. SIMILAR IN-PROCESS OR COMPLETED RESEARCH
4.1 Chatty / Grassridge 132 kV Line Protection Refurbishment [2]
The unpublished paper presents a theoretical study for the replacement of distance
protection presently installed on the Grassridge / Chatty 132 kV overhead lines
and the possible installation of a third overhead line to Chatty substation from
Grassridge.  The 3 FZO 900 scheme using the SEL 321-12 relay is selected and
cited as the solution to the replacement of the old and obsolete electromechanical
distance protection schemes presently situated on the Grassridge / Chatty 132 kV
overhead line and the proposed new installation of the third line to Chatty from
Grassridge.
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4.2 Artificial Neural Network Approach to Distance Protection of Transmission
Lines [4]
The paper presents, an artificial neural network approach to distance protection of
transmission lines.  The artificial neural network is used as a pattern classifier for
a distance relay operation.  The testing demonstrated that an improved
performance with the proposed approach was achieved once the relay could
operate correctly, maintaining the reach accuracy when faced with different fault
conditions and network configuration changes.

4.3  A Distance Protection Strategic Spare for 132 / 66 kV Overhead Lines [15]
The paper explores the identification and implementation process of the strategic
spare.  The primary objective of the investigation is to identify and then develop,
test and configure a strategic spare in terms of software and peripheral hardware
for the input and output terminal connections and settings.  The scope is limited to
the replacement of the switched Brown Boveri electromechanical distance
protection relay situated at Aloe Glen substation.

4.4  New Approach to Distance Protection for Resistive Double-Phase to Earth
Faults using Adaptive Techniques [26]
Distance protection is subject to maloperation for resistive double-phase to earth
fault conditions.  This is caused by the relay measuring the incorrect impedance to
the fault, which in turn  is caused by the influence of the remote end of the line
infeed.  This paper discusses two adaptive techniques which enable the correct
impedance to be measured for the earth and phase elements.
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4.5 Meeting the Challenges of the New Millennium:   The Universal Relay [29]
The advancement in digital technology and the development of numerical relays
have made it possible to develop a new concept which is a universal tool for
protection metering, monitoring and control across the entire power spectrum.
The architecture of the universal relay consists of modular hardware and software,
which allows for scalability, flexibility and upgradability.  An example of this
approach is the Rochester Project, which is a developmental pilot project within
Eskom’s Durban Region using an integrated approach to electrical protection.

4.6 A Fresh Look at Distribution Protection [37]
This paper discusses the additional features of more advanced digital distribution
relays and other distribution protection advances such as faster and more sensitive
phase-to-phase fault protection and event reporting.  The paper concludes with the
following comments:  “Capital costs are reduced because a digital distribution
relay costs less than the host of electromechanical relays which the digital relay
replaces”.
The self-testing capabilities of digital relays make routine relay testing less
important or necessary therefore maintenance budgets can be reduced. 

4.7 Reliability Analysis of Transmission Protection using Fault Tree Methods
[40]
Transmission line protective schemes are sometimes very complex incorporating
different equipment groups often situated at different places, and then requiring
high-speed communications for efficient operation.  This paper presents the use of
fault tree analysis as one method of analyzing the reliability of these complex
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schemes.  If a scheme consists of several component relays, then a fault tree will
help combine component failure rates to calculate the total scheme failure rate. 

4.8 Influence of the Design and Operation of Protection and Control on Power
Quality [45]
This publication explores the influences of protection operation on the quality of
supply, focusing on voltage dips, and recommends some possible strategies to
improve the quality of supply through the adoption of different protection
technologies, philosophies and the application of setting practices.

4.9 Studies of Distance Protection with a Microprocessor for Short Transmission
Lines [52]
The paper presents a new type of zero sequence reactance relay suited to short
transmission lines with a microprocessor.  A new derivative fourier filter which
can eliminate the influence of higher harmonics and restrain the damped d.c.
component in the power system has been developed and is discussed.  This filter
enhances the measuring accuracy of the relay.  This new type of reactance relay
performed well in the protection of short transmission lines.  The proposed
countermeasures of oscillation in the system increases its safety and reliability.
The results of the off-line calculations and laboratory tests prove that the full
scheme using the above principles are correct.
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APPENDIX C



STRATEGIC SPARE
SETTING SHEET SAMPLE

 (D.1)
STRATEGIC SPARE (SEL 321-12) SETTING SHEET SAMPLE

LINE TERMINAL SETTINGS
Relay Identifier:  (17 Characters) RELID = ____________________________________________
Terminal Identifier:  (39 Characters) TRMID = ____________________________________________
   ____________________________________________
Positive Seq. Line Impedance Magnitude:  (0.25 - 1275 Ω sec.) Z1MAG = _________
Positive Seq. Line Impedance Angle:  (40° - 90°) Z1ANG = _________
Zero Seq. Line Impedance Magnitude:  (0.25 - 1275 Ω sec.) Z0MAG = _________
Zero Seq. Line Impedance Angle:  (40° - 90°) Z0ANG = _________
Fault Location Enable:  (Y,R,N) LOCAT  = _________
Line Length:  (0.1 - 999 unitless) LL  = _________
Current Transformer Ratio:  (1 - 6000) CTR = _________
Potential Transformer Ratio:  (1 - 10000) PTR = _________
ENABLE ZONES OF DISTANCE SETTINGS
Number Distance Zones: Mho Phase:  (N,1,2,3,4) PMHOZ = _________
 Mho Ground:  (N,1,2,3,4) GMHOZ = _________
 Quad. Ground:  (N,1,2,3,4) QUADZ = _________
DISTANCE ZONES AND OVERCURRENT LEVELS DIRECTION SETTINGS
Distance Zone 1/Overcurrent Level 1 Direction:  (F/R) DIR1 = _________
Distance Zone 2/Overcurrent Level 2 Direction:  (F/R) DIR2 = _________
Distance Zone 3/Overcurrent Level 3 Direction:  (F/R) DIR3 = _________
Distance Zone 4/Overcurrent Level 4 Direction:  (F/R) DIR4 = _________
MHO PHASE DISTANCE SETTINGS
Impedance Reach: Zone 1:  (0.25 - 320 Ω sec.) Z1P  = _________
 Zone 2:  (0.25 - 320 Ω sec.) Z2P  = _________
 Zone 3:  (0.25 - 320 Ω sec.) Z3P  = _________
 Zone 4:  (0.25 - 320 Ω sec.) Z4P  = _________
MHO PHASE DISTANCE OVERCURRENT SUPERVISION SETTINGS
Phase-Phase Overcurrent: Zone 1:  (0.2 - 34 amps sec.) 50PP1 = _________
 Zone 2:  (0.2 - 34 amps sec.) 50PP2 = _________
 Zone 3:  (0.2 - 34 amps sec.) 50PP3 = _________
 Zone 4:  (0.2 - 34 amps sec.) 50PP4 = _________
MHO GROUND DISTANCE SETTINGS
Impedance Reach: Zone 1:  (0.25 - 320 Ω sec.) Z1MG = _________
 Zone 2:  (0.25 - 320 Ω sec.) Z2MG = _________
 Zone 3:  (0.25 - 320 Ω sec.) Z3MG = _________
 Zone 4:  (0.25 - 320 Ω sec.) Z4MG = _________
QUADRILATERAL GROUND DISTANCE SETTINGS
Reactive Reach: Zone 1:  (0.25 - 320 Ω sec.) XG1 = _________
 Zone 2:  (0.25 - 320 Ω sec.) XG2 = _________
 Zone 3:  (0.25 - 320 Ω sec.) XG3 = _________
 Zone 4:  (0.25 - 320 Ω sec.) XG4 = _________
 (D.2)
Resistive Reach: Zone 1:  (0.25 - 250 Ω sec.) RG1 = _________
 Zone 2:  (0.25 - 250 Ω sec.) RG2 = _________
 Zone 3:  (0.25 - 250 Ω sec.) RG3 = _________
 Zone 4:  (0.25 - 250 Ω sec.) RG4 = _________

GROUND DISTANCE OVERCURRENT SUPERVISION SETTINGS
Phase Overcurrent Supervision: Zone 1:  (0.1 - 20 amps sec.) 50L1  = _________
 Zone 2:  (0.1 - 20 amps sec.) 50L2  = _________
 Zone 3:  (0.1 - 20 amps sec.) 50L3  = _________
 Zone 4:  (0.1 - 20 amps sec.) 50L4  = _________
Residual Overcurrent Supervision: Zone 1:  (0.1 - 20 amps sec.) 50G1 = _________
 Zone 2:  (0.1 - 20 amps sec.) 50G2 = _________
 Zone 3:  (0.1 - 20 amps sec.) 50G3 = _________
 Zone 4:  (0.1 - 20 amps sec.) 50G4 = _________

ZERO SEQUENCE COMPENSATION FACTOR SETTINGS
Zone 1 Zero Sequence Comp. Factor 1 Magnitude:  (0 - 4 unitless) k01M  = _________
Zone 1 Zero Sequence Comp. Factor 1 Angle:  (±45°) k01A = _________
Zones 2, 3, & 4 Zero Sequence Comp. Factor 2 Mag.:  (0 - 4 unitless)  k0M  = _________
Zones 2, 3, & 4 Zero Sequence Comp. Factor 2 Angle:  (±45°) k0A = _________
Non-Homogeneous Correction Angle:  (±20°) T  = _________
OUT-OF-STEP BLOCKING AND TRIPPING SETTINGS
Enable OOS:  (Y/N) EOOS = _________
OOSB Enable: Block Zone 1:  (Y/N) OOSB1  = _________
 Block Zone 2:  (Y/N) OOSB2  = _________
 Block Zone 3:  (Y/N) OOSB3  = _________
 Block Zone 4:  (Y/N) OOSB4  = _________
Out-of-Step Block Time Delay (TDPU):  (0.5 - 8000 cycles) OSBD = _________
Enable OOST:  (I/O/N) EOOST  = _________
Out-of-Step TOWI Time Delay (TDPU):  (0.5 - 8000 cycles) OSTD = _________
Zone 5 Reactive Reach: Top:  (0 to ±480 Ω sec.) X1T5  = _________
 Bottom:  (0 to ±480 Ω sec.) X1B5  = _________
Zone 5 Resistive Reach: Right:  (0 to ±350 Ω sec.) R1R5  = _________
 Left:  (0 to ±350 Ω sec.) R1L5  = _________
Zone 6 Reactive Reach: Top:  (0 to ±480 Ω sec.) X1T6  = _________
 Bottom:  (0 to ±480 Ω sec.) X1B6  = _________
Zone 6 Resistive Reach: Right:  (0 to ±350 Ω sec.) R1R6  = _________
 Left:  (0 to ±350 Ω sec.) R1L6  = _________
Zone 6 Positive Sequence Overcurrent Supervision:  (0.2 - 20 amps sec., I1) 50ABC = _________
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LOAD-ENCROACHMENT SETTINGS
Enable Load-Encroachment:  (Y/N) ELE  = _________
Load Impedance: Forward:  (0.25 - 320 Ω sec.) ZLF = _________
 Reverse:  (0.25 - 320 Ω sec.) ZLR = _________
Load Angle: Positive Forward:  (-90° to +90°) PLAF = _________
 Negative Forward:  (-90° to +90°) NLAF = _________
 Positive Reverse:  (+90° to +270°) PLAR = _________
 Negative Reverse:  (+90° to +270°) NLAR = _________

NEGATIVE SEQUENCE DIRECTIONAL ELEMENT SETTINGS
Forward Directional Z2 Threshold:  (±320 Ω sec.) Z2F  = _________
Forward Directional Current Threshold:  (0.05 - 1 amps sec., 3I2) 50QF = _________
Reverse Directional Z2 Threshold:  (±320 Ω sec.) Z2R = _________
Reverse Directional Current Threshold:  (0.05 - 1 amps sec., 3I2) 50QR = _________
Positive Sequence Current Restraint Factor:  (0.02 - 0.5 unitless) a2  = _________

PHASE TIME OVERCURRENT ELEMENT SETTINGS
Phase Time Overcurrent Element:  Enable:  (Y/N) E51P = _________
 Pickup:  (0.1 - 3.2 amps sec.) 51PP  = _________
 Curve Family:  (U1,U2,U3,U4,C1,C2,C3,C4) 51PC = _________
 Time Dial:  (US 0.5 - 15, IEC 0.05 - 1) 51PTD = _________
 Reset Delay:  (Y/N) 51PRS  = _________
 Torque Control: (M2P, N) (SEL-321 Relay Base Version) 51PTC = _________
  (ZLIN, ZLOUT, M2P, N) (SEL-321-1 Relay)

RESIDUAL TIME OVERCURRENT ELEMENT SETTINGS
Residual Time Overcurrent Element:  Enable:  (Y/N/S) E51N = _________
 Pickup:  (0.1 - 3.2 amps sec., 3I0) 51NP = _________
 Curve Family:  (U1,U2,U3,U4,C1,C2,C3,C4) 51NC = _________
 Time Dial:  (US 0.5 - 15, IEC 0.05 - 1) 51NTD = _________
 Reset Delay:  (Y/N) 51NRS = _________
 Torque Control:  (32QF, 32QR, Z2G, N) 51NTC = _________

RESIDUAL OVERCURRENT ELEMENT SETTINGS
Enable Number of Residual Instantaneous Overcurrent Levels:  (N,1,2,3,4) E50N = _________
Residual Inst. Overcurrent Pickup: Level 1:  (0.05 - 16 amps sec., 3I0) 50N1  = _________
 Level 2:  (0.05 - 16 amps sec., 3I0) 50N2  = _________
 Level 3:  (0.05 - 16 amps sec., 3I0) 50N3  = _________
 Level 4:  (0.05 - 16 amps sec., 3I0) 50N4  = _________

NEGATIVE SEQUENCE TIME OVERCURRENT ELEMENT SETTINGS
Negative Sequence Time Overcurrent:  Enable:  (Y/N/S) E51Q  = _________
 Pickup:  (0.1 - 3.2 amps sec., 3I2) 51QP = _________
 Curve Family:  (U1,U2,U3,U4,C1,C2,C3,C4) 51QC = _________
 Time Dial:  (US 0.5 - 15, IEC 0.05 - 1) 51QTD = _________
 Reset Delay:  (Y/N) 51QRS = _________
 Torque Control:  (32QF, 32QR, M2P, Z2G, N) 51QTC = _________
NEGATIVE SEQUENCE OVERCURRENT ELEMENT SETTINGS
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Enable Number of Neg. Sequence Inst. Overcurrent Levels:  (N,1,2,3,4) E50Q  = _________
Neg. Seq. Inst. Overcurrent Pickup: Level 1:  (0.05 - 16 amps sec., 3I2) 50Q1 = _________
 Level 2:  (0.05 - 16 amps sec., 3I2) 50Q2 = _________
 Level 3:  (0.05 - 16 amps sec., 3I2) 50Q3 = _________
 Level 4:  (0.05 - 16 amps sec., 3I2) 50Q4 = _________

VOLTAGE ELEMENT SETTINGS
Enable Voltage Elements:  (Y/N) EVOLT  = _________
Zero Sequence Over-Voltage:  (0 - 150 V sec., 3V0) 59N = _________
Bus Phase Under-Voltage:  (0 - 100 V sec.) 27L  = _________
Bus Phase Over-Voltage:  (0 - 100 V sec.) 59L  = _________
Positive Sequence Bus Over-Voltage:  (0 - 150 V sec., V1) 59PB  = _________
Positive Sequence Bus Over-Voltage Time Delay (TDPU):  (0 - 8000 cyc) 59PBD = _________
Positive Sequence Remote Bus Over-Voltage:  (0 - 150 V sec., V1) 59PR = _________
Current Comp. Remote Over-Voltage Time Delay (TDPU):  (0 - 8000 cyc) 59PRD = _________
Current Compensated Remote Overvoltage Adjustment:  (0 - 2 unitless) a1  = _________

TIME STEP BACKUP TIME DELAY SETTINGS
Zone 2 Phase Long Time Delay (TDPU):  (0 - 2000 cycles) Z2PD = _________
Zone 3 Phase Time Delay (TDPU):  (0 - 2000 cycles) Z3PD = _________
Zone 4 Phase Time Delay (TDPU):  (0 - 2000 cycles) Z4PD = _________
Zone 2 Ground Long Time Delay (TDPU):  (0 - 2000 cycles) Z2GD = _________
Zone 3 Ground Time Delay (TDPU):  (0 - 2000 cycles) Z3GD = _________
Zone 4 Ground Time Delay (TDPU):  (0 - 2000 cycles) Z4GD = _________
Level 1 Residual Time Delay (TDPU):  (0 - 2000 cycles) 67NL1D = _________
Level 2 Residual Long Time Delay (TDPU):  (0 - 2000 cycles) 67NL2D = _________
Level 3 Residual Time Delay (TDPU):  (0 - 2000 cycles) 67NL3D = _________
Level 4 Residual Time Delay (TDPU):  (0 - 2000 cycles) 67NL4D = _________
Level 1 Negative Sequence Time Delay (TDPU):  (0 - 2000 cycles) 67QL1D  = _________
Level 2 Negative Sequence Long Time Delay (TDPU):  (0 - 2000 cycles) 67QL2D  = _________
Level 3 Negative Sequence Time Delay (TDPU):  (0 - 2000 cycles) 67QL3D  = _________
Level 4 Negative Sequence Time Delay (TDPU):  (0 - 2000 cycles) 67QL4D  = _________

PERMISSIVE OVERREACHING SCHEME SETTINGS
Enable Permissive Overreaching Transfer Trip Scheme:  (Y/N) EPOTT  = _________
Zone 3 Reverse Block Time Delay (TDDO):  (0 - 2000 cycles) Z3RBD = _________
Echo Block Time Delay (TDDO):  (0 - 2000 cycles) EBLKD = _________
Echo Time Delay Pickup Time Delay (TDPU):  (0 - 2000 cycles) ETDPU = _________
Echo Duration Time Delay (TDDO):  (0 - 2000 cycles) EDURD = _________
Weak-Infeed Enable:  (Y/N) EWFC = _________

DIRECTIONAL COMPARISON UNBLOCKING SCHEME SETTINGS
Enable DCUB:  (Y/N) EDCUB  = _________
Guard Present Security Time Delay (TDDO):  (0 - 2000 cycles) GARD1D = _________
DCUB Disabling Time Delay (TDPU):  (0.25 - 2000 cycles) UBDURD = _________
DCUB Duration Time Delay (TDPU):  (0 - 2000 cycles) UBEND = _________
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DIRECTIONAL COMPARISON BLOCKING SCHEME SETTINGS
Enable DCB:  (Y/N) EDCB  = _________
Zone 3 Dropout Extension Time Delay (TDDO):  (0 - 2000 cycles) Z3XD = _________
Block Trip Receive Extension Time Delay (TDDO):  (0 - 2000 cycles) BTXD = _________
Zone 2 Phase Distance Short Delay Time Delay (TDPU):  (0 - 60 cycles) Z2PSD = _________
Zone 2 Ground Distance Short Delay Time Delay (TDPU):  (0 - 60 cycles) Z2GSD = _________
Level 2 Residual Short Delay Time Delay (TDPU):  (0 - 60 cycles) 67N2SD = _________
Level 2 Neg. Seq. Short Delay Time Delay (TDPU):  (0 - 60 cycles) 67Q2SD = _________

ZONE 1 EXTENSION SETTINGS
Enable Zone 1 Extension:  (Y/N) EZ1EXT  = _________
Enable Time Delay (TDPU):  (0 - 2000 cycles) Z1EXTD = _________
Multiplier:  (1 - 5 unitless) Z1EXTM  = _________

REMOTE END JUST OPENED SETTINGS
Enable:  (Y/N) EREJO = _________
Pickup Time Delay (TDPU):  (0 - 2000 cycles) REJOD = _________
Overcurrent Element Pickup:  (0.1 - 20 amps sec.) 3P50R = _________

SWITCH ONTO FAULT SETTINGS
Enable:  (Y/N) ESOTF  = _________
Enable Close Logic:  (Y/N) ENCLO = _________
Close Enable Time Delay (TDPU):  (0 - 8000 cycles) CLOEND = _________
Enable 52A Logic:  (Y/N) EN52A = _________
52A Enable Time Delay (TDPU):  (0 - 8000 cycles) 52AEND = _________
Time Duration (TDDO):  (0.5 - 8000 cycles) SOTFD = _________
High-Set Phase Overcurrent Pickup:  (0.1 - 20 amps sec.) 50H = _________

LOSS OF POTENTIAL SETTINGS
Enable Loss Of Potential:  (Y/N) ELOP = _________
Loss Of Potential Time Delay (TDPU):  (1 - 60 cycles) LOPD = _________
Medium Set Phase Overcurrent Pickup:  (0.1 - 20 amps sec.) 50M  = _________
Negative Sequence Voltage LOP supervision:  (0 - 150 V sec., V2) 59QL  = _________
Positive Sequence Voltage LOP supervision:  (0 - 150 V sec., V1) 59PL  = _________

MISCELLANEOUS SCHEME SETTINGS
Pole Discordance Enable:  (Y/N) EPOLD = _________
Single Pole Trip Pole Discordance Time Delay (TDPU):  (0 - 8000 cycles) SPPDD = _________
Single Pole Trip Enable:  (Y/N/Y1/N1) ESPT  = _________
Single Pole Open Enable:  (Y/N) ESPO = _________
Single Pole Open Time Delay (TDDO):  (0 - 8000 cycles) SPOD = _________
Three Pole Open Time Delay (TDDO):  (0 - 8000 cycles) 3POD  = _________
Enable Stub Protection:  (Y/N) ESTUB  = _________
Stub Protection Time Delay (TDPU):  (0 - 2000 cycles) 50MFD = _________
Trip Unlatch Option:  (N,1,2,3,4) TULO = _________
MISCELLANEOUS TIMERS
Minimum Trip Duration Time Delay (TDDO):  (0 - 2000 cycles) TDURD = _________
Trip During Open Pole Time Delay (TDDO):  (0 - 8000 cycles) TOPD = _________
Relay Element X Time Delay Pickup (TDPU):  (0 - 8000 cycles) TXPU = _________
Relay Element X Time Delay Dropout (TDDO):  (0 - 8000 cycles) TXDO = _________
Relay Element Y Time Delay Pickup (TDPU):  (0 - 8000 cycles) TYPU = _________
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Relay Element Y Time Delay Dropout (TDDO):  (0 - 8000 cycles) TYDO = _________
Relay Element Z Time Delay Pickup (TDPU):  (0 - 8000 cycles) TZPU = _________
Relay Element Z Time Delay Dropout (TDDO):  (0 - 8000 cycles) TZDO = _________
Instantaneous Trip Time Declaration Delay (TDPU):  (0 - 60 cycles) ITTD = _________

LOGIC VARIABLES
LOGIC V = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
LOGIC W = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
LOGIC X = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
LOGIC Y = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
LOGIC Z = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________

TRIPPING LOGIC
MTCS = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
MTU = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
MTO = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________

EVENT REPORT TRIGGER CONDITION LOGIC
MER = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________

OUTPUT CONTACT LOGIC
OUT1 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
OUT2 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
OUT3 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
OUT4 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
OUT5 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
OUT6 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
OUT7 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
OUT8 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
OUT9 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
OUT10 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
OUT11 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
OUT12 = ________________________________________________________________________
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  ________________________________________________________________________
OUT13 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
OUT14 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
OUT15 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
* OUT17 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
* OUT18 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
* OUT19 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
* OUT20 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
* OUT21 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
* OUT22 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
* OUT23 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
* OUT24 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
* OUT25 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
* OUT26 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
* OUT27 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
* OUT28 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
* OUT29 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
* OUT30 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
* OUT31 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
* OUT32 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
TMB1 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
TMB2 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
TMB3 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
TMB4 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
TMB5 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
TMB6 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
TMB7 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
TMB8 = ________________________________________________________________________
  ________________________________________________________________________
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GLOBAL CONTACT INPUT SETTINGS
Input Contact 1 Assignment: IN1 = _________
Input Contact 2 Assignment: IN2 = _________
Input Contact 3 Assignment: IN3 = _________
Input Contact 4 Assignment: IN4 = _________
Input Contact 5 Assignment: IN5 = _________
Input Contact 6 Assignment: IN6 = _________
Input Contact 7 Assignment: IN7 = _________
Input Contact 8 Assignment: IN8 = _________
** Input Contact 9 Assignment: IN9 = _________
** Input Contact 10 Assignment: IN10 = _________
** Input Contact 11 Assignment: IN11 = _________
** Input Contact 12 Assignment: IN12 = _________
** Input Contact 13 Assignment: IN13 = _________
** Input Contact 14 Assignment: IN14 = _________
** Input Contact 15 Assignment: IN15 = _________
** Input Contact 16 Assignment: IN16 = _________
Received Mirror Bit 1: RMB1 = _________
Received Mirror Bit 2: RMB2 = _________
Received Mirror Bit 3: RMB3 = _________
Received Mirror Bit 4: RMB4 = _________
Received Mirror Bit 5: RMB5 = _________
Received Mirror Bit 6: RMB6 = _________
Received Mirror Bit 7: RMB7 = _________
Received Mirror Bit 8: RMB8 = _________
MISCELLANEOUS GLOBAL SETTINGS
Front panel timeout:  (0 - 30 minutes) FP_TIMEOUT  = _________
Group change delay:  (0 - 900 seconds) TGR = _________
CR RAM Diagnostics Action:  Restart Enable (Y/N) ERESTART  = _________
** INPUT9 - INPUT16 available only on two I/O board relays.
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ALOE GLEN / BUFFALO 66 Kv
BROWN BOVERI LZ 32 3P
SCHEME PARAMETERS
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 ALOE GLEN / BUFFALO 66 kV FEEDER

1. ALOE GLEN / BUFFALO LZ 32 3P SCHEME AND LINE PARAMETERS

Transformer (TX1  and TX2) = 90 MVA transformers
• Transformer impedance = 10%
 ZTX =
BASES
Z%
 ×
( )
TX
2
S
kV

 ∴ZTX =
100
10
 ×
( )
90
66 2
 = 4,48 Ω
For two transformers in parallel
 ZTX =
2
48,4
 = 2,24 Ω  primary

• Line Length = 6,74 + 6 = 12,74 km
• VBASE = 66 kV
• SBASE = 100 MVA

Conductor type Impedance   (Ω  / km)
2 ×  Rabbit

2 ×  Bear
Z1  = 0,313 + j 0,430
Z0  = 0,511 + j 1,620
Z1  = 0,055 + j 0,291
Z0  = 0,316 + j 1,342

66 kV 66 kV
2 ×  Rabbit 2 ×  Bear
6,74 km 6 km
Aloe Glen
Highgate T
Buffalo
TX1
TX2
132 kV
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1.1 LINE IMPEDANCE
Z1  = {6,74 (0,313 + j0,430)} + {6(0,055 + j0,291)}
= 2,1096 + j2,8982 + 0,33 + j1,746
= 2,4396 + j4,6442
= 5,246 ∠62,29 Ω  primary

Z0  = {6,74 (0,511 + j1,620)} + {6(0,316 + j1,342)}
= 3,4441 + j10,9188 + 1,896 + j8,052
= 5,3401 + j18,971
= 19,708 ∠74,278 ° Ω  primary


PTR
CTR
 =
00066
110400 ×

 Zsecondary = 0,667 Zprimary
Z1  = 1,627 + j3,098 Ω  secondary
Z0  = 3,562 + j12,654 Ω  secondary

1.2 RELAY ANGLE = LINE ANGLE = 62,29 °
p.f.  = Cos 62,29 °
= 0,46
∴  Select Cos θ = 0,45 = 63,26 °
1.3 ZONE 1 REACH:  80 % OF LINE LENGTH
w = 2
c = 1
CTR = 400  :  1
PTR = 600  :  1
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100
80
 ×  j4,6442 ×
PTR
CTR
 = j2,477 Ω  secondary
nI % =
secLXc
100w
×
×
 =
477,21
1002
×
×
 = 80,74 %
Select nI % = 80 %

Actual Reach
=
%nIc
100w
×
×

=
801
1002
×
×

= j2,5 Ω  secondary
= j3,75 Ω  primary
Actual % reach =
096,3j
5,2j

= 80,75 %

1.4 ZONE 2 REACH:  120 % OF LINE LENGTH
100
120
×  j4,6442 ×
PTR
CTR
 = j3,715 Ω  secondary
nII % =
715,3j1
1002
×
×
 = 53,84 %
Select nII % = 53 %

Actual Reach
=
531
1002
×
×

= j3,774 Ω  secondary
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= j5,661 Ω  primary
Actual % reach =
096,3j
774,3j

= 121,9 %

1.5 ZONE 3 REACH:  150 % OF LINE LENGTH
100
150
×  j4,6442 ×
PTR
CTR
 = j4,644 Ω  secondary
nIII % =
644,4j1
1002
×
×
 = 43,07 %
SELECT NIII % = 43 %

Actual Reach
=
431
1002
×
×

= j4,651 Ω  secondary
= j6,977 Ω  primary
Actual % Reach =
096,3j
651,4j

= 150,22 %

1.6 OVERLAP:  NOT USED
Set A = 99 % and switch WA = I (OFF)
1.7 RESIDUAL IMPEDANCE COMPENSATION FACTOR (K0)
K0   = 3
1

 
 






− 1
X
X
1
0

=
3
1
 



− 1
6442,4
971,18
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K0   = 1,03
Select K0  = 1 (nearest tapping)

1.8 COMPOUNDING:  STARTER
X/R compounding = 2 Ω  per phase secondary
pf = 0,35 ∴ θ =
69,51 °
Constant at p.f. = 0,35 = 0,88
Primary reach of center of starter circle = compounding tap ×  constant ×
CTR
PTR

= 2 ×  0,88 ×
400
600

= 2,64 Ω  primary
COMPOUNDING APPLIED TO STARTER = 7,5 Ω
PRIMARY
∴Starter reach setting = 7,5 ×
600
400
 = 5 Ω  secondary
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1.9 SETTING SHEET SUMMARY

Feeder with LZ 32 Relay / Scheme Setting Sheet

Area : Border Setting No : 002225

Substation : Aloe Glen Voltage : 66 kV

Panel : Buffalo 1 Date : 09/07/1998

CTR (Main) : 400/1 CTR (Backup):   400/1 PTR : 66 000/110 V

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Scheme : LZ32 & BU E/F

Function Adjustment Range Setting
R ph starter
W ph starter
B ph starter
E/F starter
BU E/F starter
Zr
Zs
Zt
Ie
Ib
5 – 50 ohms/ph
5 – 50 ohms/ph
5 – 50 ohms/ph
0,2 – 2 × In
0,1 – 2 × In
5
5
5
0,5
0.15
Carrier trip B1 timer
Lock-out timer
Blocking timer
BU E/F timer
PTr H
PTa W
PTr W
PTa E
0 – 0,5 sec
0 – 0,5 sec
0 – 5   sec
0 – 2   sec
t  :  0,2 sec
t  :  0,3 sec
t  :  4   sec
t  :  2   sec
Power S/W S/W I or O I
Directional links J links +I or -I +I
Reclose selection S/W W 1 – 4 2
Overlap S/W WA A(on) or I(off) I
Step reactance
Zone 1
Zone 2
Zone 3
Overlap A
0,5 Factor
HG 8 matching transformer
2 ×  I (white wire)
2 ×  II (yellow wire)
2 × III (red wire)
2 × A (green wire)
C (black wire)

1,0 – 100 %
1,0 – 100 %
1,0 – 100 %
1,0 – 100 %
1 or 0,5

80 %
53 %
43 %
99 %
1
Zone timers
Zone 1
Zone 2
Zone 3
Arc lock-out
Overall trip time
TAJ timer relay
Cam I
Cam II
Cam III
Cam IV
Cam V

Inst – 5 sec
0,1 – 5 sec
0,1 – 5 sec
0,1 – 5 sec
0,1 – 5 sec

INST sec
0,5 sec
3 sec
1,0 sec
5 sec
Current transformer SH1
E/F compensation
ωl (×3)
Ko (×3)
2 or 4 ohms / ph
0 – 1,5
2
1,0
Replica impedance Cos θ 0.1 – 0,8 0,45
Compounding

(back of relay)
X
Xo
P f
± 0 – 26 Ω / ph
± 0 – 26 Ω / ph
0,02, 0,2 or 0,35
+2
+2
0,35


 Function Adjustment Position
Internal links on LZ 32 BU E/F trip with PTaE expiry Alarm contact PtaE 3 – PtaE 5
AK 37 – T1
CLOSED
OPEN

 Function Adjustment Bridge
External links on LZ 32 1 ph & 3 ph trip path to breaker trip coil
Closed when PSB is not used
Overlap selection link
Connection for carrier, closed if N/A
Closed for non-directional inst. trip
Closed for normal E/F & no U/V detection
AK17 – AK18
AK41 – AK42
AK43 – AK44
AK51 – AK52
AK53 – AK54
AK71 – AK76
CLOSED
OPEN
CLOSED
CLOSED
OPEN
CLOSED

(E.16)
Closed for U/V select. on 1 pole arc
Closed for U/V select. on 1 pole arc
Closed on U/V select. on 1 pole arc

AK36 – AK74
AK71 – AK72
AK73 – AK35
AK62 – AK65
AK65 – AK66
AK56 – AK80
AK9 – AK11
OPEN
OPEN
OPEN
CLOSED
CLOSED
CLOSED
CLOSED









Function Relay Type Setting
Backup earth-fault CDG 16 ( CTR : 400/1 )
 PS : 40 %
 TM : 0,35
Breaker fail CTIG/VTT/VAA ( CTR : 400/1 )
 O/C PS : 120 %
 E/F PS : 20 %
 t : 125 m sec
Auto reclose 1 ph
 3 ph
N/A
GEC MVTR 51
Dead Time : N/A
Dead Time : 2 sec
Pole disagreement TCD 5/B 12  t : N/A sec
Line check VTT/VAA 21  t : 400 m sec
Fuse fail VTP  I : N/A amps
Under voltage N/A  Vs : N/A % Vn

Other information: Line length  : 6.74 + 6 km
Conductor type  : (2 × BEAR)  + (2 × RABBIT)
Zone 1 reach  Zp : 4.2 Ω Zs : 2.8 Ω
Zone 2 reach Zp : 6.34 Ω Zs : 4.26 Ω
Zone 3 reach Zp : 7.88 Ω Zs : 5.25 Ω
Overlap Zp : -- Ω Zs : -- Ω
Starter fwd reach Zp : 10.14 Ω Zs : 6.76 Ω
Starter rev reach Zp : 4.86 Ω Zs : 3.24 Ω

YZ / L32 power swing blocking
 Zp = 9 Ω X = 0
 pf = 0.02 PTaP = 0.13
 PTrP2 = 1.0 PTrP5 = 5.0
 PTrO2 = 0.1
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BUTTERWORTH /
PEMBROKE 132 Kv BROWN
BOVERI LZ32 1P SCHEME
PARAMETERS


 (F.1)
 BUTTERWORTH / PEMBROKE 132 kV FEEDER


1. BUTTERWORTH / PEMBROKE LZ32 1P SCHEME AND LINE PARAMETERS


• Line Length = 94 km

Conductor Type Impedance   (Ω  / km)
1 ×  Wolf

Z1  = 0,188 + j0,418
Z0  = 0,47 + j1,473





1.1 LINE IMPEDANCE
 Z1 = 94 (0,188 + j0,418)
  = 17,672 + j39,292 = 43,1 ∠65,78 °Ω  primary

 Z0 = 94 (0,470 + j1,473)
  = 44,18 + j138,462 = 145,34 ∠72,296 °Ω  primary

w = 4
c = 0,5
CTR = 400  :  1
PTR = 1 200  :  1
PembrokeButterworth
132 kV 132 kV
36 km 58 km
1 ×  Wolf
CHABA
YNd 1
22 kV
 (F.2)

PTR
CTR
 =
000132
110400 ×


 ZSecondary = 0,333 Z primary
 Z1  = 5,891 + j13,097 Ω  secondary
 Z0  = 14,727 + j46,154 Ω  secondary

1.2 RELAY ANGLE = LINE ANGLE = 66°
 p.f. = Cos 66 °
∴  Select Cos θ  = 0,4

1.3 ZONE 1 REACH:  80 % OF LINE LENGTH
Set to 80 % = 0,8 ×  13,1 = 10,48 Ω 
nI % =
1Zonec
100w
×
×
 =
48,1095
1004
×
×
 = 76,34
Select nI % = 76 %

Actual Reach
=
%nIc
100w
×
×

=
765,0
1004
×
×

= j 10,52 Ω  secondary
= j 31,56 Ω  primary


 (F.3)
1.4 ZONE 2 REACH:  120 % OF LINE LENGTH
Set to 120 % = 1,2 ×  13,1 = 15,72 Ω 
nII % =
72,155,0
1004
×
×
 = 50,89
Select nII % = 50 %

Actual Reach
=
505,0
1004
×
×

= j 16 Ω  secondary
= j 48 Ω  primary

1.5 ZONE 3 REACH:  150 % OF LINE LENGTH
Set to 150 % = 1,5 ×  j13,1 = j19,65 Ω 
nIII % =
65,195,0
1004
×
×
 = 40,71
Select nIII % = 40 %

Actual Reach
=
405,0
1004
×
×

= j 20 Ω  secondary
= j 60 Ω  primary

1.6 OVERLAP:  NOT USED
Set A = 99 % and SW WA = I(OFF)
 (F.4)
1.7 RESIDUAL IMPEDANCE COMPENSATION FACTOR (K0)
K0   = 3
1





	
	

− 1
X
X
1
0

=
3
1





− 1
418,0
473,1

K0   = 0,9

1.8 COMPOUNDING:  STARTER
X/R compounding = 12 Ω  per phase (secondary)
Primary reach of starter circle = compounding tap ×  constant ×
CTR
PTR

= 12 ×  0,88 ×
110400
000132
×

= 31,68 Ω  primary

Compounding applied to starter = 45 Ω  primary
∴  Starter reach setting = 15 Ω  secondary


 (F.5)
1.9 SETTING SHEET SUMMARY

Feeder with LZ 32 Relay / Scheme Setting Sheet

Area : Border Setting No : 002029

Substation : Butterworth  Voltage : 132 kV

Panel : Kei (Pembroke) FDR Date : 04/02/1997

CTR (Main) : 400/1 CTR (Backup):   400/1 PTR : 132 000/110 V = 1 200

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Scheme : LZ32 1P BU E/F and O/C























Function Adjustment Range Setting
R ph starter
W ph starter
B ph starter
E/F Starter
BU E/F starter
Zr
Zs
Zt
Ie
Ib
5 – 50 ohms/ph
5 – 50 ohms/ph
5 – 50 ohms/ph
0,2 – 2 ×  In
0,1 – 2 ×  In
15
15
15
0.5
0.15
Carrier trip B1 timer
Lock-out timer
Blocking timer
BU E/F timer
PTr H
PTa W
PTr W
PTa E
0 – 0,5 sec
0 – 0,5 sec
0 – 5   sec
0 – 2   sec
t  :  0,2 sec
t  :  0,3 sec
t  :  5   sec
  t  :  2,0   sec
Power S/W S/w I or 0 0
Directional links J links +I or −I −I
Reclose selection S/W W 1 – 4 1
Overlap S/W WA A(on) or I(off) I
Step reactance
Zone 1
Zone 2
Zone 3
Overlap A
0,5 Factor
HG 8 matching transformer
2 ×  I (white wire)
2 ×  II (yellow wire)
2 ×  III (red wire)
2 ×  A (green wire)
C (black wire)

1,0 – 100 %
1,0 – 100 %
1,0 – 100 %
1,0 – 100 %
1 or 0.5

76 %
50 %
40 %
99 %
0,5
Zone timers TAJ timer relay 
 (F.6)
Zone 1
Zone 2
Zone 3
ARC lock-out
Overall trip time
Cam I
Cam II
Cam III
Cam IV
Cam V
INST – 5 sec
0,1 – 5 sec
0,1 – 5 sec
0,1 – 5 sec
0,1 – 5 sec
0,0 sec
0,5 sec
3,0 sec
2,0 sec
5,0 sec
Current transformer SH1
E/F compensation
ωl (×3)
Ko (×3)
2 or 4 ohms / ph
0 – 1,5
4
0,9
Replica impedance Cos θ 0,1 – 0,8 0,4
Compounding

(back of relay)
X
Xo
P f
± 0 – 26 Ω / ph
± 0 – 26 Ω / ph
0,02; 0,2 or 0,35
−12
−12
0,35

 (F.7)

 Function Adjustment Position
Internal links on LZ 32 BU E/F trip with PTaE expiry alarm contact PtaE 3 – PtaE 5
AK 37 – T1
CLOSED
OPEN

 Function Adjustment Bridge
External links on LZ 32 1 ph & 3 ph trip path to breaker trip coil
Closed when PSB is not used
Overlap selection link
Connection for carrier, closed if N/A
Closed for non-directional inst. trip
Closed for normal E/F & no U/V detection
Closed for U/V select. on 1 pole arc
Closed for U/V select. on 1 pole arc
Closed on U/V select. on 1 pole arc
AK17 – AK18
AK41 – AK42
AK43 – AK44
AK51 – AK52
AK53 – AK54
AK71 – AK76
AK36 – AK74
AK71 – AK72
AK73 – AK35


Function Relay Type Setting
Backup earth-fault CDG 16 ( CTR : 400/1 )
 PS : 50 %
 TM : 0,4
Breaker fail CTIG/VTT/VAA ( CTR : N/A )
 O/C PS :  %
 E/F PS :  %
 t :  msec
Auto reclose 1 ph
 3ph
VTR
VTR
Dead time: 0,9 sec
Dead time: 3,0 sec
Pole disagreement TCD 5/B 12  t : 4,2 sec
Line check VTT/VAA 21  t : 400 msec
Fuse fail VTP N/A
Under voltage  N/A









Other information: Line Length  : 94 km
Conductor type  : 1 × WOLF
Zone 1 reach  Zp : 34,43 Ω Zs : 11,47 Ω
Zone 2 reach Zp : 52,37 Ω Zs : 17,45 Ω
Zone 3 reach Zp : 65,47 Ω Zs : 21,82 Ω
Overlap Zp : -- Ω Zs : -- Ω
Starter Forward reach Zp : 76,68 Ω Zs : 25,56 Ω } at angle
Starter Reverse reach Zp : 13,32 Ω Zs : 4,44 Ω } of pf = 0,35
BU O/C (R & B PH) 400/1 150 % 0.4
BUSBAR PROT CTR = 500/1 PS 80 % (R, W, B phase)










 (F.8)
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CHATTY / GRASSRIDGE
132 Kv REYROLLE
TYPE-H 3P SCHEME
PARAMETERS


 (G.1)
 CHATTY / GRASSRIDGE 132 kV FEEDER

1. CHATTY / GRASSRIDGE TYPE-H 3P SCHEME AND LINE PARAMETERS

• Line Length = 16,339 km

Conductor Type Impedance   (Ω  / km)
2 ×  Zebra Z1  = 0,072 + j0,401
Z0  = 0,38 + j1,27





1.1 LINE IMPEDANCE
Z1  = 2
1
 {16,34 (0,072 + j0,401)}
= 0,5882 + j3,276
= 3,3284 ∠79,8 °Ω  / line

GrassridgeChatty
Line 1
Line 2
16,339 km
2 ×  Zebra
132 kV 132 kV
CTR = 1 600  :  1
PTR = 1 200  :  1
 (G.2)
Z0  = 2
1
 {16,34 (0,38 + j1,27)}
= 3,1046 + j10,376
= 10,83 ∠73,34 °Ω  / line

1.2 ZONE 1 REACH:  80 % OF LINE LENGTH
Set to 80 % = 0,8 ×  3,3284 = 2,663 Ω  primary
∴  L1  = 2,663 Ω  primary

1.3 ZONE 2 REACH:  120 % OF LINE LENGTH
Set to 120 % = 1,2 ×  3,3284 = 3,994 Ω  primary
∴  L2  = 3,994 Ω  primary

1.4 ZONE 3 REACH:  150 % OF LINE LENGTH
Set to 150 % = 1,5 ×  3,3284 = 4,9926 Ω  primary
∴  L3  = 4,9926 Ω  primary

1.5 SECONDARY IMPENDANCES
ZSecondary = ZPrimary ×
PTR
CTR

ZSecondary = ZPrimary ×
2001
6001

ZSecondary = 1,333 ×  ZPrimary

Zone 1 = 1,333 ×  2,663
 = 3,55 Ω  secondary
 (G.3)
Zone 2 = 1,333 ×  3,994
 = 5,3253 Ω  secondary

Zone 3 = 1,333 ×  4,9926
 = 6,6568 Ω  secondary

1.6 RESIDUAL FACTOR (KO)
K0  = 3
1





	
	

− 1
Z
Z
1
0

=
3
1






− 1
3284,3
2898,10

= 0,697
∴  K0′  = 0,6 (select lower tap)

1.7 SETTING THE STAGE 1 PLUG SETTING AND IMPEDANCE FACTOR
Auxiliary CT ratio (compensating CT) =
1,0
1
 = K3
∴  Overall CT ratio =
1
6001
 ×
1,0
1

= 16 000

Stage 1 setting ×  K2  ×  K4  = L1  ×
PTR
CTROverall

 = 2,663 ×
132000
11016000 ×

 = 35,5 Ω

 (G.4)
No polarising PT is used ∴  K4  = 1
∴  Stage 1 setting ×  K2  = 35,5 Ω

Selecting stage 1 setting = 30
Now K2  = 30
5,35
 = 1,18
∴  Select K2  = 1,2 = K2′
Actual value of L1  = L2′

L1′  (phase) = CTROverall
PTR'Ksetting1Stage 2 ××

=
1
16000
110
1320002,130 ××

= 2,7 Ω
∴  L1′  (earth) = CTROverall
PTRKsetting1Stage 2 ××
 ×  


ﬀﬁ
+
+
0
0
K1
'K1

=
11016000
1320002,130
×
××
 ×




ﬀ
ﬁ
+
+
697,01
6,01

= 2,55 Ω

1.8 SETTING THE STAGE 2 MULTIPLIER
Stage 2 multiplier =
settingimpedance1stageSelected
requiredimpedance2Stage

=
'L
L
1
2
 (for phase relay)

 (G.5)
Phase relay: Stage 2 multiplier =
7,2
994,3

= 1,479
∴  Select stage 2 multiplier = 1,5

Earth relay: Stage 2 multiplier =
55,2
994,3

 = 1,566
∴  Select stage 2 multiplier = 1,9

Actual reaches:
L2′(phase) =
1L
1
Z
'L5,1 ×
 ×  100 % (for phase relay)
=
3284,3
7,25,1 ×
 ×  100 %
= 121,7 % of line length

L2′(earth) = 3284,3
55,29,1 ×
 ×  100 % (for earth relay)
= 145,6 % of line length

1.9 SETTING THE STAGE 3 PLUG SETTINGS
Stage 3 setting ×  K4  = L3  ×
PTR'K
KCTR
2
3
×
×

= 4,9926 ×
110
1320002,1
1,0
1
1
1600
×
×

 (G.6)
=
1,01320002,1
11016009926,4
××
××


But K4  = 1
∴  Stage 3 setting = 55,47 Ω 
Select next higher plug than 55,47 Ω  secondary
∴  Stage 3 setting = 65 Ω  secondary

1.10 SETTING DEFINITE TIME STAGES
Zone 1 time = Instantaneous (not adjustable)

Zone 2 time = Stage 2 time = Required time – 0,1 (seconds)
= 0,4 – 0,1
= 300 ms

Zone 3 time = Stage 3 time = Required time – 0,05 (seconds)
= 3,0 – 0,05
= 2,95 seconds

1.11 BACKUP MHO RELAY
Set to the same reach in Ω  primary as zone 2
Plug setting = ( )
2
3sec2
K
KZ ×

=
2,1
1,0
13253,5 ×

= 44,37 Ω  secondary
 (G.7)
∴ Select plug setting = 65 Ω (lowest setting)
Relevant settings:
• Plug setting = 65 Ω
• K3  = 1,0
1

• K2  = 1,2
• Timer = 0,5 seconds

1.12 POWER SWING BLOCKING
Setting = 2 ×  zone 3 reach = 2 ×  65 = 130 Ω
∴  Plug Setting = 142 Ω
1.13 SETTING SHEET SUMMARY

Feeder with Type-H Relay / Scheme Setting Sheet

Area : Uitenhage Setting No : 002225

Substation : Chatty Voltage : 132 kV

Panel : Grassridge 1 & 2 Date : 04/07/1989

CTR (Main) : 1600/1 CTR (Backup)   :   1 600/1 PTR : 132 000/110 V

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TYPE-H PHASE FAULT RELAY
Function Adjustment Range SETTING
Zone 1 impedance
Zone 2 impedance
Zone 3 impedance
Zone 3 timer
Zone 3 timer tap
Stage 1
Stage 2 multiplier
State 3
Stage 3
Add
30 – 200 ohms / ph
1,35 − 5
65 – 470 ohms / ph
0,2 – 2,4 sec
0 / 2 / 4  sec
30 ohms
1,5
65 ohms
2,95 sec
0 sec


TYPE-H Earth Fault Relay
Function Adjustment Range SETTING
Zone 1 impedance
Zone 2 impedance
Zone 3 impedance
Zone 2 timer
Zone 2 timer tap
Stage 1
Stage 2 multiplier
State 3
Stage 2
Add
30 – 200 ohms / ph
1,35 − 5
65 – 470 ohms / ph
0,1 – 1,2 sec
0 / 1 / 2  sec
30 ohms
1,9
65 ohms
0,3 sec
0 sec

 (G.8)
Transformers Mounted On Panel Door
Function Range Setting
Polarising VT (voltage multiplier settings)
Zone 1 & 2
Zone 3
x1 / x2 / x4
x1 / x2 / x4
K4 = x1
K4 = x1
H compensating CT
Impedance factor
Residual factor
Ratio
0,8 / 0,9 / 1 / 1,1 / 1,2
0,6 / 0,7 / 0,9 / 1,1
K2 = 1,2
K0′  = 0,6
K3 = 1 / 0,1
Back-up auxiliary CT
Impedance factor
Residual factor
Ratio
0,8 / 0,9 / 1/ 1,1/1,2
0,6 / 0,7/0,9/1,1
K2 = 1,2
K0′  = 0,6
K3 = 1 / 0,1

Function Relay Type Range Setting
Backup Mho
Phase fault

Impedance

67 – 470 ohms / ph
CTR  :  1600/1
65 ohms
Backup
Earth-fault

CDG 16

20 – 80 %
0,1 – 1
CTR  :  1600/1
PS  :  20 %
TM  :  0,3
Breaker fail
(Bus-strip)

CTIG / VTT / VAA

0,2 – 3,2
0,2 – 3,2
0,05 – 0,5 sec
CTR  :  1600/1
O/C PS  :  80 %
E/F PS  :  20 %
T  :  125 ms
Power swing
Blocking

Impedance

72 – 545 ohms
CTR  :  1600/1
142 ohms
Auto reclose 1 ph
   3ph

SK21
 Dead Time  :      
Dead Time  :  4 sec
Line check TDS/B34
(Backup Mho Aux.)
0,1 – 1,2 sec
Add 0/1/2 sec
0,4 sec
0 sec
Inhibit H timer VTT 0,05 – 0,5 NA   sec
Spring rewind motor timer VTT 12 – 120 sec NA   sec
Pole disagreement timer VTT/VAA 0,5 – 5 sec NA   sec
Overvoltage VTIG
VTT
105 – 170 % Vn
1 – 25 sec
        %
NA   sec
Memory Polarised Mho 2,5 – 7,7 ohms
x1 / x1,1
NA   ohms



* OUT17 - OUT32 available only on two I/O board relays.
 (G.9)
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dreunberg / lalisa 132 Kv
GEC YTG 31 3P SCHEME
PARAMETERS


(H.1)
 DREUNBERG / LALISA 132 KV FEEDER

1. DREUNBERG / LALISA GEC YTG 31 3P SCHEME AND LINE PARAMETERS

• Line Length = 168,8 km

Conductor Type Impedance   (Ω  / km)
1 ×  Wolf

Z1  = 0,188 + j 0,418
Z0  = 0,47 + j 1,473





1.1 LINE IMPEDANCE
Z1  = 168,8 (01,88 + j0,418)
 = 31,734 + j70,558
 = 77,366 ∠65,78 °Ω primary

Z0  = 168,8 (0,470 + j1,473)
 = 79,336 + j248,6424
 = 260,991 ∠72,3 °Ω primary
Z1  = 77,366 ×  PTR
CTR

CTR = 500  :  1
PTR = 1 200  :  1
132 kV 132 kV
168,8 km
1 × Wolf
Dreunberg
Birch
Komani
Lalisa
(H.2)
 = 77,366 ×
000132
110500 ×

 = 32,236 Ω secondary

1.2 ZONE 1 REACH:  80 % OF LINE LENGTH
0,8 × 32,236 = 25,79 Ω  secondary

1.3 ZONE 2 REACH:  120 % OF LINE LENGTH
1,2 × 32,236 = 38,68 Ω  secondary

1.4 ZONE 3 REACH:  150 % OF LINE LENGTH
1,5 × 32,236 = 48,354 Ω  secondary

1.5 YTG REACH SETTINGS
• Zone 1 as per YTG 31 manual section 5.2 ([8] G.E.C. TYPE YTG 31 Manual, 1985).
K8  = 1
K5  =  32
K6  =  1,02
K4  =
865 KKK
reach1Zone
××
 =
102,132
79,25
××
 = 0,79 [Select 0,74 as per 5.2.1 step 7]
K4  ×  K5  ×  K6  ×  K8  = 0,74 ×  32 ×  1,02 ×  1 = 24,15
K1  =
8654 KKKK
reach1Zone
×××
 =
15,24
79,25
 = 1,0679 = 1,07
K1  ×  K4  ×  K5  ×  K6  ×  K8  = 1,07 ×  0,74 ×  32 ×  1,02 ×  1
(H.3)
Zone 1 = 25,84 Ω  [Required reach is 25,79 Ω]

• Zone 2 reach as per section 5.2.3 of the YTG31 manual ([8] G.E.C. TYPE YTG 31
Manual, 1985).
Zone 2 reach = 38,68 Ω  secondary
K2  =
8654 KKKK
68,38
×××
 =
15,24
68,38
 = 1,60
Actual Zone 2 reach = K2  ×  K4  ×  K5  ×  K6  ×  K8  = 38,64 Ω

• Zone 3 reach as per section 5.2.4 of the YTG31 manual ([8] G.E.C. TYPE YTG 31
Manual, 1985).
Zone 3 reach = 48,35 Ω  secondary
K3  =
654 KKK
35,48
××
 = 2,00
Actual Zone 3 reach = K3  ×  K4  ×  K5  ×  K6  = 2 ×  0,74 ×  32 ×  1,02 = 48,31 Ω

1.6 ZONE 3 CHARACTERISTIC
Select Zone 3 to have Mho characteristics
∴  Select K10  = 0 and K7  = min
∴  There will be no offset.

1.7 NEUTRAL IMPEDANCE REPLICA SETTINGS
• Settings as per section 5.3.2 of the YTG31 manual ([8] G.E.C. TYPE YTG 31 Manual,
1985).

Step 1:
(H.4)
E/F compensation =
1
10
Z3
ZZ −
 ×  100 % =
366,773
366,77991,260
×
−
 ×  100 = 79,12 %

Step 2:
100
settingKKYTG18,79 54 ××
 =
( )
100
3274,012,79 ××
 = 18,74

Step 3:
N.I.R K5  = 32

Step 4:
K4  = 32
74,18
 = 0,586 = 0,59

Step 5:
Value of the nearest tap is 0,61

Step 6:
( )
( )YTGKK
NIRKK
45
45
×
×
 ×  100 =
74,032
61,032
×
×
 ×  100 = 82,43 %

Step 7:
82,43 % −  79,12 % = 3,31 % < 5 %
∴  Settings acceptable

(H.5)
1.8 ZONE TIMERS
Zone 1 Timer:
• Select instantaneous = 0 ms

Zone 2 Timer:
• Select t2  = 400 ms

Zone 3 Timer:
• Select t3  = 2,55 s

(H.6)
1.9 SETTING SHEET SUMMARY

Feeder with YTG31 Relay / Scheme Setting Sheet

Area : Aliwal North Setting No : 001525

Substation : Dreunberg Voltage : 132 kV

Panel : Lalisa Date : 24/08/1994

CTR (Main) : 500/1 CTR (Backup):   1 000/1 PTR : 132 000/110 V

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Scheme : YTG31 with BU E/F and O/C

YTG Impedance Relay Setting
Relay Range Phase Fault Relay Earth Fault Relay
K1
K2
K3
K4
K5
K6 zone 1 & 2
K6 zone 3
K7
K8
θ1
θ2
Zone 2 time
Zone 3 time
 1,07
1,6
2,0
0,74
32
1,02
1,02
MIN
1
65
65
0,4 seconds
2,5 seconds
1,07
1,6
2,0
0,74
32
1,02
1,02
MIN
1
65
65
0,4 seconds
2,5 seconds

Function Relay Range Setting
Power swing blocking
K1
K2
K3
K5
θ
t
YTO
1,00 – 10
0,55 – 1,0
0,50 – 32
1,00 – 32
30,0 – 75
0,04 – 0,08

N/A
Neutral impedance replica
K4
K5
θ1
θ2

0,55 – 1,0
0,50 − 32

0,61
32
65
65
Current reversal guard
timer
Pick up time
Drop off time

VTT


20 m seconds
100 m seconds

(H.7)

Function Relay Type Setting
Backup earth-fault
(BU E/F)
CDG 16 ( CTR : 1 000/1 )
 PS : 20 %
 TM : 0,3
Backup overcurrent
(BU O/C)
CDG 36 ( CTR : 1 000/1 )
 PS : 25 %
 TM : 0,3
Breaker fail CTIG/VTT/VAA ( CTR : 500/1 )
 O/C PS : 80 %
 E/F PS : 20 %
 t : 130 m seconds
Auto reclose 1 ph
 3ph
 Dead time: 0,99 seconds
Dead time: 3,0 seconds
Pole disagreement TCD 5/B 12  t : 2,5 seconds
Line check VTT/VAA 21  t : 200 m seconds
Fuse fail VTP  I : N/A amps
Under voltage   Vs : N/A % Vn

Other information: Line length  : 168,8 km
Conductor type  : (1 × Wolf)
Forward Zone 1 reach (phase) Zp : 62,02 Ω Zs : 25,84 Ω
Zone 2 reach (phase) Zp : 92,74 Ω Zs : 38,64 Ω
  Zone 3 reach (phase) Zp : 115,9 Ω Zs : 48,31 Ω
 Reverse Zone 3 reach (phase) Zp : 0,0 Ω Zs : 0,0 Ω
Forward Zone 1 reach (earth) Zp : 62,02 Ω Zs : 25,84 Ω
Zone 2 reach (earth) Zp : 92,74 Ω Zs : 38,68 Ω
  Zone 3 reach (earth) Zp : 115,9 Ω Zs : 48,31 Ω
 Reverse Zone 3 reach (earth) Zp : 0,0 Ω Zs : 0,0 Ω

(H.8)
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ZIMBANE / MAFINI 66 Kv
REYROLLE THR 3P SCHEME
PARAMETERS

 (I.1)
 ZIMBANE / MAFINI 66 kV FEEDER

1. ZIMBANE / MAFINI THR 3P SCHEME AND LINE PARAMETERS

• Line Length = 91,34 km

Conductor Type Impedance   ((Ω  / km))
1 ×  Mink Z1  = 0,5 + j 0,485
Z0  = 0,75 + j 1,54





1.1 LINE IMPEDANCE
Z1  = 91,34 (0,5 + j0,485) Ω  primary
 = 63,62 ∠44,12 °Ω  primary
 = 63,62 ∠44,12° ×
PTR
CTR

 = 63,62 ∠44,12 ×
600
100

 = 10,603 ∠44,12° Ω  secondary
CTR = 100  :  1
PTR = 600  :  1
66 kV
Zimbane
66 kV
29,6 km 30,56 km 31,18 km
Mafini Kohlo
66 kV 66 kV
22 kV
TX1  = 56,8 ∠90 °Ω
primary
End
 (I.2)
Z0  = 91,34 (0,75 + j1,54) Ω  primary
 = 156,45 ∠64,03 Ω  primary
 = 156,45 ∠64,03° ×
600
100
 = 26,075 ∠64,03° Ω  secondary

1.2 TRANSFORMER (TX) IMPEDANCE
ZTX = 56,8 ∠90° Ω  primary
Zone 1 is set to 75 % of Mafini Transformer Impedance and Zimbane / Mafini
Line Impedance:
Zone 1 =
100
75
 ×  [56,8 ∠90 + 29,6 (0,5 + j0,485)]
=
100
75
 (0 + j56,8 + 14,8 + j14,356)
= 0,75 (14,8 + j71,156)
= 0,75 (72,679 ∠78,25 °)
= 54,509 ∠78,25 Ω  primary ×
PTR
CTR

= 9,085 ∠78,25 Ω  secondary
∴  Zone 1 =
604,10
085,9
 ×
1
100
 = 86 % of total line length

1.3 ZONE 1 REACH:  86 % OF LINE LENGTH
Set zone 1 = 0,86 ×  Z1  = 9,12 Ω  secondary

1.4 ZONE 2 REACH:  120 % OF LINE LENGTH
Set zone 2 = 1,2 ×  Z1 = 12,725 Ω  secondary

 (I.3)
1.5 ZONE 3 REACH:  170 % OF LINE LENGTH
Set zone 3 = 1,7 ×  Z1 = 18,027 Ω  secondary

 (I.4)
1.6 SETTING SHEET SUMMARY

Teskor Feeder with THR Relay / Scheme Setting Sheet

Area : Border Setting No : Teskor

Substation : Zimbane Voltage : 66 kV

Panel : Mafini Date : 06/05/1999

CT Ratio’s:
Core 1 1s1 – 1s2 100 / 50 / 25 / 1 15 VA C1 0,5 Use
Core 2 2s1 – 2s2 100 / 50 / 1 10P10  Use 100 / 1
Core 3 3s1 – 3s2 100 / 1 200 Vk, 100maIK Use 100 / 1

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

THR Reyrolle Distance Relay General Information
Relay type number 
Relay serial number 
Relay commissioned on 
Case style 
Current rating In 1 A
Maximum continuous current  2 In
Short time rating (for 2 seconds)  50 In on all except max. course setting 25 In
Current circuit burden  3,8 VA maximum at rated current
Frequency  50 Hz
Voltage rating d.c. VX1 110 / 125 V
d.c. Burden  0,3 A quiescent, 0,97 A 3 ph fault
Phase-Phase a.c. voltage rating Vn 110 V
Maximum continuous voltage  1,3 Vn
Voltage circuit burden  4,2 VA / phase max., 2,5 VA / phase quiescent
Impedance setting accuracy of zone 1  ±50 % for SIR < 30, ±10 % for 30 ≤ SIR ≤ 60
Timer settings accuracy  ± 5 or ±1sd whichever is greater
Relay settings applied   7/10/1998 A. Craib


THR Relay Model
Relay type Phase selected
Directional earth-fault measurement Fitted
Directional earth-fault thumbwheel timer (U) Fitted
Power swing blocking Fitted
Power swing blocking thumbwheel timer
a.c. or d.c Line check d.c. Line check
v.t. Supervision Fitted
Phase comparison protection Not fitted
Zone 4 with dual forward and reverse characteristic Not fitted
Auto reclose 1 + 3p module Not fitted
Zone 1 extension Not fitted


THR Communications
Access level None

 (I.5)
THR Distance Settings
Zone 1 phase impedance course setting
(Range 4, 8, 16, 24, 48)
A 16
Zone 1 phase impedance fine setting
(Range 0,1 to 0,99 in 0,01 steps)
G 0,57
Zone 1 neutral course impedance setting
(Range 4, 8, 16, 24, 48;  recommended set A = B if possible))
B 16
Zone 1 neutral fine impedance multiplier
(Range:  0 – 0,95 in 0,05 steps, recommended F ≥ 0,05)
F 0,3
Neutral starter
(Range:  5 %, 10 %, 20 %, 40 % of In)

100
40
 × In
Zone 1 extension C N/A
Zone 2 multiplier
(Range:  1,0 – 9,9 times Z1 in 0,1 steps)
H 1,4 ×  ZLINE TOTAL
Zone 3 forward multiplier
(Range:  M = 1:  1,0 – 9,9 Z1 in 0,1 steps)
(Range:  M = 2:  2,0 – 19,8 Z1 in 0,2 steps)
K 1,0
Zone 3 multiplier
(Range:  1 or 2 [2 is recommended for accuracy])
M 2 × ZLINE TOTAL
Phase impedance angle
(Range:  45 °, 60 °, 70 °)
D 45 °
Neutral impedance angle
(Range:  45 °, 60 °,70 °)
E 60 °
Starter residual current nominal angle
(Range:  30 °, 75 °)
See links 70 °
Zone 2 time J 0,5 seconds
Zone 3 time L 3,0 seconds
Permissive trip time R 0 seconds
PTT thumbwheel  0
PSB thumbwheel 

DEF Details
Trip threshold See links 40 A
Time delay U 120 ms

Scheme Details
Distance protection Stepped
ARC on zone 1 Yes
ARC on zone 2 Yes
Block ARC on zone 3 + initiate crosstrip Yes
ARC on backup non-directional E/F relay No
ARC on DEF trip Yes
a.c. or d.c. line check d.c. line check
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THR Card Setting Details
Card UV & T (C8) Card in Card VTS & N (C11) Card in
L1 Open L2B-5 Closed
L2 Open L3A-3 Closed
L3 Open 
L4 Not listed 
Card PSB (C12) Card in Card main measuring element (MME)
Z1 / Z2 (C13)
Card in
L1 Open L1 Open
L3 Open L3 Open
L4 Open L4 Open
L6 Open L6 Open
Abcd Closed Abcd Closed
Cards Z3R, Z3Y, & Z3B
(C14, C15 & C16)
Card in Card DEF (C17)
L1 Open L2B – 4,5 Open
L3 Open L3 A – 1, 2, 3 Open
L4 Open T2 – T33 Open
L6 Open 
Abcd Closed Card UC N/A
Card Timer (C18) Card in Card Input Module (C19) In
Timer 1 Z2  L1-A L1-Bor B L1-A OpenL1-B Closed
L11–A Open L2-C Open
L11-B Closed L3-D or E L3-D Closed
L13 Open L4-D or E L4-D Open
L4-E Open
L14 Closed L5, L6, L7 Closed
  Tap 40
Timer 2 Line Check  
L1 Open  Measuring module (C6B) In
L2 Open J 0,5 S
L3-A Closed L 3,0 S
L3-B Open R 0,2 S
L4 Open M
L12 Open 
  Measuring module (C6A)
Card attached to Z2 / Z3 Swing Frame
In
Timer 3 a.c. or d.c.
Line check
 L1 Open
L5 Closed 
L8–A or B or C L8 − A&B Open
L8 − C Closed

L10 Closed 
Timer 5 PTT  
L6 Open 

 
Timer 6 PSB  
L7 Closed 
L9–A, B or C L9 − C 
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THR Card Setting Details
Indication Output &
Logic Module
 L12 Closed
Trip prime indication card (C5)  L13 Closed
L1 Closed 
L2 Open Reed Output Card (C1, 2, 3)
  L15 Closed
L3-A or B, L4-A or B, L5-A or B L3-A
L4-A
L5-A
L16 Closed
L6-A, B or C
L7-A, B or C
L6-B
L7-A for U/R
L17 Closed
  
Logic card (C4)  
L1 Closed 
L2 Open 
L3 Open 
L4 Open 
L5 Closed 
L6 Open 
L7 Open 
L8 Closed 
L9 Closed 
L10 Open 
L11 Closed 

Auto-reclose Relay
Relay type number  Reyrolle PRGI TDA61
Relay article number  406A16070
Relay serial number  229536
Relay commissioned on 
Case style 
Voltage rating d.c.  125 V
Reclaim time
(Range:  5 – 25 in steps of 5)
 15 Seconds
Lockout time
(Range:  0,015, 0,1, 0,15)
 0,15 Seconds
Reclose time = K1 + K2 + K3  2 Seconds
Reclose factor
(Range 0;   0,1;  0,2;  0,3;  3;  6)
K1 0,1
Reclose factor
(Range 0,3;   0,6;  10;  20;  30;  40)
K2 0,6
Reclose factor
(Range 0;   0,3;  1,0;  1,3;  2,0;  3,0)
K3 1,3

Check Synchronism Relay
Relay type number N/A
Relay serial number
Relay commissioned on
Case style
Current rating
Frequency
Voltage rating d.c.
Voltage rating a.c.
 (I.8)
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Overcurrent & Earth-Fault Relay
Relay type  GEC 2 ph + 1 E/F
Relay type number  MCGG53 HICB0753B GEC
Relay serial number  233034 A
Relay commissioned on 
Case style 
Current rating In 1
Frequency  50 / 60 Hz
Voltage rating d.c. VX 48 / 125 V
Overcurrent plug setting % IS 1,25
Overcurrent time multiplier *t 0,3
Curve  SI
Instantaneous overcurrent Inst ∞
Earth-fault plug setting % (range:  0.05 – 2.4) IS 0,4
Earth-fault time multiplier *t 0,2
Curve  SI
Instantaneous earth-fault Inst ∞

DEF Lockout Timer
Relay type  DDE, Reyrolle Parsons of SA
Relay serial number 83E01940
Relay article number 406J14
Case style
Voltage rating d.c. (110 / 30) 110
Time setting (range:  0 – 9 seconds) 5 Seconds

Other Information:
Distances:
Zimbane to Mafini 29,6 km (Mink)
Mafini to Kohlo  30,56 km  (Mink)
Kohlo to End 31,18 km  (Mink)
Total  91,34 km

Z1  = 0,5 + j0,485 Ω  primary / km
Z0 = 0,75 + j1,45 Ω  primary / km
Z1  = 63,62 ∠44,12 °Ω  primary
Z0  = 156,45 ∠64,03 °Ω  primary
Mafini transformer primary impedance = 56,8 ∠90 °Ω  primary
Zone 1 is set to 75 % of Mafini transformer impedance and the Zimbane / Mafini line impedance.
This translates to 86 % of the total line.
Zone 2 is set to 120 % of the total line.  This however means that Zone 2 does look through the
22 kV Mafini busbars.
Zone 3 is set to 170% of the total line.  If m = 1, the accuracy of Zone 1, 2 and 3 are reduced, thus
the minimum reach of Zone 3 obtainable with m = 2 is 170 %.
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THR PHASE SELECTED LINK POSITIONS AND EXPLANATIONS FOR THE MODEL
THAT INCORPORATES D.C. SCHEMATIC 2612W10010 AND A.C. SCHEMATIC
2612W10009:

By:  A. Craib  (29/10/96) Reyrolle, R & D, Hebburn UK
AF = Accuracy factor 1 to 5 whereby 5 = 100 %.

Link Description OriginalSettings
From
Teskor
Suggested Setting Info Obtained AF
 Card UV & T (C8) Card in Card in 
L1 Def timer bridge for fixed or
th.w time:  Closed for DEF
fixed time.  Open for DEF
adjustable time via th.w.
(Control U)
Open Open if has DEF th.w
Closed if no DEF or no th.w
R. Inst. d.c. logic
test + experience
5
L2 Z4 timer CCT:  Closed if has
Z4,  Open if not
Open Open R. Inst. d.c. logic
test
3
L3 UVL bridge to a.c. & d.c. line
check circuit:  Closed for a.c.
line check.  Open for d.c. line
check
Open Open once d.c. line check
mod complete
2612W10010 plus
R. Inst. d.c. logic
test
5
L4 UVL relay isolation  Not listed R. Inst. d.c. logic
test
1
 Card CTS & N (C11) Card in Card in 
L2B-5 VTS Supervision:  Closed then
delayed reset = 10 sec.
Closed Closed Manual +
experience
4
L3A-3 VTS supervision:  Closed then
inst. operates if line voltage
Vres<20 and I residual<Ires,
delayed reset
Closed Closed Manual +
experience
4
 Card PSB (C12) Card in Remove card Experience 5
L1  Open Open  1
L3  Open Open  1
L4  Open Open  1
L6  Open Open  1
abcd Links for shaped characteristics,
all open = normal characteristic
 Open Manual +
experience
5
 Card Main Measuring
Element (MME) Z1 / Z2 (C13)
Card in Card in 
L1  Open Open  1
L3  Open Open  1
L4  Open Open  1
L6  Open Open  1
abcd Links for shaped characteristics,
all open = normal characteristic
  Manual +
experience
5
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Link Description Original
Settings
From Teskor
Suggested
Setting
Info Obtained AF
 Cards Z3R, Z3Y & Z3B
(C14, C15 & C16)
Card in Card in 
L1  Open Open  1
L3  Open Open  1
L4  Open Open  1
L6  Open Open  1
abcd Links for shaped
characteristics, all open =
normal characteristic
  Manual + experience 5
 Card Timer (C18) Card in Card in 
 Timer 1 Z2   
L11-A Select THR type:  If THR
normal select closed if not
select open
Open Open Manual 5
L11-B Select THR Type:  If THR
normal select closed if not
select open
Closed Closed Manual 5
L13 D.c. / a.c. line check:
Open for d.c. line check
Closed for a.c. line check
Closed Open once d.c. mod.
added
2612W10010 plus R.
Inst. d.c. logic test
5
L14 D.c. / a.c. line check:
Open for d.c. line check
Closed for a.c. line check
Open Closed once d.c. mod.
added
2612W10010 plus R.
Inst. d.c. logic test
5
 Timer 2 Line
Check
  
L1 Select a.c. line check timer
CCT: 
Closed for a.c. line check
Open if no a.c. line check
Closed Open once d.c. mod
added
2612W10010 plus R.
Inst d.c. logic test
5
L2 Select a.c. line check logic
CCT:
Closed for a.c. line check.
Open if no a.c. line check
Closed Open once d.c. mod
added
2612W10010 plus R.
Inst d.c. logic test
5
L3-A Closed for a.c. or d.c. line
check
Closed Closed Timer schedule 3
L3-B Open for a.c. or d.c. line check Open Open Timer schedule  3
L4 A.c. line check time selection
of 200 ms delay to reset line
check once voltage is
sufficient:
Closed for a.c line check
Closed Open once d.c. mod
added
Timer schedule +
manual
5
L12 Select THR type:  If THR
phase is selected then select
open, if THR is normal select
closed
Open Open Timer schedule +
manual
5
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Link Description Original
Settings
From Teskor
Suggested Setting Info Obtained AF
 Timer 3 a.c. or d.c. line
check
  
L5  Closed Closed Timer schedule  3
L8-A or
B or C
Time delay before line check
logic initiated if selected a.c.
line check, for d.c. line check
see manual.  L8-A = 7 Sec,
L8-B = 2 Sec, L8-C = 0,4 Sec:
Mark check selection for d.c.
line check in manual for this
link
L8-A closed,
L8-B & C
Open
L8-C closed.
L8-A & B open
Timer schedule +
manual
3
L10 Select d.c. line check logic
CCT which is closed for d.c.
line check, and open if no d.c.
line check
Open Closed once d.c. mod
added
Timer schedule +
2612W10010
5
 Timer 5 PTT   
L6 Inclusion or exclusion of PTT
th.w.sw. timer setting:  If PTT
th.w.sw is present the link is
open or the link is closed and
the time fixed if there is no
PTT
Open Open and set PTT
th.w.sw = 0
Timer schedule +
manual
5
 Timer 6 PSB   
L7 Inclusion or exclusion of PSB
th.w.sw. timer setting.  If PSB
th.w.sw is present the link is
open or else the link is closed
and the time fixed to one of
three values.
Closed Closed Timer schedule +
experience
4
L9A, B
or C
Fixed time selection for PSB:
L9-A = 200 ms, L9-B = 100
ms, L9-C = 30 ms, if no PSB
then the link is open
L9-C Open Timer schedule +
manual
4
 Card DEF (C17)   
 No records   
 Card UC Out Out Manual 5
 Option for card (phase
comparison protection) not
chosen therefore no card
present
  
 Card input module (C19) In In 
L1-A
or B
Option for nominal angle of
residual current:  L1-A closed
= 30° or L1-B closed = 75°.
L1-B Closed
L1-A Open
Dependent on setting
angles applied
Manual +
2612W10009
4
L2-C Additional resistance added to
residual current CCT:  The
link option is used in
combination with L1.  If L1-A
is closed then close L2-C or
else open line L2-C
Open Open Manual +
2612W10009
4
L3-D
or E
Option for residual current
range:
L3-D = 1*basic I setting or
L3-E = 3*basic I setting
L3-D Closed L3-D Closed Manual +
2612W10009
5
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Link Description Original
Settings
From Teskor
Suggested Setting Info Obtained AF
L4-D
or E
No information L4-D Open
L4-E Open
L4-D & E Open  1
L5, L6;
L7
Options to alter vt burden is
dependent on the inclusion /
exclusion of VTS and / or
DEF:  Links open for VTS or
DEF card is out, links closed
for VTS and DEF if the card is
in
Closed when
has both in
else open
Closed when has both in
else open
Manual +
2612W10009
5
Tap Residual current taps 5, 10, 20
or 40 % are available and
dependent on the settings
required
As set As set Manual +
2612W10009
5
 Measuring Module (C6B) In In 
J Zone 2 timer th.w.sw 0,5 Seconds 0,5 Seconds Manual 5
L Zone 3 timer th.w.sw 3,0 Seconds 3,0 Seconds Manual 5
R Permissive trip timer th.w.sw
(PTT)
0,2 Seconds 0 Seconds Manual 5
M Z3 setting multiplier x1 or x2,
Z3 accuracy greater when m =
2
 2 Manual 3
 MEASURING MODULE
(C6A)
  
 Card attached to Z2 / Z3
swing frame
In In 
L1 This link alters the relay
burden, which is dependent
on, whether the PSB card is in
or not.  It therefore affects the
reach accuracy of the
measurement.  Link closed if
no PSB card, link open if PSB
card is in
Open Closed once PSB
removed
2612W10009 5
 Indication Output and Logic
Module
  
 Trip Prime Indication Card
(C5)
  
L1 Earth-fault starter PSB inhibit,
unblocks Power Swing
Blocking, i.e. allows trip, used
when a power swing occurs
and then an earth-fault occurs.
Closed for E/F starter PSB
inhibit or else open
Open Closed when PSB card in
else open
2612W10010 4
L2 VTS blocking of tripping L2
in, no VTS or alarm only L2
out.  With this link open, SLG
faults and correct VTS
blocking during SLG faults
are not affected.  With this
link open VTS operation
during phase faults did not
occur
Closed Open until further
investigation
Experience + R. Inst.
test sheet
3
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Link Description Original
Settings
From Teskor
Suggested Setting Info Obtained AF
L3-A
or B,
L4-A
or B,
L5-A
or B
Selects leading phase in trip
output indication
L3-A
L4-A
L5-A
L3-A
L4-A
L5-A
Manual 5
L6-A,
B or C
L7-A,
B or C
Trip prime indication links.
Acceleration (Zone 2):  L6-A
or B in.
L7-C in.  Permissive U/R or
O\R.  L6-A or B in.  L7-A or
B in
L6-B, L7-A
for U/R
L6-B, L7-A for U/R 2612W10010 +
experience
5
 Logic Card (C4)   
L1 Supply to gate 1 to alter logic Open Open 2612W10010 4
L2 Supply to gate 2 to alter logic Open Open 2612W10010 4
L3 Supply to gate 3 to alter logic Open Open 2612W10010 4
L4 Supply to gate 4 to alter logic Open Open 2612W10010 4
L5 Link for including T7 (with
L13) used in P/U and
acceleration mode.  If L10 is
open and there is no carrier
then the position of this link is
irrelevant
Closed Closed 2612W10010 4
L6 Link for bypassing T7 is used
in carrier send permissive
overreach mode
Open Open 2612W10010 5
L7 Bridge link for gate 4 and gate
2 outputs
Open Open 2612W10010 5
L8 Link for Z3 / Z1 / Z2 outputs
from gate 2 for single / three
phase trip
Closed Closed 2612W10010 5
L9 Link for stared and carrier
receive output from gate 4.  If
no carrier used and the
acceleration option is not
chosen, then this link is open
Closed Closed 2612W10010 4
L10 Link for Z3 / Z1 / Z2 outputs
from gate 1 (L11 open, L10
closed) or gate 2 (L11 & L8
closed, L10 open)
Open Open 2612W10010 5
L11 Link to carrier send relay from
gate 2 via L5, L13 with timer
or L6
Closed Closed 2612W10010 5
L12 Single / three phase trip or
acceleration (Z2) signal link:
Signals are done via this link
Closed Closed 2612W10010 4
L13 Link 13 closed which couples
gate 1 output to timer
Closed Closed 2612W10010 5
 For:
• Acceleration (Zone 2) and
permissive underreach:
L5, L8, L13 are in and
L4, L6 are out
• Permissive overreach:
L6, L4 are in and
L13, L8, L5 are out
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Link Description Original
Settings
From Teskor
Suggested Setting Info Obtained AF
 Reed output card (C1, 2, 3)   
L15 Link for carrier receive relay,
irrelevant if no carrier
Closed Closed 2612W10010 5
L16 Three phase trip link, link
closed for bridge in.  Check on
scheme if bridge is external to
relay.
Closed Closed 2612W10010 5
L17 Three phase trip link, link
closed for bridge in.  Check on
scheme if bridge is external to
relay.
Closed Closed 2612W10010 5
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APPENDIX I


KOMANI / BIRCH 132 Kv
GE SLS 3p SCHEME
PARAMETERS


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 KOMANI / BIRCH 132 kV FEEDER

1. KOMANI / BIRCH SLS 3P SCHEME AND LINE PARAMETERS

• Line Length = 168,8 km
Conductor Type Impedance   (Ω  / km)
1 ×  Wolf Z1  = 0,188 + j 0,418
Z0  = 0,47 + j 1,473





1.1 LINE IMPEDANCE
Z1  = R1  + jX1  = 0,188 + j0,418 Ω  per kilometer
Z1  = 168,8 [0,188 + j0,418] Ω  primary
Z1  = 31,734 + j70,558
Z1  = 77,366 ∠65,78 °Ω  primary
CTR = 400  :  1
PTR = 1 200  :  1
132 kV
132 kV
Komani Birch Lesseyton Putterskraal Carrickmore
Dreunberg Lalisa Stormberg
168,8 km
1 × Wolf
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Z0  = R0  + jX0  = 0,47 + j1,473 Ω  per kilometer
Z0  = 168,8 [0,47 + j1,473]
Z0  = 79,336 + j248,642
Z0  = 260,992 ∠72,3 °Ω  primary

Z1  = 77,366 ∠65,78 ×  2001
400

Z1  = 25,789 ∠65,78 °Ω  secondary

Z0  = 260,992 ∠72,3 °×
2001
400

Z0  = 86,997 ∠72,3 °Ω  secondary
90°Thermal limit of line = 110 MVA at 480 A
Maximum expected loading of line = 60 MW

1.2 SOURCE IMPEDANCES AT KOMANI
Positive sequence:
ZS1  =
φ3F
N
I
V
 =
945
3
10132
3
×
 = 80,65 Ω

Zero sequence:
ZS0  =
φ3F
N
I
V
 =
3
908
3
10132
3
×
 = 251,8 Ω
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1.3 SELECTION OF PROTECTIVE SCHEME (DTM 101)
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 54, 77,171).
Protective Scheme = Stepped Distance  (DTM 101 SW1)
Switch positions for SW1
A = Open
B = Open
C = Open
D = Open

 (DTM 101 SW1)

1.4 CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE ANGLES (DFM 101, 102)
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 52, 79, 85, 156).
• φZ1  (Positive Sequence Characteristic Angle):
Positive sequence angle of line (Z1) = 65,78°
∴ Select φZ1  = 65° (DFM 102)

• φZ0  (Zero Sequence Characteristic Angle):
Zero sequence angle of line (Z0) = 72,3°
∴  Select φZ0  = 70°  (DFM 102)

1.5 ZERO SEQUENCE COMPENSATION  (DIM 101)
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 50, 79, 85, 157).
K0  =
L1
L0
Z
Z
 =
366,77
992,260
 = 3,37
= 3,3
∴  Setting K0  = 2 + (0,05 + 0,5 + 0,75) (DIM 101)
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1.6 PHASE SELECTION SETTINGS
• C
haracteristic Timer Setting: (DSM 101)
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 51, 85, 172).
To be able to use Circular Mho Characteristic
T1
T0
Z
Z
 ≥  0,75
Z0T = ZS0  + ZL0  = 251,8 + 260,992 = 512,722
Z1T = ZS1  + ZL1  = 80,65 + 77,366 + 158,016
T1
T0
Z
Z
 =
016,158
722,512
 = 3,24
∴
T1
T0
Z
Z
 ≥  0,75
Therefore this condition is met.

To be able to use Circular mho characteristic
3Zone
Z 1S
 ≤  1
Zone 3 reach = 140,466 Ω  primary
Now
3Zone
Z 1S
 =
466,140
65,80
 = 0,5742
3Zone
Z 1S
 ≤  1

If
T1
T0
Z
Z
 < 0,75 and
3Zone
Z 1S
 ≤  1 the circular mho characteristic may not be
used.  But from the above calculations
T1
T0
Z
Z
 ≥  0,75.  Therefore the circular
mho characteristic may be used.
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Setting = Circle  (DSM 101)
• R
each Setting: (DSM 101)
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 51, 77, 86, 160). (DSM 101)
Using 75 °C thermal limit of line = 85 MVA = 370 A
Assuming worst pf = 0,9 ∴  θL = Cos−1  0,9 = 25,8 °
ZLOAD(min) =
3703
10132 3
×
×

= 205,97 Ω  primary
=
000132
110400 ×
 ×  205,97
= 68,66 Ω  secondary

This is the minimum load impedance resulting in maximum load flow.

To determine the maximum allowable reach of the phase selector based on
maximum load flow:
PSR = ( )φ−φ−θ+°
φ
1ZL
LOAD
180Sin
SinZ
 = ( )°−°−°+°
°
606526180Sin
60Sin66,68

= 60,2 Ω  secondary

Maximum possible nameplate reach = 0,75 ×  PSR
= 0,75 ×  60,2
= 45,15 (say 45 Ω)
Actual PSR =
75,0
achReNameplate
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=
75,0
45

= 60 Ω  secondary

Zone 3 reach limit may be determined as follows:
For Circle Characteristic:  Zone 3 ≤  0,7 ×  (phase selector reach).
i.e. Zone 3 limit = 0,7 ×  60
= 42 Ω  secondary
(i.e. Zone 3 must not exceed this reach).

1.7 ZONE 1 REACH SETTINGS (DIM 101)
9[6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 50, 78, 87, 157).
Required Zone 1 Reach for:
85 % of Line Length:
0,85 ×  77,366
= 65,76 Ω  primary
000132
110400 ×
 ×  65,76
= 21,91 Ω  secondary
(Say 22 Ω  secondary)
50 % of Line Length:
0,50 ×  77,366
= 38,683 Ω  primary
000132
110400 ×
 ×  38,683
= 12,89 Ω  secondary
 (Say 13 Ω  secondary)

Zone 1 Extension Reach Setting (DVM101)
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 49, 78, 87, 162).
With the stepped distance scheme being used this mode is not required.

1.8 ZONE 2 REACH SETTING (DVM101)
 (I.24)
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 49;  50;  78;  88;  162 of manual).
Note:
• Zone 2 reach must not outreach any Zone 1 of any adjacent feeder out of the
remote substation (i.e. No zone 2 overlap).
• Zone 2 reach must be as near as possible to the required reach.

Zone 1 reach from the remove substation (Dreunberg) on the adjacent feeder
(Strydom):
Zone 1 = 50,89 Ω  from Dreunberg

Ideally the Zone 2 (from Komani) must be < ZL = 50,89 (assuming no error).
i.e.:  Zone 2 must be < 77,366 + 50,89
i.e. Zone 2 must be < 128,256 Ω  primary

Assuming 15% overreach from Komani and 25% underreach from Dreunberg
(Strydom) as being the worst cases then:
Required Zone 2 ×  1,15 must be < Zone 2 (Strydom) ×  0,75 + ZL
(i.e. (1,25 ×  77,366) ×  1,15 < 50,89 ×  0,75 + 77,366)
111,21 must be < 115,53
Therefore Zone 2 reach of 125 % may be used.
∴  Zone 2 = 1,25 ×  77,366 ×
000132
110400 ×
 = 32,236 Ω  secondary.

Zone 2 setting is performed as a multiple of Zone 1 reach setting
Setting =
reach1Zone
reach2Zone
 =
92,21
236,32
 = 1,47 or
89,12
236,32
 = 2,5
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But nearest possible setting = 1,45.
Actual zone 2 reach = 1,45 ×  Zone 1 reach = 1,45 ×  21,92 = 31,784 Ω  secondary.
31,784 ×
110400
000132
×
 = 95,352 Ω  primary.
Therefore zone 2 reach =
366,77
352,95
 ×  100 % = 123,2 %.

1.9 ZONE 3 REACH SETTING
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 49, 50, 79, 88, 162).

• Zone 3 limit is 42 Ω  secondary to co-ordinate with the phase selector settings.
• Zone 3 should ideally be able to reach to the end of any adjacent feeder out of
the remote station (Dreunberg).

Required Zone 3 reach = ZL + ZL (of remote station)
= 77,366 + 63,1 = 140,66 Ω  primary
= 140,466 ×
000132
110400 ×
 = 46,822 Ω  secondary
The required value is greater than the Zone 3 limit and therefore, may not  be
applied.

The Zone 3 reach therefore, will have to be set to its limit, i.e. Zone 3 = 42 Ω
secondary.

1.10 MEASURING UNIT CHARACTERISTICS – GROUND FAULT
 (I.26)
• S
election of Measuring Unit Characteristics (DVM101)
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 50, 81, 89, 171).
As this is a long line, the mho characteristic is preferred.  Therefore select the
link on (DVM 101) to activate the mho function (Y).
Setting = Y (DVM 101)

• C
haracteristic Timer Angle Setting: (DMM101)
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 53, 54, 81, 89, 90, 169).

As recommended on page 90 of the above manual, the GND CHAR ANGLE is to be set to
125 °.
GND CHAR ANGLE = 125° (DMM101)

• Sequential Trip Time:
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 54, 81, 90, 169).
The sequential trip timer (SEQ TRIP TIME) determines the time that the relay will
maintain a directional lense characteristic, determined by the ground characteristic angle
(GND CHAR ANGLE) before integrating a circular mho characteristic under earth fault
conditions.
To avoid downgrading the Zone 2 performance of the relay it is necessary to forfeit the
added security that the directional lense offers.
It is not recommended that the timer be set to zero but instead be set to its minimum setting
of 10 ms, which is still within Zone 1 operating time.
∴ SEQ TRIP TIME = 10 ms  (DMM 101)

1.11 ZONE TIMER SETTINGS (DTM101)
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 54, 55, 79, 80, 90, 91, 161).
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• Zone 2 time:
Zone 2 operating time of 400 ms is required.
∴ Zone 2 time setting = 0,40 seconds
Multiplier II / III = × 1 (DTM 101)

• Zone 3 time:
Zone 3 operating time of 3,0 seconds is required.
∴ Zone 3 time setting = 0,30
Multiplier III = ×  10 (DTM 101)

• Zone 4 time:
Zone 4 is not used and should therefore be set to its maximum.
∴ Zone 4 time setting = 9,9 (DTM 101)

1.12 ZONE LIMIT FOR TRIPPING (DTM 101)
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 56, 80, 171).
Only three zones of tripping are required.
∴  Zone Limit Setting = 3 (DTM 101)

1.13 CHANNEL TRIPPING (DTM 101)
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 55, 161).
No carrier aided tripping is used on this line.
The switch marked “No CH TRIP” prevents tripping of the local breaker upon
receipt of a carrier signal and should be selected to block carrier tripping.
∴  Setting = Switch Right  (DTM 101)

1.14 MB FUNCTION SETTING (DBM 101)
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 64, 78, 80, 91, 168, 176).
 (I.28)
This module provides for the blocking of faults in the reverse direction and may be
regarded as a fifth zone of protection.

• Reverse Reach Setting (Front Panel):
The suggested reach setting is 1,5 times the feeder impedance.
Line impedance = 77,366 Ω  primary = 25,789 Ω  secondary
∴  MB reach = 1,5 ×  25,789 = 38,684 Ω
Say 40 Ω  secondary

• Blocking Unit Characteristic (Internal Link):
Select a circular characteristic.
∴  Setting = Circle  (DBM 101)

• Dropout Time for Blocking Signal (Internal Switch SW4 ):
This determines the length of time (in cycles) that the relay will sustain a
blocking pulse after the MB unit has dropped off.
∴  Setting = 4 Cycles  (DBM 101 SW4)

• Delay Time for Reverse Zone 5 Tripping (Internal Switch SW 3):
Set this timer as near as possible to zone 3 time.
∴  Setting = 3,2 seconds   (DBM 101 SW3)
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1.15 CO-ORDINATION TIMER (TL 6) SETTING (DTM 101)
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 56, 83, 91, 171).
No carriers are going to be used on this line;  therefore TL 6 may be set to zero.
TL6 Setting = 0 (all open)  (DTM 101 SW5)

1.16 OUT OF STEP BLOCKING TIMER (TL 11) SETTINGS (DMM 101)
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 53, 54, 82, 83, 92, 93, 169).

• Power Swing Detector:
To be able to detect out-of-step conditions, the OSB switch on the DMM 101 must be
selected IN.
∴  OUT OF STEP BLK = IN (DMM 101)

• Out-of-Step Timer Settings:
ZL(min) = 68,66 Ω secondary at θL = 26°
Actual phase selector reach = 60 Ω secondary
Phase selector characteristic angle = 90°
Angle of maximum reach (φZ1) = 65°

Zone 3 reach = 21,92 ×  1,8 = 39,456 Ω secondary
Characteristic angle of zone 3 = 120 °
Souce impedance at Komani = 80,65 Ω primary = 26,9 Ω secondary
Souce impedance at Dreunberg = 50,5 Ω primary = 16,8 Ω secondary

Assume a power swing frequency of 3 Hz to be the worst case scenario.
S =
t360
12
×
θ−θ

 (I.30)
Where:
S = power swing frequency.
θ2 = 155° (measured)
θ1 = 107 ° (measured)
t =
3605
12
×
θ−θ

=
3603
107155
×
°−°

= 0,0444 seconds
= 44,4 ms

The manual states that the timer must be set to the calculated value + 10 ms ([6] General
Electric SLS, 1985, p. 93).
∴ Required setting = 54,4 ms
Nearest possible setting = 54 ms
∴ TL 11 Setting = 54 ms (DMM 101 OSB TIME)

1.19 OTHER LINKS AND SWITCHES ON SLS
• Frequency setting:
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 53, 67, 81, 169, 175).
The system frequency must be selected on the DMM 101, and SVM 101 modules.
Set all frequency links to 50 Hz

• T
ripping mode: (DLM 101)
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 59, 81, 169).
This line feeds a traction substation, therefore three pole tripping must be selected.
LINK 3:  Select 1P / 3P Switch to 3P (Right Hand Side) (DLM 101)
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• T
ip targeting: (DLM 101)
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 59, 82, 169).
LINK 5
A, B & C:
Select all TRIP / FAULT switch to FAULT (left
hand side)
 (DLM 101)

• V
oltage transformer type: (DLM 101)
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 59, 82, 169).
Relay voltage (AC) supply from busbar PT
∴ Select CVT / PT switch to PT (right hand side) (DLM 101)

• B
lock tripping due to fuse failure: (DLM 101)
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 59, 82, 169).
Blocking of the tripping for fuse failure is required.
∴ Select Switch FF BLK (right hand side) (DLM 101)

• T
arget trip time: (DLM 101)
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 59, 169).
Breaker operating time should be 30 to 50 ms.
Setting must be less than 30 ms.
∴ Setting = 1 cycle  (DLM 101)
Switch positions:
0,5 cycles = left
1 cycle = right
2 cycles = left
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• B
reaker failure initiation outputs: (DOM 101)
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 60, 82, 170).
A three pole breaker is to be used on this feeder and BFI should close simultaneously for any single or
three pole trip.
Links 5;  6 & 7:   ∴ Select all IND / COM links to COM (DOM 101)

• R
eceiver contact monitor: (DTM 101)
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 56, 83, 84, 171).
No channel tripping to be employed.
LINK 10:  ∴ Set RCVR link to NORMAL (DTM 101)

• S
tate of transmitter keying contact: (DTM 101)
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 56, 84, 171).
No channel tripping to be used.
LINK 12:  ∴ Set SEND link to NORMAL (DTM 101)

• S
tate of stop transmitter contact: (DTM 101)
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 56, 84, 171.
No channel tripping to be used.
LINK 11:  ∴ Set CHSP link to NORMAL (DTM 101)

1.18 D.C. POWER SUPPLIES (PSM 201 or PSM 213)
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 61, 62, 71, 163, 172).
Should the scheme be supplied with PSM 201 modules then the station d.c. voltage must be selected by
means of the internal link on the PSM 201 card.
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∴ Select d.c. voltage = 110 / 125V (PSM 201)
If the scheme is supplied with a PSM 213 module no voltage selection is necessary as this card operates at
any d.c. supply up to 250 V d.c.

1.19  A.C. CURRENT SETTING (MGM)
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 68, 69, 71, 177).
1 A version of the SLS is being used.
∴Select 1 A taps  (MGM)

1.20 D.C. VOLTAGE SELECTION FOR CONTACT CONVERTERS (DOM 201)
([6] General Electric SLS, 1985, pp. 60, 61, 170).
• Left hand board:
This board contains the telecontrol contact converters.
Select all links on left hand board to 48 V (DOM 201)

• Right hand board:
Right hand board contains six contact converters for protection functions and must be selected for
station auxiliary d.c. supply.
Select all links of right hand board to 110 to 125 V
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1.21 OVER VOLTAGE SETTINGS (SBC RELAY)
The voltage rise between Komani and Dreunberg with the feeder open at Dreunberg = 1,027 pu.

• Compensated Over Voltage Settings:
• Line charging power = 5 MVAR  / 100 km
• Line length = 168,8 km
• Therefore line charging =
100
8,168
 ×  5 = 8,44 MVAR  = SC
IC  =
V3
SC
×
 =
3
6
101323
1044,8
××
×

∴ IC  = 36,92 A
∴ O/V Reach = ZR  =
( )
C
SSpuRpu
I3
VVV
×
×−

=
( )
92,363
101320,1027,1 3
×
××−

= 55,73 Ω primary
= 18,577 Ω secondary
∴ Select Reach Multiplier = ×  50 (MGM 106)
Reach Setting for ZR  = Multiplier
ZR
 =
50
577,18
 = 0,372
∴ Over voltage reach = 0,4 (VPM 102)

1.22 KOMANI TO BIRCH
Distance = 1,15 km
ZL1 = 0,00128 + j0,00285 p.u.
ZL1 = 0,222 + j0,496 Ω

Traction Feeder
Z % = 11,5 %
Vbase = 132 kV
 (I.35)
Sbase  = 20 MVA
Zbase  = 20
1322
 = 871
ZT = %100
Zbase%Z −

 =
%100
871%5,11 −

ZT = j100 Ω

For a phase-to-phase fault the total return impedance (Z) is:
Z = 2 ×  ZL1  + ZT
 = 0,4 + j101
Z = 101 ∠90 °Ω

Critical reach = 2
1 Z = 50,5 ∠90° Ω primary
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1.23 MATHEMATICAL DERIVATION OF THE CRITICAL SETTING
r2 = (y – y1)2  + (x − x1)2

Given:
θ = 66° (1 × Wolf)
y2 = 50,5 Ω

Required:
2r = relay reach

Calculation:
r2 = (y2 – r sinθ)2 + (0 – r cosθ)2
 = y22 – 2y2 r sinθ + r2  sin2θ + r2  cos2θ
r2 = y22 – 2y2 r sinθ + r2
2r =
θsin
y 2

∴ Critical relay reach =
°
Ω
66sin
5,50
 = 55,3 Ω
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1.24 SCHEME SETTING SUMMARY

Feeder with SLS Relay / Scheme Setting Sheet

Area : Border Setting No : 001086

Substation : Komani Voltage : 132 kV

Panel : Birch Date : 21/09/1992

CTR (Main) : 400/1 CTR (Backup):   400/1 PTR : 132 000/110 V

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Scheme : 2FZ0399 [SLS 3P]

Module Left
To Right
Function Adjustment On Board
Setting
Panel Setting
SLS MGM112 Mag. module 1 A / 5 A 1 A I
SLS DVM101 Zone 1 extension
Zone 2 reach
Zone 3 reach
Reactance measurement
r (IX)
r (II)
r (III)
X / Y



Y
1 * Zone 1
2,50 * Zone 1
3,1 * Zone 1
SLS DFM102 Positive sequence impedance angle
Zero sequence impedance angle
Angle Z1
Angle Z0
 65
70
SLS DIM101 Zero sequence compensation
Zone one reach
K0
I
 3,2
2,6 * 5 / In
SLS DMM101 Frequency
Ground characteristic angle
Sequence trip time
Out of step blocking
Out of step timer
50 Hz / 60 Hz


OSB IN / OUT
OSB time
50
125 deg
10 msec
IN
54 msec

SLS DSM101 Phase selector reach
Phase selector characteristic timer
Zp
lense / circle

circle
9 * 5 / In
SLS DTM101 Zone 2 timer
Zone 3 timer
Zone 4 timer
Zone 2 / 3 time multiplier
Zone 3 time multiplier
Signal receive override
Tripping scheme



Coordination timer
Zone limit
Channel stop contact
Receive channel condition
State of keying
t / s (II)
t / s (III)
t / s (IV)
II / III
III
NO CH TRIP
SW1-A
SW1-B
SW1-C
SW1-D
SW5
2 / 3 / 4 / test
CHSP – link 11
RCVR – link10
SEND – link 12






open
open
open
open
0
3
normal
normal
normal
0,4 sec
0,3 sec
9,9 sec
×1
×10
right
SLS DLM101 1P / 3P trip selection
VT type
Fuse fail blocking
Target trip time
Target indication
1P / 3P
PT / CVT
FF / Block
cycles
TRIP / FAULT
3P
PT
Block
1cycle
fault

SLS DOM201 Breaker fail initiation. (LHS)
Teleprotection (LHS)
Voltage (RHS board)
IND / COM COM
48 V
110 / 125 V

SLS PSM213 Power supply 110 V / 220 V 110 V
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SBC MGM105 mag. module 1 A / 5 A 1 A
SBC KIM101 1 pole breaker fail time
3 pole breaker fail time
Pick-up current
Retrip selection

Frequency setting
Timer 2 start select
DC voltage
1 pole tm/s
3 pole tm/s
I0
SW7-1
SW7-2
SW7-3
BP4 / BP5
48 V / 125 V / 250 V



closed
open
closed
BP5
110V
0,13
0,13
0,4
SBC KTM201 PD timer 1
Auxiliary timer
DC voltage
TM 1/S
TM 2/ S
48 V / 125 V / 250 V


110 V
1,6 seconds
1,6 seconds
SBC PSM213 Power supply 110 V / 220 V 110 V
SBC MGM106 Compensation over voltage
multiplier
Frequency
L / S

50 Hz / 60 Hz
L (*50)

50 Hz

SBC VPM102 Instantaneous over voltage
Timed over voltage
Compensation over voltage reach
Time delay
Select V1 for instantaneous trip
Select V1-I1Z instantaneous trip
V1 or V1-I1Z select
I
T
Reach
Time
Link 201
Link 202
Link 203


0,40
1,02
IN
OUT
V1-I1Z
89 V
76 V
SBC PSM213 Power supply 110 V / 220 V 110 V

TRS MGM121 Mag. module 1 A / 5 A 1 A
TRS PSM213 Power supply 110 V / 220 V 110 V
TRS IOM101 DC voltage 110 V / 220 V 110 V
TRS IOM101 DC voltage 110 V / 220 V 110V
TRS RLM111 ON or OFF
Reclose / block relay
Overall timer
Reset timer
Pole discrepancy time
Internal / external manual close
Not used
Lockout selection
3 pole trip selection
Not used
ON / OFF
AR / BLK-AR
time
time
time
SW 11-1B
SW 111A-1
SW 111A-2
SW 111A-3
SW 111A-4


300 sec
15 sec
1,6 sec
INT
open
closed
closed
open
ON
AR

TRS RLM121 1 pole ARC
3 pole ARC
Delayed ARC
1 pole reclose time
1 pole multiplier
3 pole fast reclose
3 pole multiplier
3 pole time delay
1 high speed 3 pole ARC
Fast delay ARC time
Type of ARC initiate
Sync check logic
Sync check of main close
1-pole
3-pole
delayed
10
×1 / ×10
30
×1 / ×10
DLY
SW121A-1
SW121A-2
SW121B-1
SW121B-2
SW121B-3








closed
open
open
open
closed
closed
closed
closed
0,1
×10
0,5
×1
3 seconds
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TRS SVM101 Synchronism check
Live line dead bus
Dead line live bus
Dead line dead bus
Closing angle
Live bus
Dead bus
PT voltage
Live line
Dead line
Dead time
High set slip
Low set slip
Frequency
Low set slip multiple
Bkr low slip setting
Low set slip only
Sync ch
LLDB
DLLB
DLDB
Angle
SW1
SW2
SW3
SW4
SW5
SW6
SW7
SW8
SW9-1
SW9-2
SW9-3
SW9-4





80 %
20 %
63,5 V
80 %
20 %
2 sec
0,25 Hz
0,05 Hz
50 Hz
×1
open
closed
IN
IN
IN
IN
40 deg
TRS CTM102 Backup E / F
Backup E / F time multiplier
Fixed time
Fixed time
Is
tm
0.025
0.05
 0,3 *In
0.3
left
left
7SJ50 O/C
RELAY
IDMT O / C  -   PSM
 -   time multiplier
High set O / C
Time delay
Trip characteristic
3-phase O / C
Voltage selection
Jp
tm
J>>
t

S1
S2





n / a
n / a
n / a * Jn
n / a
n / a *Jp
n / a sec
n / a
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APPENDIX J


ALOE GLEN / NEPTUNE 132 Kv
SIEMENS 7SL27 3P SCHEME
PARAMETERS


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 ALOE GLEN / NEPTUNE 132 kV FEEDER

1. ALOE GLEN / NEPTUNE 7SL27 3P SCHEME AND LINE PARAMETERS

• Line Length = 7 km
• Maximum load = 55 MVA
• TX = 40 MVA YNd1 132 / 66 kV

Conductor Type Impedance   (Ω  / km)
2 ×  Bear Z1  = 0,059 + j 0,304
Z0  = 0,32 + j 1,32


CTR = 1 600  :  1 at
Neptune
     400  :  1 at Aloe Glen

PTR = 1 200  :  1

1.1 LINE IMPEDANCE
66 kV132 kV 132 kV
2 ×  Bear
7 km
Neptune Aloe Glen
TX
66 kV
40 MVA
YNd 1
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Z1  = 7 (0,059 + j0,304)
= 0,413 + j2,128 Ω primary
= 2,1677 ∠79 °Ω primary
Z0  = 7 (0,32 + j1,32)
= 2,24 + j9,24 Ω
= 9,51 ∠76 °Ω  primary

1.2 CARRIER INTERFACE (7TW1 510-1)
tb = current reversal guard timer
Select tb = 75 msec

tv = effective carrier time
Select tv = 40 msec

1.3 CARRIER INTERFACE (7TR 24)
Link J K L = For breaker N/O or N/C contact
Select J K = in (For N/O contact)

1.4 CONTROL AND ALARM RELAY  (7TR 3503−0/BB)
Relays K1  to K4  bridges to be N/O
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Select K1  = A –
B
 K2  = D – E
 K3  = G – H
 K4  = K −  L
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1.5 ARC LOGIC MODULE  (7SB 3120–OBBO/ZA1)
Link A
Select Link A = Position 1 (For N/O or N/C spring limit switch)

Link B
Select Link B = Position 1  (For ARC close pulse time = 1 second)

Link C
Select Link C = Open  (PUR, POR or zone switching)

Link D
Select Link O = Position 1  (Standard Position)

Link E
Select Link E = Closed at Aloe Glen
 = Closed at Neptune

(For no additional check)

1.6 ARC DEAD TIME  (7SB 3125–6AOAO/ZA1)
Select ARC deadtime = 4 seconds at Aloe Glen
 = 3 seconds at Neptune


1.7 ZERO SEQUENCE IMPEDANCE COMPENSATION (7TMS 317/PP)
ZE / ZL = 3
1
 



	
	



− 1
Z
Z
1
0

= 3
1





	
	



−
°∠
°∠ 1
791677,2
7651,9
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= 1,13
Select ZE / ZL = 1,15

1.8 O/C FAULT DETECTOR  (7TJ 1510–O/DE)
Fault levels:
Neptune 132 kV (B / B): 3φ = 480 7∠−83° A
 1φ = 6 703 ∠−83° A
Aloe Glen 132 kV (B /B): 3φ = 4 366 ∠−82° A
 1φ = 5 237 ∠−82° A
Select J > > = 1 at Neptune and Aloe Glen

1.9 UNDER IMPEDANCE FAULT DETECTOR (7TJ 3110–O/DE)
The I>O/C setting must be less than the J>> setting but may be energised under load
conditions.
The >V undervoltage detection must be selected to detect the end of line faults where the
under voltage (U/V) might be low.
Select I> = 0,25 at both ends
 >V = 48 volts

1.10 EARTH-FAULT DETECTION AND ZONE 2 TIMER (7TJ 5250–3A/DE0
Select E / F = 0,3 A
 t = 0,4 seconds
At both ends

1.11 ZONE 3 AND 4 (7TT 1912–O/BC)
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Select t / s I = 3 seconds
   t / s II = 5
seconds


1.12 PHASE SELECTOR (7TL 2677–O/BB)
 Select standard settings (7TL 2641–O)
E-F;   G-H;   I-J;   L-M;   N-O;   P-Q;   R-S;   T-U;   V-W;   X-Y;   Z-A;   C-D

1.13 ZONE 1A AND 1B DISTANCE MEASUREMENT (7TL 255–O)
The relay is set in terms of reactance.
Total line reactance (XL) = 2,128 Ω  primary
ALOE GLEN NEPTUNE
= 2,128 ×  0,333 secondary
= 0,709 Ω  secondary

= 2,128 ×  1,333 secondary
= 2,84 Ω  secondary
Zone 1A = 0,8 ×  0,709
 = 0,567 Ω  secondary

= 0,8 ×  2,84
= 2,272 Ω  secondary
Zone 1B = 1,2 ×  0,709
 = 0,851 Ω  secondary
= 1,2 ×  2,84
= 3,408 Ω  secondary

Select:
• Aloe Glen: Zone 1A = 0,56
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 Zone 1B = 0,86

• Neptune: Zone 1A = 2,28
 Z
one 1B =

The Permissive Overreach Scheme (POR) is used.

1.14 ARC TOLERANCE 
This line is short and the arc resistance can have a serious effect on the reach
Select: R / X = 2

1.15 ZONE 2 AND 3 MEASUREMENTS (7TL 2508–O/BB)
Set zone 2 = zone 1B
Set zone 2 = 0,30 at Aloe Glen
 = 1,12 at Neptune

Set Zone 3 = 150 % of line
Aloe Glen = 1,5 ×  0,709
 = 1,0635 Ω  secondary

Neptune = 1,5 ×  2,84
 = 4,26 Ω  secondary
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• Zone 3 setting = zone 2 + zone 3 actual
∴  Zone 3 actual  = 1,0635 – 0,86
= 0,2 Ω  at Aloe Glen
Zone 3 actual    = 4,26 – 3,4
= 0,86 Ω  at Neptune
Set zone 3 = 0,2 Ω  at
Aloe Glen
 = 0,86 Ω  at Neptune

Actual zone settings:
Aloe Glen: Zone 1A = 0,56 ×  3 = 1,68 Ω  primary
 Zone 1B = 0,86 ×  3 = 2,58 Ω  primary
 Zone 2 = 0,86 ×  3 = 2,58 Ω  primary
 Zone 3 = 1,06 ×  3 = 3,18 Ω  primary
Neptune: Zone 1A = 2,28 ×  43  = 1,71 Ω  primary
 Zone 1B = 3,40 ×  43  = 2,55 Ω  primary
 Zone 2 = 3,40 ×  43  = 2,55 Ω  primary
 Zone 3 = 4,26 ×  43  = 3,195 Ω  primary

1.16 DISTANCE AND DIRECTION MEASUREMENTS  (76TL 5213–O)
  (7TL 5211–O/FF)
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Switch S1: Position 1 = Sliding trigger point repeat
 Position 2 = Repeat measurement
Select S1 = Position 1

1.17 TRIPPING LOGIC MODULE  (7TL 2704–O/EG)
Current transformer earthed selection
Select line side
Timer t1  for Zone 1 instantaneous tripping
Select t1  vertical

Timer 4 selection:  Directional or Non-directional
Select zone 4 directional

1.18 ARC RELAY MODULE  (7TR 1900/CE)
Select S1,  S2,  and S3  to 220 V at Neptune and 110 V at Aloe Glen
S4  = Under-impedance starter block or unblock.

Select S4  = Position 2 (unblock)

1.19 ALARM INDICATION MODULE  (7TS 1701–2/EG)
  (7TL 2711–2/EG)
Switch S1  = Voltage selector
Select S1  Position 1 (110 to 250 V)
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X3: RMA Selection: where:
 MA = K5  with N/O contact
  MR = K5  with N / C contact
Select RMA = MA

X1: UNW Selection: where:
 N – U = No trip flag
  N −  W = Independent flagging
Select UNW = N −  U

1.20 ANTI-PUMP AND POLE DISCREPANCY  (RSA 1002)
Anti-pump = 200 m seconds
Pole discrepancy = 100 m seconds
Link S1:
Position A = ARC in zone 1 only
Position B = ARC in zone 1 & 2 only
Select S1  = Position B

1.21 AUXILIARY TRIPPING AND ALARM MODULE  (7TR 3502–2/FF)
SW 1 to 3 = Voltage selection
Select SW 1, 2, 3 = 110 V

1.22 SUPERVISORY AUXILIARY VOLTAGE MODULE  (7TR 3400–1)
Select X = 48 V
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1.23 BREAKER FAIL (7TG 1410–1 ZA/2)
Solder link BR: In = IE = 0,4 I phase
 Out = IE = 0,2 I phase
(3 φ fault level lower than 1 φ fault level)
Select BR = In
At Aloe Glen select J > = 0,5 (200 A)
At Neptune select J > = 0,5 (800 A)

Select breaker fail timer (BFT) = Standard setting
Select BFT = 125 m seconds

1.24 BREAKER FAIL AUXILIARY MODULE  (7TR 5400–4)
Voltage selection links X2, X3  and X4
Position 1 for 110 V dc
Position 2 for 220 V dc

Select X2, X3  and X4  = Position 1 at Aloe
Glen
 = Position 2 at Neptune

1.25 BACKUP EARTH-FAULT (E/F) RELAY AT ALOE GLEN  (7 SK 28)
Select PS = 0,4
TM = 0,45
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1.26 SCHEME SETTING SUMMARY

Feeder and Siemens 7SL27 Relay / Scheme Setting Sheet

Area : Border Setting No : 001608

Substation : Aloe Glen Voltage : 132 kV

Panel : Neptune Date : 25/01/1995

CTR (Main) : 400/1 CTR (Backup):   400/1 PTR : 132 000/110 V

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Scheme : 2FZ2301 [7SL27 3P]

Position Type / Function Onboard Setting Front Panel Setting
F3 AC3 7 TT 1740
Out-of-step
blocking timer
Time delay t = 100 m sec
(factory set)
No setting
F3 AC9 7TW 5400-0
Dead fault protection
No setting No setting
F3 AC15 7TW 1510-1
Carrier interface
Hardwire link – Bridge K to J tb : 75 msec
tb = Current Rev Guard Time
tv : 40 msec
tv = Effective Carrier Time
F3 AC23 7TR 24-*3
Carrier interface relay
 Link IKL:
IK = in
KL = out
No setting
F3 AC31 7TR 3503-0
Alarm & control relay
module
Relay : Link : Bridge
K1 : ABC : A to B
K2 : DEF : D to E
K3 : GHJ : G to H
K4 : KLM : K to L
No setting
F3 AC 39 7TR 3503-0
Alarm & control relay
module
Relay : Link : Bridge
K1 : ABC : A to B
K2 : DEF : D to E
K3 : GHJ : H to J
K4 : KLM : L to M
No setting
F3 AC47 7SB 3120-OBBO
ARC logic module
Link A : Position 1
 B : Position 1
 C : Open
 D : Position 1
 E : Closed
No setting
F3 AC55 7SB 3125-*4
ARC relay
No setting t  :  4 sec
Control Switch  :  on
F3 AC75 7TL 9100-0 Carrier
logic interface module
No setting No setting

Note: Where a two-lettered suffix is specified (i.e. 7TR1900 CE) the settings will change when a card with a
different suffix is used.

Position Type/Function Onboard Setting Front Panel Setting
F3 AC81 7TN 35-*5
d.c./d.c. Power supply
No setting So setting
F3 AC119 7TN 5403-*7
a.c./d.c. Power supply
No setting So setting
F3 BC9 7TM 5317
CT & PT Input
No setting Ze / Z1  :  1,15
Ze / Z1= Zero Sequence
Impedance Compensation
F3 BC39 7TJ 1510-0
O/C fault detector
No setting J> / Jn  :  1
J> / Jn = Phase O/C pickup
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F3BC47 7TJ 3110-0
Under impedance
fault detector
No setting U / V  :  48 V
U / V = Undervoltage pickup
J> / Jn  :  0,25
J> / Jn = O/C pickup
F3 BC59 7TJ 5250-3A
Earth-fault detector &
zone 2 timer
Link X1  :  To position sss
(vertical)
J> / Jn  :  0,3
J> / Jn = Earth fault detector
Zone 2 t/s  :  0,4 sec
F3 BC67 7TT 1912-0
Z3 & Z4 timers
No setting Zone 3 – t / s  :  3 sec
Zone 4 – t / s  :  5 sec
F3 BC 75 7TL 2641-0
Phase selector
Link IE : C-D
R(T): H-G; E-F; L-M;
O-N
T(R) : T-U; W-V
RET : R-S; Q-P; Y-X; Z-
A
RST : J-I
No setting
F3 BC83 7TL 255*-0
Zone 1A & zone 1B
reach measurement
No setting Zone 1A r1  :  0,567 ohm (LHS)
Zone 1B r  :  0,851 ohm (RHS)
R/X  :  2 (LHS & RHS)
F3 BC95 7TL 2508-0
Z2 & Z3 reach
No setting Zone 2 r2   :  0,3 ohm
Zone 3 r3  :  0,19 ohm
F3 BC107 7TL 5213-0
Distance  & direction
measurement
Switch S1  :  Position 2
Link X2  :  R
(X2 : R (Factory Set)
No setting
F3 BC115 7TL2704-0
Tripping logic module
No setting CT star & earthed : Line side
t1  :  Vertical
t4  :  Directional
F3 BC123 7TR 1900  :
ARC relay module
Link S1, S2, S3  :  110 V
Link S4  :  open
No setting
F3 BC131 7TS 1701-2 
7TS2711-2 
Alarm & indication
module
Switch S1  :  Position 1
Link X1  :  N-W
 Link X2 :  2-0
Link X3  :  M-A
No setting
F3 BC139 7TS 1701-2 
7TS 2711-2 
Alarm & indication
module
Switch S1  :  Position 1
Link X1  :  N-W
 Link X2  :  2-0
Link X3  :  M-A

F3 BC163 7TU 3200-1
PT fuse fail
No Setting No setting
F4 AC3 RSA 1002
Anti pump & pole
discrepancy time
APT R3  :  200 msec
PDT R102  :  1000 msec
(APT & PDT Factory Set)
Link S1  :  Position B
No setting
F4 AC15 7TS1701-1/2
Flagging module
Switch S1  :  Position 1
Link X1  :  N-W
 Link X2  :  2-0 (Note 1)
Link X3  :  M-A
No setting
F4 AC23 7TR 3502-4
K1-IDMT o/c
auxiliary
K2-MCB trip
auxiliary
K3-SF6 alarm
auxiliary
SW 1}
SW2 }  110-250 V d.c.
selection
SW3 }
No setting
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Position TYPE/FUNCTION Onboard Setting Front Panel Setting
F4 AC31 7TR 3/5400-1/4
K1-Supervisory close auxiliary
K2-Supervisory open auxiliary
K3-Spare
7TR347 TR53
Link X1  :  48 V X2  :  48
V
 X3  :  48 V X3  :  48
V
 X4  :  48 V X4  :  48
V
No settings
F4 AC67 7TG 1410-1
DTL O/C relay

Link BR  :  In
O/C J>  :  0,5*Jn
T  :  125 m sec
F4 AC75 7TR 5400-4
K1-TX
K2-TBX
K3-Spare
Link X2  :  Position 1
 X3  :  Position 1
 X4  :  Position 1
No setting
F4 AC85 7TN 43_*5
d.c. / d.c. Power supply
7TN 4322-3 = 110 V DC
7TN 4323-3 = 220 V DC
No setting
F4 AC97 7TR 3503/2-4
Interface auxiliary relay
7TR3502-4 SW1, SW2, SW3
110 to 220 V selection
No setting
F4 AC145 Diode block No setting No setting
F4 AC157 7PA 10 No setting No setting
F1 BC5 7SJ 50 O/C relay






7SK 8723-1A E/F Relay
LINK BR101  :  Position 1
BR102  :  Position 1
BR103  :  Position 1
BR104  :  Position 1
BR105  :  Position 2
BR106} 
BR107} :  BR1106
BR108} : 
BR109   :  Position 1
(All the above are factory set)
S1    :  Position 2
S2    :
Trip Character : NI

IDMT O/C    Jp : N/A Jp
  tm : N/A sec

HIGH SET   J>> : N/A
O/C t : N/A sec
IDMT E/F    Je : 0,4*Jn
   tm : 0,45
Back of relay
AB131
Jumpers for distance mode
selection
MODE  :  Permissive
Overreach (POR)
Jumper 1  :  z2 to z4
Jumper 2  :  z8 to z12

Other information:
Overhead Line   : 7 km of 2 × Bear
Relay Angle : 79 °
Zone 1A Zp : 1,68 Ω Zs : 0,567Ω
Zone 2 and 1B Zp : 2,58 Ω Zs : 0,851 Ω
Zone 3  Zp : 3,18 Ω Zs : 1,06 Ω
Mode of operation : POTT
Breaker fail (BF): O/C : 0,5* Jn t : 125 m seconds
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TYALARA / QUNU 132 Kv
OPTIMHO 112 1p SCHEME
PARAMETERS


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 TYALARA / QUNU 132 kV FEEDER

1. TYALARA / QUNU OPTIMHO 1P SCHEME AND LINE PARAMETERS

• Line Length = 43,6 km

Conductor type Impedance   (Ω  /
km)
1 ×  Wolf

Z1  = 0,188 + j 0,418
Z0  = 0,47 + j 1,473




1.1 LINE IMPEDANCE
Z1  = 0,188 + j0,418 Ω  per kilometer
= 0,458 ∠65,78 ° ×  43,6 km
= 19,99 ∠65,78 °Ω  ×
PTR
CTR

= 6,66 ∠65,78 °Ω  secondary

CTR = 400  :  1 PTR = 1 200  :  1
132 kV 132 kV
26,3 km 17,3 km
Zimbane
Qunu
Tyalara
87 A Load
(Maximum)
1 ×  Wolf
TX
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Z0  = 0,470 + j1,473 Ω  per kilometer
= 1,546 ∠72,3 ° ×  43,6 km
= 67,41 ∠72,3 °Ω  ×
PTR
CTR

= 22,47 ∠72,3 °Ω  secondary

1.2 ZONE 1 REACH
• Required Zone 1 forward reach:
 = 0,8 ×  6,66 ∠65,78 = 5,328 ∠65,78°Ω

• Required zone 1 percentage reach:
= KZ1 ×  KZph

×  In
5

= 1,10 ×  1 ×  1
5

= 5,5 Ω  secondary
% Reach =
66,6
5,5
 ×
1
100
 = 82,6 % (forward)

1.3 ZONE 2 REACH
• Required zone 2 forward reach:
= KZ2 ×  KZph

×  In
5

= 1,64 ×  1 1
5

= 8,2 Ω  secondary
% Reach =
66,6
2,8
 ×
1
100
 = 123,1 % (forward)
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1.4 ZONE 3 REACH
• Required zone 3 reverse reach:
= KZ3′  ×  KZph

×  In
5

= 0,2 ×  1 ×  1
5

= 1 Ω  secondary
% Reach =
66,6
1
 ×
1
100
 = 15 % (reverse)

• Required zone 3 forward reach:
= KZ3 ×  KZph ×  In
5

= 2,04 ×  1 ×  1
5

= 10,2 Ω  secondary
% Reach =
66,6
2,10
 ×
1
100
 = 153,2 % (forward)
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1.5 SCHEME SETTING SUMMARY

C997 Teskor Feeder with OPTIMHO 1P Relay / Scheme Setting Sheet

Area : Border Setting No : 002524

Substation : Tyalara Voltage : 132 kV

Panel : Qunu Date : 22/10/1999

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CT Ratio’s:
Core 1 1s1 – 1s2 MR 1200/1 110P10 Use 400/1 Distance
Core 2 2s1 – 2s2 500/1 Use 500/1
Core 3 3s1 – 3s2 500/1
Core 4 4s1 – 4s2 MR 1200/1 Use 400/1

Optimho Distance Protection Relay General Information
Relay type number  LFZP112S50005A GEC
Relay serial number  250767A
Relay commissioned on 
Case style 
Current rating In 1 A
Frequency  50 Hz
Voltage rating d.c. VX1 110 / 125 V
Voltage rating d.c. VX2 110 / 125 V
External resistor box  N/A
Phase – phase a.c. voltage rating Vn 110 / 120 V
Relay software number  18LFZP 008 A
Fault locator software number 
Relay settings updated  

Optimho Relay Model
Relay type LFZP 112
Directional earth fault Fitted
Fault locator Fitted
Settings group selection N/A
Optimho Communications
Access level Full
Serial control:  Active port Local
Modem baud rate 4 800 data parity stop
Modern protocol 7 even 1
Modern control lines Not in use
Serial control local baud rate 4 800 data parity stop
Local protocol 3 even 1

Optimho VTS, Start Indication and Contact Configuration
VTS Operation on trips Allow
VTS self resetting feature N/A
Start indication Blocked
Contact configuration # 1

Optimho Switch on the Fault (SOTF)
Switch on to fault status Enabled
Switch on to fault enabled in 110 seconds
SOTF trip elements Level detectors

Optimho Identifiers
User identifier Tyalara 132 kV feeder
Group identifier  OPTIMHO
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Default display User identifier

Optimho Calendar Clock
Clock reference  Relay crystal

Optimho Distance Tripping
Type of Trip  1 + 3 Pole
Zone 1 tripping  Enabled
Zone 1X time delay trips  Blocked
Zone 1X time delay TZIX N/A
Zone 1Y time delay trips  Blocked
Zone 1Y time delay TZIY N/A
Zone 2 time delay trips  Enabled
Zone 2 time delay TZ2 0,50 Sec
Zone 3 time delay trips  Enabled
Zone 3 time delay TZ3 3,00 Sec
Time delay trips for ground faults  Enabled

Optimho Distance Settings
Phase impedance constant KZPh 1,00
Phase impedance angle THETA Ph 65,0 DEG
Neutral impedance constant KZN 0,800
Neutral impedance angle THETA N 65,0 DEG
Zone 1 multiplier KZI 1,10
Zone 1X multiplier  KZIX 2,00
Zone 1X direction  Forward
Zone 1Y multiplier KZIY 2,00
Zone 1Y direction  Forward
Zone 2 multiplier KZ2 1,64
Zone 2 direction  Forward
Zone 3 characteristics  Offset
Zone 3 reverse multiplier KZ3′  0,2
Zone 3 forward multiplier KZ3 2,04
Zone 3 aspect ratio A / B 0,41

Optimho Scheme Details
Scheme type  POR 1
Loss of Load Feature  N/A
Loss of Load Elements  N/A
Scheme timer TP 98 ms
Scheme timer TD 0 ms
Scheme timer TDW N/A
DEF aided trips  Enabled
DEF highest level detector  0,15 In
Scheme timer TPG N/A
Scheme timer TDG 0 ms

Optimho Block Auto-Reclose On
Zone 1 or aided trip 2 / 3 phase fault No
Zone 1 or aided trip 3 phase fault No
Zone 1X time delayed trip N/A
Zone 1Y time delayed trip N/A
Zone 2 time delayed trip No
Channel out of service No
DEF instantaneous trip N/A
DEF time delayed trip No
DEF aided trip No
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Optimho Commissioning Options
Contact status All contacts enabled
Monitor option number 0
Output option number #6
Power swing blocking test Disabled

Optimho PSB settings
PSB detector status  Enabled
Zone 6 forward multiplier KZ6 2,60
Zone 6 reverse multiplier KZ6′  0,8
Zone 6 aspect ratio a/b 0,41
PSB detector inner zone  Zone 3
PSB interzone time TZ6 50 ms
PSB operation on zone 1  Block
PSB operation on zone 1X  Block
PSB operation on zone 1Y  Block
PSB operation on zone 2  Block
PSB operation on zone 3  Allow

Optimho DEF Settings
DEF low set level detector 0,1 In
DEF elements Enabled
DEF delayed trip Enabled
DEF delayed trip time curve Curve 1
DEF delay time multiplier (*t) 0,4
DEF delayed trip base setting (Is) 0,3
DEF instantaneous trip N/A
DEF instantaneous setting N/A
DEF polarising Negative sequence volts
DEF elements angle (Theta G) 60,0 DEG
DEF mag. inrush detector Enabled
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Auto-reclose Relay
Relay type number  CCRP902 GEC
Relay serial number  CCRP902R000000001B
Relay equipment diagram  S10CCRP902 SHT 1
Relay commissioned on 
Case style 
Current rating In 1,0 A
Frequency  50 Hz
Voltage rating d.c. Vx 110 / 125 V
Check synch slip time Ts 2
Check synch slip time multiplication factor K 1
Synch check maximum time
(Tml = 510s, Tms = 255s)
Tms 255
Auto / non auto-reclose  Auto
Slow dead time 3 phase t3s 1 (selection on relay input ZK6)
3 phase multiplication factor K 1
Fast dead time 3 phase t3f Not selected (Selection on relay
input ZJ4)
Single phase dead time t1 5
Single phase dead time multiplication factor K 0,1
Reclaim time Tr 15
Reclaim time multiplication factor K 2
Dead line / dead bus  Selected
Dead line / live bus  Selected
Live line / dead bus  Selected
Check synch  Selected
Voltage rating a.c. Vn 63,5 V
Undervoltage lockout % Vn 85 %
Check synch angle  20°
Relay settings updated  
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CHECK SYNCHRONISM RELAY
Relay type number MAVS02D1AB0751B GEC
Relay serial number 250195 A
Case style
Frequency 50 Hz
Voltage rating d.c. 110 / 125 V
Voltage rating a.c. 63,5 / 110 V
Phase difference (θ) 25°
Energise DLLB, LLDB
Time(s) 2
Voltage supply (vs) 15 V
Nominal Voltage (Vn ph / Vn ph-n) Vn ph-n

Overcurrent and Earth Fault Relay
Relay type number  MCGG53 GEC HICB0753B
Relay serial number  250123A
Case style 
Current rating In 1 A
Voltage rating d.c. Vx 48 / 125 V
Configuration  2 PH + 1 E/F
CTR  400 / 1
Overcurrent plug setting % Is 1,0
Overcurrent time multiplier T 0,25
Earth fault plug setting (%) Is 0,1
Earth fault time multiplier T 2,0 sec
Curve setting  DEF
Instantaneous overcurrent  ∞
Instantaneous earth fault  ∞

POLE DISCREPANCY RELAY
Relay type number MVTT14B1BA077A GEC
Relay serial number 246017A
Case style
R Ext 1,5 kΩ
Voltage rating d.c. 110 / 125 V
Pole discrepancy time 3 seconds

LINE VOLTAGE MONITOR RELAY
Relay type number MVT111CICA0751E
Relay serial number 900625
Case style
Frequency 50 / 60 Hz
Voltage rating d.c. 110 / 125 V
Voltage (Vn) 57 / 70 V
Voltage (Vs) 50 V

LINE VOLTAGE MONITOR RELAY
Relay type number MVT111CICA0751E
Relay serial number 900624
Case style
Frequency 50 / 60 Hz
Voltage rating d.c. 110 / 125 V
Voltage (Vn) 57 / 70 V
Voltage (Vs) 50 V

NOTE: ARC selector switch is set to 1 + 3P
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